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NOTES ON TRANSLATIONS AND CITATIONS 
The following practice has been observed in quoting from the 
works of Calvin: 
1. Unless otherwise specified, the quotations from the Com- 
mentaries are from the Calvin Translation Society edition (1843-55) 
which has been republished by the Won. B. Eerdrnans Publishing Com-- 
pany, Grand Rapids. Michigan (1947-50). The Commentaries are 
cited in footnotes by the appropriate chapter and verse from the Bible; 
thus. Com. Rom. 1: 16. The Baum, Cunits, and Reuss-edition of the 
Commentaries, which is found in the Joannis Calvini' Opera, has been 
consulted and utilized when important or controversial aspects of the 
study were under consideration. The Tholuck-edition of the Commen- 
taries, Joannis Calvini in' Novum Testarnentum Commentarii., has &I-_ 
_so 
been consulted. In some-cases` extremely archaic expressions in-. ' -` 
the Calvin Translation Society'sdition of the Commentaries have been 
changed. As a general rule, ' however; the translation has been fol- 
lowed. 
2. The quotations from the Institutes are- designated bybook@ 
chapter, and section; thus, I. xiv, 7. Unless other specified, the 
quotations from the Institutes are from the Institutes ' of the Christian' 
Religion by John Calvin, translated by Henry, Beveridge. two volumes, 
lit 
Edinburgb,, T. and T. Clark,; 1869. ;,. This is the: 1559 edition-of-the In- 
sKt: When important and controversial aspects of the study were 
under consideration, the Barth and Niesel Latin edition, which is 
found in the Johannis Cam Opera Se Ieca, and the translation by. _. '4r 
John Allen have been consulted and utilised. - 
3.9 Unless otherwise specified., the quotations from the. Tracts 
are from the three volumes prepared by the Calvin Translation Society 
(1844.51). The Tracts are cited by the appropriate volume and page. 
Volumes Y-IX of the Jo s Calvini Opens have also, been consulted in 
connection with Calvin's Tracts. 
4.: ° Unless otherwise specified, the quotations from the Let- 
ters are from the Letters of John Calvin, which were compiled by 
Jules Bonnet and translated by M., R: Gilchrist. -. The nine volumes of 
A.. L. Herrninjard entitled Correspondence des Reformateurs daps, lea = 
as de- la langue francaise have been consulted. Some letters are -' 
quoted which are, found only in the p ers, volumes X-XX. 
5. The quotations from some of the other writings of Calvin 
which are not in English translation are from the Joannis Calvini 
Gera, edited by G. Saum, E. Cunits, and E. Reuss. These quota-- 
bons, , which have been translated or paraphrased, are designated by- 
volume and page; thus, CO. XVI. 330. The fifty-nine volumes'of the 
iv 
Opera are the same as volumes-XXIY-LXXVII of the CO! pus Reforma- 
torum. The Johannis Calvini C)per& Selects, edited by P. Barth and 
G. Niesel, has also been consulted. 
6. The sources of the quotations from other writings of Cal- 
vin or translations of his writings are individually specified. 
In the case of German- and French works for which English 
translations are nonexistent or were not available, translations or 
paraphrases have been made. 
American spelling has been employed except in some quota. 
ti (me. 
A Form Book for Thesis Writing by William Giles. Campbell 
has been utilized for thesis form. - 
A Manual of Style published by the University of Chicago Press 
has been consulted in regard to matters 'of style and composition. '- 
V 
PREFACE 
The realization of the importance of John Calvin in the his- 
tort' of hermeneutics first came to me as I sat in &'class on the his- 
Cory of biblical interpretation under the late Professor William H. 
Davis at the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in Louisville, 
Kentucky. Graduate work under Professor Davis increased still fur- 
ther my appreciation of the importance of Calvin as an exegete. 
Then came the opportunity to do additional study in this field 
of interest at New College, University of Edinburgh. I wish to thank 
Professors William Manson, J. H. S. Burlsigh, John Baillie. and . 
Hugh Watt, who have been especially helpful and who have given en-, 
couragement and guidance. Under the supervision of my advisers I 
continued my research in this field at the Universities of Basel and 
-Zurich. To Professors Oscar Cullinann and Emil Brunner I owe. - 
thanks for their encouragement and guidance. 
Further . study was done' at the Union Theological Seminary in., 
Now York City. During my three 'periods of study in Now York City, 
_ 
Professors John T. McNeill and Frederick C. Grant were especially. '; 
helpful and gave we generous portions of their time. 
Mr. J. B. Primrose and Miss Erma Leslie were unusually, 
cooperative in connection with my study in the New College Library, 
vi. 
University of Edinburgh. I found the personnel of the libraries at the 
:. Universities of Basel, Zurich. and Geneva always ready to assist. I- 
owe a special debt of gratitude to the Librarian of Union Theological 
Seminary, Mr. Robert Beach, for granting me imany special privi- - 
leges'during hot su'mer days in New ; 
York City. ""'To" the librarüns' of 
the three schools where'I have taught sinco`xeturning from Edinburgh, 
I must also express deep appreciation. Mr. R 'W. Severance of Bay 
tor University, _waco, 
Texas; Miss Nell0 C. Davidson of the Now Or- 
leans Baptist Theological ' Seminary, ' New Orleans, ' Louisiana; and 
Professors L. * R.. Elliott and Charles Johnson of the' Southwestern 
Baptist Theological Seminary, For Worth, . 
Texas have all cooper-` 
`äted in supply wie with' materials. 
The last' ascription of gratitude is due to those who have , 
helped and encouraged we the most: my wife and my - parents. ' 
John Paul Newport 
Fort Worth, Texas 
April. 1953 
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I. IMPORTANCE OF THE. STUDY 
The Ecumenical Study Conference'which u et at Wadham Col-' 
lege, oxford, in 1949, stated: "The Christian's authority Has in the. 
will of God. it is agreed that the Bible stands in a unique position is 
mediating that will to us. i1 The Foreword of the World Council-of 
Churches' symposium Biblical Authority for Today affirms that '- 
It has always been the task of the Church tä, "fold the =CS 
sage of the Bible. ... This is. in fact, the root 
, of all Christian- 
theology - But at the same time it I. the source of many divisions 
which exist among us. If we in the fellowship of the World 
'Coun- cil of Churches are eager to draw nearer to one another, - it is 
most natural that we should turn to the Bible which bears the tes-; 
tixnony of the undivided church of apostolic times. 
Writing in this Same symposium, ` Wolfgang Schweitzer maintains "that' 
The movement back to the Bible. ' which is observable in all 
confessions and in all parts of the world, clearly shows that there _. is a new readiness to receive direction from the Scripture. ' Even 
where we often do not. appear to be unanimous about fundamental - 
questions, there is evidence that, by, listening in common to the -: 
message of the Bible, we may be able to proceed to a common in-`- 
1Alan Richardson and W. - Schweitzer, editors, Biblical-Au-, - ,-- 
thority for Today (London: S. C. M. Press, Ltd.,, '- 1951), -p 240. . 
2lbid.. p. 7. 
terpretation and so to a common proclamation of the good news - 
which it off4 rs. 3: 
In order to see this renewed interest in biblical interpreta- 
tion in its proper perspective, It is necessary to go back to the dec.! - 
ads between 1910 and 1920. According to Clarence Craig, 4 this dec- 
ade marked not only the climax of purely historical studies in the field 
of early Christianity. but it also laid the foundation for revolt against 
absorption' in the Heraclitian flux of relativity. - The second edition of 
Barth's Römerbrief sounded the battle cry against a theology en- 
grossed in psychologism and historical relativities. Barth called men 
back to the revelation of a transcendent God who had spoken his Word 
to men. Some historians were somewhat scornful of the exegesis by 
which Barth extracted his theological ideas from Romans, I Corinthi- 
ins. and Philippians. But the impressive thing was that it did not: 
come from rejection -of historical criticism, but from a reaffirmation 
of the absoluteness of divine revelation. 
Many writers maintain that it was to Zwingli. Calvin, and Lu- 
31bid., p., 154. 
4C. T. ' Craig, "Biblical Theology and the Rise of Histori- --, _. -. ,- 
cism. " journal -of Biblical Literature. LXII, part 4 (1943)., 289-9l.. 
3 
Cher that Barth turned for doctrine. 3 Mackintosh6 affirms that ": -- 
Barth's line of ancestry 'goes back through Kierkegaard, Luther, '. and ' 
Calvin to Paul and Jeremiah..,. Aubrey? -joins those who trace Barth v 
back, to "Calvin by saying that Barth is the Reformed theologian of our -- 
tiro., standing in the tradition of Calvin and sharing his faith in the". -- 
sufficiency of the revelation contained in the Scriptures. 
ý' "' On the other 
hand, °there are other-writers-who maintain that 
Barth and Brunner are not in the orthodox Calvinistic tradition. 8 
-, ° Most will 
agree, however. - that in the central issues the . "Neo-ortho-, _ 
dox"`movement is in harmony with many of the main emphases of Cal- 
via and Luther. In any, case, ° the "Neo-orthodox" movement has `stirn- 
ulated interest in Calvin and his exegetical -and. theological work. 
Thus it is seen that there is some relationship between the 
-renewed 
interest in-the centrality. of biblical authority and biblical ex-__ 
3R: ` Birch Hoyle ;. The Tea hin of Karl Barth (London: 
S. C. M. Press, 5 Ltd: ,' 1930). 
H. R. fackintosh. Types ofModern Theology (London:; 
: Nisbet and . Co. _, Ltd. `; 1937)., 'p. -, 270. '! 
7E. E.. Aubrey, Present -Theological Tendencies (New York: 
Harper and ýi .. Bros, ', 1936), p. 77. -- _., 
8Cf. `: Carla F. H. Henry, The Protestant Dilemma (Grand 
Rapids, -, Mich;. Wan:: B. "Eerdmans71949), pp.: 43-121.1 Z29-31 `and,. 
Auguste Lecerf, An Introduction to Reformed Dogmatics (London: - ". 
Lutterworth Press,,: 1949). 
egeaia; : and the contemporary, revival of interest is the Reformation. -. '- 
This, is certainly understandable; for one äf the chief concirns of the, 
Reformation eras the attempt to restore the Bible' to its place as the 
primary and exclusive source of religious authority. Closely'connect- 
ed with this task was the necessity of a proper interpretation of the : -- _ 
message of the Bible. 
There is a rather widespread agreement among protestant 
scholars and biblical interpreters that the greatest of the Reformers, 
as far as biblical exegesis is concerned, 
was John Calvin. Many tes- 
monies could be-cited which would confirm this statement. George 
Adam Smith maintains. _ .. -"4-=- 
,Y t_The soundest exegete of 
the time. wasJohn Calvin; consider- 
ing his means and opportunities. ' we may call him the greatest ex-. 
positor of all time.. 
" 
To real exegetic skill he unites the full free 
-dom, of a Theodore of Mopsusitia with the profundity of a Luther. 9 
Broadus likewise states, 
With the possible exception of Chrysostom, - I think there is 
j 
._ no commentator before our own century whose exegesis is so gen- 
erally satisfactory., ' and so uniformly profitable as that of Cal-- 
vin. 10 
9George Adam Smith, Modern Criticism and the Preaching 
of the Old. Testament (second-edition; New York: A. C. Armstrong 
and Son. 901). g. ZdO. 
IOJohn A. Broadus, Histor of Preaching (New York: A, -_C, 
Armstrong endSon, ` 1896); "p. 
5 
Schaffit has collected sixty-two tributes to Calvin's greatness, many 
of which contain, comment$ oa Calvin's, unique ability as a biblical ex- 
egete., - Scbaff maintains that 'despite the fact that he lived four. hun- 
drid years ago, _.. -:.. __ 
Calvin was- an exegetical genius of the first order. - His, corn-_ 
mentaries are unsurpassed for originality, depth., perspicuity, 
soundness.. - and permanent value. --The Reformation period-was":, fruitful beyond any other in translations and expositions of the .,. Scripture. , if Luther was the king of translators, Calvin was the 
king of commentators. 12 
Kemper Fullerton gives an even more eulogistic statement in refer- 
ence to Calvin's exegetical work. 
Calvin may not unfittingly be called the first scientific inter- 
preter in the history of the Christian Church. ` As an exegete he 
is the acknowledged chief among the Reformers. Adopting the 
same principles of interpretation as Luther, did. he consistently 
applied them in his commentaries as Luther did. This is all the 
mors astonishing as' Calvin hold many theological presupposi- 
tions which would have logically led to a complete abandonment of :. 
the historical meaning of the Old Testament in general and-of ".. 
prophecy in particular; -. . 'In the case of-no 
great commentator, 
is it more necessary to distinguish between the theologian and the 
exegete than'ia the case of Calvin. Because of the consistency 
with which he applied his exegetical method in. spite, of, all the In, . ducements of his 'own dogmatic theories to depart from it. his 
commentaries can still be'read with profit . 13 -_ ~f 
I lphilip Schaff. History of the Christian Church (New York: -- 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1923), VII, pp. 272-95. 
12lbid.; 
-p 524. 
13Kemper Fullerton, - Prophecy and Authority (New York: '-, ',, 
Macmillan and Co., 1919), p. 133. 
L 
H. - Bauke, . 
in Die. Probleme der Theologie Calvins' maintains. that aft- 
er consulting the Gernnan. and French. literature on Calvin up to-1942, 
. he found. that an "antagonism" existed in the continental views about 
Calvin. This antagonism was between the standpoint of Ritschl and 
those dogmaticians whom hs'influenced, Loofs and Seeberg, 'and pia- 
other group, (chiefly Reformed) which included A. -, 'Lang. Doumergue, 
Bohatec, Wernie, Dilthey, and . Troeltsch. , According to Bauke.. 
the 
first group tended to regard Calvin; as over against Luther, only, as a 
progeny of the Reformation. The other group regarded Calvin as the 
founder or. fashioner of an independent type of Evangelical Reformed 
Christianity. r Bauke points out, however, that he believes that all 
would agree -that, Calvin was a great. exegete. 
14 
Regardless of the many. tributes which have been paid to Cal- 
vin's ability as an exegete, the contemporary revival of interest in_, _< 
the Reformation has revealed that Calvin has, been studied to a-large., -. 
extent In terms of the, systematic structure of the institutes of 1559 -, 
without corresponding attention being, given to the development of his 
thinking and the considerable quantity of material in the biblical corn= 
IAH.. 8aºuke, ' Die Probleme der Theologie Cslvius (Leipsig: T 
J. C. Hinrichs. .: lg22), 
7- 
mentaries. 15 At least partially because of the fact that Calvin lived, 
before the time of much of the historical and critical development is 
biblical studies and was in many, ways a typical child of the sixteenth 
, century, some have ignored, to a large extent, his exegetical writ- 
ings. On the other hand, some have apparently ignored the fact that 
he was historically conditioned, and they have accepted his exegesis 
in an unqualified manner. -Thus in-order to avoid sither. of these ex- 
tremes and to understand properly and evaluate correctly Calvin's 
worth and contribution as an exegete. it is necessary to see him. in 
his historical setting and to examine the factors . 
which influenced his 
use of basic exegetical principles. 
II. THE PROBLEM AND'STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 
Having seen something of. the importance of the general area 
of theological thought to be considered by this study. attention should 
be given to the particular aspect-of this . area of theological thought to 
be investigated. - In this thesis a study I. to be made of the factors ::: 
which influenced John Calvin's use of the two fundamental principles 
I5H. T. Kerr, Jr.. "Review of E. A. Dowey's The Know! - 
edge of God in Calvin's Theology, Interpretation. _VI, No. 3 
(July, - 
1952), 376-77. - Among the exceptions to this statement is T. F. 
Torrance's Calvin's Doctrine of Man (London ;' Lutte'rwörth Press. 
1949). Extensive use of Calvin's commentaries is a characteristic. - 
of this work., _ 
8 
of biblical exegesis--the linguistic and the. historical. _: ýý_ 
intseeking to achieve this suggested purpose. -attention. will,. -_: 
be. given is Chapter II to the arrangement of exegetical principles. un 
, der four general headings=-the linguistic, historical, theological,. 
and homiletical. Next., a study will be made, of Calvin's recognition 
of these principles of exegesis. Consideration will then be given to 
the extent to which Csivin's exegesis was historically conditioned.., 
Following this. -a study will be made. is a general way. -of some. of _ 
the factors which influenced Calvin's use of the theological and homi- 
leticaloprinciples of, exegesis, Primary attention will be-reserved, 
however, for the two other principles which were probably conditioned 
the most by his historical background--the linguistic and historical. 
In Chapter III a study will be made of three factors influenc- 
Q Calvin's use of the linguistic principle. In Chapter TV, attention - 
will be given to a study of the factor. which influenced Calvin's use of 
the historical principle. --The three factors suggested are considered 
under the general heading 'of religious authority.. ". --This chapter involves 
a study of the influence of Calvin's, controversies with the Roman Gath- 
olics, -radical sects, and heretics on his use of the, historical principle= 
of exegesis. ==Y: __ 
_fl - An attempt will be made to discover, on the basis of the - 
=; 
9 
study which has been outlined. that part of Calvin's exegesis which is 
historically conditioned and that part which is of universal and pert na 
neat value. 
M. REVIEW OF RELATED STUDIES AND JUSTIFICATION 
OF THE PRESENT STUDY 
Despite a rather widespread interest in Calvin's exegetical -° , 
writings and exegetical methods, one finds very few extensive discus- 
sions of the factors which influenced his use of the linguistic and his- 
torical principles of biblical exegesis. Certainly many brief treat-; 
rents of these factors are to be found in theological Journals.: mono- 
graphs. encyclopedias. and textbooks on the history of doctrine and, 
the history of he rmeneutics. . 'Apparently more 
attention has been giv- 
Sn to a consideration of the factors Influencing Calvin's use of the 
theological and homiletical factors than to those influencing the 1iä- 
guistic and historical factors. In the last division of Chapter II more 
detailed consideration will be given to the relative amount of atteintioa -- 
that has been devoted to the four principles of exegesis. It is also. 
true that there _are numerous monographs and books : dealing with par-- 
ticular aspects of the factors . which 
influenced Calvin's principles Of 
exegesis. Such topics as Calvin's Humanist training; 'linguistic train- 
ing; attitude toward allegory; controversies with Roman Catholics; 
"! O 
radical sects. and heretics; doctrine of accommodation; and lsgslisnri' 
have received more or less extensive treatment. - Individual works": '' 
dealing with these particular subjects will be indicated as the study' 
progresses. 
Although a more extensive list will be given as the study 'do-'-, 
- it will be helpful in this- introductory section to call attention 
to a few representative 'articles investigations, and books which deal . 
with certain facets of the subject of this thesis. For example, these'* 
are several articles; which have appeared iný recent years in theologi- 
cal journals', which consider Calvin's -recognition of basic principles"- 
-of exegesis. 'Theme include 
an article by Paul T. ` Fuhrmann in Inter- 
rotation and one by Paul Lehmann in Theology Today. ' : An excellent 
discussion of Calvin's Humanist training is found in Quirinus'Breen's 
Jölia Calvin: 'A Study in French Humanism. One aspect of Calvin's. -. - 
linguistic background has' been discussed in detail by A. J. Bsunn= - : -. 
gaffer is Calvin Hebraisant et Interpräte de .1 anion Testament. 
Some of the more recent books which deal'with Calvin's view of roll-_, ' 
gious authority and the Bible-include The Problem of Authority in the 
Continental Reformation by Rupert E. Davies. -The Knowledge of God 
in Calvin's Theology by E. A. Dowey. The Doctrine of the Knowledge'- 
of God by T. H. L. Parker,. and 
-The 
Heritage of the Reformation by ' .' 
iil'-" 
Wilhelm pauck, In addition to. Doumergue, French writers who-have 
been helpful include. Henri Clavier, 
pwho 
has shown considerable inter-' 
est in Calvin's exegetical, work., pannier, ' and Lecerf, -Several Ger- :.. ; 
man writers have also furnished helpful materials, These include 
Peter Barth, Peter Brunner, -Seebsirg, _Bauke, and 
Lobstein. A sig- 
nifiCaUt Dutch work which contains material on Calvin's view of reli-, 
gious authority is Gereformeerde Doganatiekby H, Bavinck. The ": "" 
standard and rather well known works in English by Warfield, Hunter, 
Fullerton,. and Binns deal with certain aspects of this, study. Most of 
the standard biographies have been consulted.: The date of publication " 
and other data about the books just mentioned and other books utilized 
in this study will be found in the bibliography. _ , 
The particular. contri-. " 
button and the relation of these books to this study_willbe indicated as 
the study-progresses. - .. ý. 
; 
Although various separate aspects of the problem of this the 
sis have been treated in various--ways by. various authors, there does 
. 
not appear to have been an effort to organise, and relate these materl- 
als in the way. which is attempted in this study. 
IV. METHOD OF APPROACH AND ORGANIZATION 




standpoint of the number or the importance of his-works, is not-. our -. 
passed by any ecclesiastical writer, ancient or modern. ib.: At the U14- 
versity of Strasbourg one of the largest Calvin libraries in the world 
has been assembled. This collection was gathered by professors 
Baum, Cunita, Land Reuss, the editors of Calvin's -works, during half 
a century and, embraces 274 publications written by, Calvin. 17 , His let- 
ters alone number several thousand.. Cver. two thousand of his ser-:. 
mono have been preserved. 
The. approach utilised is this thesis is limited to a considers. - 
tiou of possible factors influencing one phese, of his extensive work-- 
the field of exegesis. -; It must be granted that all of Calvin's writings 
are related. , 
directly or indirectly, - to an exposition of the Bible:: Cal- 
vin's -! 'Epistle to the Reader" in the -1559 edition of the Institutes states 
that "My. object in this work has been to prepare . ., ̀  . candidates- 
for ... . the study of the sacred volume The Institutes, '- how- 
ever. are concerned primarily with a systematic approach to biblical 
theology... In 
, 
facto the Institutes came to be regarded as the theologi- 
, 




18John Calvin. "Epistle to the 
. 
Reader. !' instituter of the 
Christian Religion, translated by Henry Beveridge (Edinburgh: T. ', aäd 
T. Clark. 1869), I. = 
13 
cal exposition of Protestantism. Calvin's i reaching (Praelectiones) 
also dealt primarily with the exposition or exegesis"of the Scriptures. 
Calvin's sermons are less technical and exact.: however, than the. 
commentaries: 
Primary consideration, ' therefore, will be given to thecom- 
änentaries, Although many of the commentaries were based on notes 
in Latin taken by pupils, secretaries, and, after 1549, stenographers, 
they were edited by an assistant and revised by Calvin. The prefaces 
were by the hand of Calvin. The commentaries are more orderly sad 
concise than the sirxnons; l9 
The commentaries themselves form as extensive body of lit- 
Brature. The exposition and application to life of practically the whole 
Bible, - book by book, ` passage by passage, `verse by verse, and often' 
word by word was a colossal undertaking and achievement. In fact, 
Calvin wrote commentaries on*all of the books of the" Bible except 
eight of the Old Testament and one of the, New Testament. 
. -In this 
study the commentaries, on the Pauline epistles will 
be subject to more attention. than will the other. commentaries written 
by Calvin.. Like Luther, - Calvin seemed to have the conviction that it 
19pau1 T. 'Fuhrmann, "Calvin. the Expositor of Scripture, "i 
Interpretation, VI,. No. 2 (April. 1952), p. 192. _. =_ 
. 
14 :. 
was Paul's Interpretation of the Christian gospel which had to be re- . 
garded as the central interpretation of. Christ to be found in the whole 
. 
Now Testament. Even in the Institutes the Pauline epistles are quoted 
more frequently than any other group of biblical books. 
A. has already been noted; attention will be restricted pri- 
marily to the factors which influenced Calvin's use of the linguistic 
and historical principles of biblical exegesis.:; _lt 
was "originally in- 
tended to examine in detail the factors influencing all four of the bas- 
is principles of exegesis. This original plan 'ras changed to the plan 
now being followed for several reasons. For one thing, the factors 
influencing Calvin's use of the theological and, homiletical principles 
are more obvious, andmore attention has been given to them by writ- 
ere in the field of Calvin studies: - Furthermore. a detailed consider- 
ation of the factors influencing Calvin's 
, use of 
the theological and 
homiletical principles- would have necessitated dealing with areas - 
which in themselves should command separate treatment. , 
Since the : 
linguistic and historical principles of exegesis are basic and were ; _.. _.. 
probably conditioned the most by Calvin's particular historical back- 
ground. - training., and controversies, these were chosen for the pur-- . 
". pose of this study. 
It is customary in research work to restrict direct quota=": --" :" 
tions in length sied number. -Long quotations sometimes confuse the -. 
`" 
15 
reader and oftentimes give the, impression that the thesis. is. a mere .. 
compilation of quoted material. In certain sections of this , 
thesis, 
. t: ,' 
however, . numerous and sometimes, rather long quotations have been _ 
included. This has been done deliberately. Many works dealing with 
Calvin merely list the references to the Commentaries, -Institutes, 
and other of his works. It appears, -however. " that much of the- actual 
spirit of Calvin and the stimulus of his personality is lost. by such-an 
approach. 
-In 
this study an attempt has been made actually to, quote. a 
rather representative group of Calvin's statements is connection with 
each major problem under consideration. It will be noted that even in 
translation the impact of, Calvin's tremendous personality is conveyed 
when this method of collecting and quoting his actual statements is uti- 
lised. ' The least that 
can be 
said i's that Calvin Is not nearly so 
dull 
_ Prosaic as many of those who have written about him 
Iia 
subsequent 
generations. In many Cassa 
: ,"- .x ,":;:.. ý.. 
Calvin s most significant statements-----' 
would be meaningless or, at least difficult to understand unless they,, 
were given is context., -_. This fact accounts for the 
, 
length of some, of the 
is quotations used 
is this study, "' 
The arrangement of the various-principles of hermeneutics =" 
under the four. heads utilised in this study is admittedly somewhat sub-- 
jective and arbitrary.:. Likewise, the choice of factors influeuciag Cal- 
vin's use of these principles will be questioned by some* other 
fsc- 
tors could be added' and'otber arrangements of the factors could be de-". 
vised. --' It is believed. ' however. ' that the-plan followed makes for , 
clari-"., 
- 
ty and will furnish an adequate' framework for this study. 
V., SOURCES OF DATA:, 
1. 
As has already been indicated; ' one of the chief sources of 
data will be the Commentaries of Calvin. -'However. " 
much' material 
from his other'writ s including the Institutes, tracts. letters, and 
sermons will be utilized. A` detailed account of the method used in- 
-quoting from the: writings* of Calvin has 
already been given in` the Notes. 
Other works about Calvin and subjects related to this study which have 
been consulted are listed in the Selected Bibliography:. 
In this type of study, ': which necessarily surveys, many broad 
e 
areas of theological thought, it will be `necessary in some cases to ` r. - 
ly on secondary sources for sozne`of the broader aspects of the the-' 
*is' '` This has been avoided as much as possible. Since tbeie'broad-- 
es aspects of the'thesis occupy a supporting or subsidiaryi; place, it is 
believed that the' occasional-use of secondary sources . will not 
detract, `', 
from tbs effectiveness of the 
study. Materials dealing with Calvin" 
own statements are taken directly from primary sources or from rec- 
ognised translations of primary sources. 
17 
The purposes of this study do not call for a dots. ii. d linguistic 
study of numerous texts in the Latin and French originals, Rather, ' 
this study calls for a broad survey of the factors influencing Calvin's 
use of the linguistic and historical principles of biblical exegesis. It 
will not be necessary or particularly helpful to quote the Latin and 
French text in order'to achieve the desired objective. Latin and 
French ' sources , havs'been utilised, ` however: in the preparation of 
'this thesis. _..: ., s. _" 
VI. DEFINITION OF TERMS 
For the purpose of clarification. it will be helpful to make 
some observations about two terms used in this study which are close- 
ly related in meaning--hermeneutics and exegesis. 
Terry makes the following distinctions: 
Hermeneutics is the science of interpretation. Biblical or 
Sacred Hermeneutics is the science of interpreting the Holy Scrip- 
tures. Hermeneutics aims to establish the principles. methods, 
and rules which are needful to unfold the sense of what is written. 
Exegesis is the application of these principles and laws. the actu= 
al bringing into' formal statement; and by other terms. the mean- 
ing of the author's words. ... The exegete takes up the words of 
the sacred writers and by means of the principles of hermeneutics 
defines their : meanings elucidates the scope and plan of each writ- 
or, and brings forth the grunmatico-historical sense of what each 




Hermeneutics (New York: E&! t0a 
and Maine*". 1890)., pp. 17-20. -.; 
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theory, or net of principles -upon which interpreta- 
. tion 
is made. -Exegesis is the, actual. detailed interpretation. The. -. - 
, -word 
! 'exegesis! is from the-Greek Ijyi oiS, primarily a -leading 
out, then. coming to. mean an, interpretation, - an explanation, a making 
clear, 21 It is admitted that "h. rmeneutics" is designated as the'prin- 
ciples. of interpretation and "exegesis" Is the actual -into rprotation', -ZZ,, 
However, in actual practice the two terms 'have become almost inter- 
- x" ... - __.. .=_ ,"_... . -. -., ., _ changeable. They are used as synonymous terms in this thesis. 
=iFrsderick Grant, "'Biblical Exegesis. ' Encyclo .d 
"<iAmer 
icaaa1 . 1950 edition. --IX, - - 
628. 
2ZJ. ̀  A. Ernests. Principles of Biblical Interpretation. , träne- 
lated-by Charles H. Terrot (EdinburgheThClark. 1832). I, iii: ' _ 
CHAPTER II 
BASIC PRINCIPLES OF BIBLICAL EXEGESIS 
I. FOUR BASIC PRINCIPLES OF BIBLICAL EXEGESIS, ' 
There are numerous ways in which the generally accepted and 
basic principles of-biblical exegesis could be outlined and arranged,:, -, 
In a recent book, Biblical Authority for Tod are found some "Guid- 
ing Principles for the Interpretation of the Bible" as accepted by the _:. 
Ecumenical Study Conference, held at Wadham College, Oxford, is 
1949. The editors state that 
our conference has endeavored, . on the basis of the work of earlier conference.;; to develop specific principles of Interpreta- 
tion, for the use of the Bible in' relation to"social and political 
questions. ... In our study together we have used Jeremiah 7. I-15 as a test case in discovering the extent of agreement in the 
application of hermeneutical principles: We have found a teas- 
ure of agreement that surprised us all. 1 
There appears to be a'general consensus as to the basic exegetical 
principles. It is believed that the four principles which are suggested 
in this thesis--the linguistic. " historical, theological. and homiletical-- 
are generally accepted as the basic principles for biblical exegesis.. - 
Some will suggest variations of arrangements' wording, '_, and order, but 
-. ". 
lAla: i-Richardson and W. Schweitzer. editors, , -Biblical'Au- 
"- 





the principles wi11 be essentially the same. : ". . 
The Bible is composed of a body of literattire. As such it is 
a part of the literature of the world, having features is commopwith: 
all Other literature, and also features peculiar to itself. " Biblical in. 
terpretation is a section of general interpretation. -Here all students 
of the Bible are'oa common ground. '- Rationalistic, evangelical, -echo- 
lactic, and mystical-they should all alike begin here, 
2, 
The linguistic principle. From general interpretation arises 
our first basic principle--the linguistic or grammatical principle. 
The Bible is written in human languages. The Bible is a historical 
product; and, however divine it may be according to its final origin 
and essential contents, it was written by men in human languages and 
under human relations. It is to be interpreted, therefore, with simi- 
Jar helps and according to the same principles as other books of antiq- 
u tY 3 The great defect of ancient and medieval interpretation was in 
the neglect of the grammar of the Bible and in the dependence upon the 
Septuagint and Vulgate versions. ' Hence a multitude of errors that 
C. A. Briggs, Biblical Study, Its Principles, 
-Methods, and History (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1890), pp, 351-52. 
3Albert Immer, Hermeneutics of the New Testament'(An-- '- - dover: Warren F. Draper. 1877), p. 7, w 
21 
have come into the traditional exegesis through the fathers and school- 
men, have taken generations of grammatical study to eradicate, 
4 
John Calvin was one of the any who has done the most to re- 
store the linguistic principle. Calvin's use of this principle will be 
given consideration in the next chapter. 
IA mors modern times Erassti was a pioneer in restoring 
this principle to its rightful place. £rassti was "sssntially a philol- 
ogist rather than a theologian. and he applied to the Bible the priaci- 
plea which he had smploysd'in the interpretation of the ancient class- 
ice.. Erassti began at the foundation of interpretation. ` grammatical 
sxsgssisa' and placed it is such a position before the world that it has 
sv. r since maintained its fundamental importance. He published his- 
Principles of interpretation is 1761. 
S About the same time Semler, 
urged the import-ace of historical interpretation. ' These elements of 
interpretation wore combined in the 8ramnsatico"historicat method of 
c.. A. G. Keil. 6 
The first and basic principle of . x. g. sis is practically all 
books on baransaautics is the linguistic or grammatical principle. In 
4Briggs, loc. cit. 




listing the various operations necessary for a Scripture interpreter. 
Immer mentions at the very outset the criticism of the text and the 
grammatical ýexplanation. 
7 The Ecumenical Study Conference. men- 
tiosid before. agreed that one must start with a historical and criti-_ 
cal examination of the passage.. This Includes the determination of the 
tent. the literary form of the passage, and the meaning which the .., 
words had for the original author and hearer or reader. 
8 James 
Muilouburj has Included is suggested principles of interpretation the 
establishment of the text. the determination of the meaning of the 
words. and their relationship to each other and the literary form. 
9 In 
Roman Catholic circles. as represented by a recent book by Gerard 
Rooney. the following are included is the rules for interpretation: Es- 
tablish the remote context; establish the complete context; establish 
the immediate context; make sure you have what the author said; make 
sure you understand the exact sense of the words of the text; and de- 
termine the literary mode of expression used by this sacred author. 
10- 
7Imm. r. ! Q. cit.. p. 104. 
aRichardson 
and Schweitzer, oE. cit.. pp. 241-42. 
91bid.. 
pp. 2O7-13. " 
l°Gsrard Rooasy,. Preface to the Bibis (Milwaukee: Tbs Bruce 
Publishing Co,. 1949). pp. 49-75. 
23 
Closely akin to the linguistic principle, and for the purposes 
of this study considered under the linguistic principle, is logical and 
rhetorical interpretation. The biblical writers wrote for the men of 
their own times and used the forms of thought of the men of their time. 
The proper use of logical interpretation is to seek for the method of 
reasoning of the biblical author. 
11 Those who take the logical meth- . 
ode of the apostle Paul as the key to the New Testament and interpret 
by him the practical James and the mystic John do violence to these 
other writers. 
12 
Closely related to logical interpretation is rhetori- 
cal Into rprotation. We have to discriminate in the Bible between the 
More logical parts and the mors rhetorical parts., In rhetorical axe- 
goals it is essential to discriminate poetry from prose. It is also im- 
portant to note the style of each author as well as the literary psculi- 
ariti. s of the people and race which produced the Bible. 
13 The äcu- 
tnsnlcal Study Conference pointed out that allegorical interpretations 
which were not intended by the biblical authors are arbitrary and their 
use may be a disservice to the proper recognition of biblical authority. 
Christian exegesis has been justified, however, in recognising as di- 
11Brlggs, 
op. cit.. pp. 354-55. 
12lbid., 
pp. 356-57. 
13Loc. C ite 
'24 
vinely established a certain correspondence between some events and , 
teachings of the Old Testament and of the New. Testament. l4 
One of the significant contributions of the Antiochean school, 
established toward the close of the third century, - was the fact that 
stated that every passage has its, literal. meaaing and only, one mean- 
ing. They. said, however. that one must distinguish between plain and . 
figurative language and interpret each pa. sage in, accordance with its -, 
nature. 15 Terry likewise points out that basic principles of interpre- 
tation include the primary meaning of , words, , 
the context, ý the gram- :; 
matico-historical sense (words and, sentences. can have but, one signs- 
#ication in one and the, same connection),, and context and scope of the, 
-;, A authors work. 
l6 
The, linguistic or grammatical principle has-, been established 
as the first of the basic principles, of exegesis. 
The historical principle. The second basic principle of bibli- 
cal exegesis is the historical' principle. 'This principle also isy almost. - 
universally recognized. ' Muilenburg states that the historical setting 
'4Richardson and Schweitzer, öE. cit., p. 241. -. ; 
Briggs, op. cit:. pp. ' 325-26. 
16Miltön S: Terry, Biblical Hermeneutics (New Yorks Easton 
and Mains, ' 1890)" p. 103. ý` 
and background should be determined and the oriental character of the- 
Bible noted. 
17 Immer calls this principle the '. 'Real -explanationli -and 
suggests that it, include a consideration of the physical; geographical, ., 
historical, and chronological background materials: 
l8 The historical 
-=principle should include a study of the author, time, place, and cir- 
cumstances of writing, affirms Terry. 
19 The Ecumenical Study Con'-,,, -, 
ference lists as a basic rule of exegesis a study of the historical situ- 
ation, the Sits Im Leben. 
a. 
Although it is generally agreed that the historical principle is 
a necessary principle, of exegesis,. there are-differences of opinion in 
regard to the use of this principle. For the evangelical, in historical, 
exegesis, it is to be recognised that the biblical writers were men of 
their times and yet, men above their times. - 
They were influenced by 
inspiration to introduce new divine revelations and to revive old truths 
.. and set them in a new light. The rationalistic interpreter 
would not ac- 
cept all of the supernatural emphasis of the evangelical. 
21 Supernatu- 
17Richardson and Schweitzer. op. cit., pp. 207-13. . 
181mmer, loc. cit. 
19Terry, p. cit., p. 1291" 
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26 
ralists' come, to the Bible as an organic -whole. -, Rationalist. come to 
the Bible as a collection of human ' writings The -'rationalists -sin* -the 
unity in the'variety; the scholastics destroy the variety for the sake of 
unity. The evangelical position' according to' Briggs, is that the Bi- 
ble'is a vast organism in which the unity springs from an amasing va-"'- 
riety 22 In any case, the historical principle ' is' recognised as a valid 
principle. - 
. -"-'The 
problem of the relationship between the Old Testament 
and the New Testament could well. be considered 
a part-of the histori='' 
cal principle. , : It'is 'of decisive. importance for hermeneutical method 
., 
to. interpret the Old Testament in: the light of the total revelation is the 
person of Jesus Christ, ' affirms the Ecumenical Study, Conference. 
Z3 
Furthermore, an Old Testament, passage should be"examined and'ex-` 
pounded in relation to the revelation `of God to, Israel both before sand 
after Its own period. ' A New Testament passage should be examined-; ` -. 
- 
in the, light of its setting and context, 
then 
examined 
in the light of the 
Old Testament to discover, its, background in God's former, revelation. 
Returning to the New Testament, ,, a person is, able to see the passage-, _" 
22Briggs, Ioc. -cit.:,. 
23Richardson and Schweitzer, op. cit., p. 241. 
? 27, 
In the light of the whole scope of Heilsgeschicte0 
24 Historical differ- 
ences in the various parts- of the Scripture are not to be overlooked. --,, 
The historical principle is of fundamental importance. 
The theological principle. The third basic principle of bibli- 
cal exegesis is the theological principle. - 
In the Bible God's Word` =. ' 
confronts man, affirms the Ecumenical Study Conference. The pri- 
mary message of the Bible concerns God's gracious and redemptive 
activity for the saving of sinful man that he might create in Jesus 
Christ a people for himself. The starting point, therefore, of the 
Christian interpreter lies within the redeemed community of which-by 
faith he is a member. 
25 It is necessary to know God and-his Christ 
in order properly to interpret the Bible. The Scriptures cannot be un- 
derstood from the outside by grammar, logic, rhetoric, and history--. 
alone. The Bible is to be understood from its canter--its heart--its ý. 
Christ. It is this personal 'relationof the Author of the entire Scrip- '_ - 
ture to. the interpreter-that enables him truly to understand the divine 
things of Scripture. Jesus Christ knew, the Old. Testament 
and inter-, 
;: preted, it as one who. knew the mind of God. t 
The apostles interpreted 
4 
p. Ibid. - 242. 
' ... . 
25Ibid. 
, p. 240. 
28 } 
the'Scriptures from the mind of Christ, read by-the Spirit he had, given' 
then;, 26, ,,,.,., ',,: , .,.. "f ; ý_ý :, ;_ 
-', The Pietistic school has" probably put too much emphasis on 
the experiential aspect of interpretation. '- The graanmatico-historical 
method, - however, -also was carried too far; and Staudlein and others 
such as Germar rendered great-service by urging that the interpreter 
should enter into sympathy with the spirit of the biblical authors. 
27 ý:: 
." 
The little band of Pietists of the older Tubingen school also urged"the 
inadequacy of the grammatico-historical method and insisted upon 
faith and piety in the interpreter. This group included Storr. Knapp, 
and Seiler. 28, Lucke. of Schleiermacher's school, '- insisted upon love 
for the' Word of God as the indispensable requisite for the interpreter. 29 
The theological principle also includes that which Is called 
"doctrinal Interpretation. *, -The-Bible 
is the rule of faith, affirms 
Briggs. It is to be-interpreted in accordance with the'analogy of faith. 
This analogy is the substance of Scripture doctrine found in the plain= 
eat passages of Scripture. This was the view of Calvin and other of 
26Briggs, 
op: cit., PP. 36364.. 
271bid.. p. 348. 
28Loc: 
" cit. -.. .., -", 
'.,. 
29Ibid., 
p. - 350. .,: ' 
=29 
the Reformers. - But the Scholastics substituted for this internal rule-. -. 
of faith an external-rule of faith--first in the Apostles' Creed, then in 
the symbols of the churches, and finally in the Reformed or Lutheran., 
or Anglican systems of doctrine. And thus the Scriptures became the'. 
slaves of dogmatic a priori systems. 
30 
n. Immer points out that Dog- 
'. 
- 
matic interpretation prevailed; - especially in the protestant Church, 
at the time of the domination of Orthodoxy. It erred chiefly in start- 
ing from definite dogmatic presuppositions, interpreting according to 
11 these, and in settling beforehand the result which should be reached. 31 
The evangelical interpreter is to find a system of theology in the Bi- 
ble itself which he has learned as "Biblical theology" which is to be 
carefully distinguished from Dogmatic theology. 32. Rooney,, the Cath- 
: 'olic writer. also states that an interpreter should always bear. in-mind 
the analogy of faith and explain Scripture by Scripture. 33 = 
-The theological principle also includes a consideration of the 
literature of interpretation. - The Bible is the canon of the Christian 
church.. What relation does it sustain to the church We are sepa- 
301bid., pp, 362-63. 
-31Immer, p. cit., p. 85. 
3ZBriggs, loc. cit. 
33Rooney, loc. cit. 
30 ':. 
rated from the originals by ages. Multitudes of students have studied 
the Bible. and their labor has not been in vain. How far is the axe-, --, 
gets to go in, allowing himself to be influenced by the history of exege-- 
$is,? The Roman Catholic Church makes the church itself, the " fx= 
there, and councils the expositors of Scripture to which all exposition .. 
is to' be conformed. -; According ti), Briggs,, , we 
have learned from the 
history of exegesis how false this position is. y_ , The literature of exe- 
gesis is an invaluable aid, but this help is. "much negative as posi- 
tive. It exhibits a vast multitude of errors that have been exposed and 
so prevents us from stumbling into them. jt shows us a, great number 
, 
of positions so plainly established and fortified that it would be folly 
to question them. But at the same time it presents weak positions.., 
The literature of exegesis directs us to the fruitful soil of the. Bible' 
the fields to be worked, and the problems to be " solved. 
34 Muilenburg 
emphasises that the later history of a passage should be, examined. 
35 
Gerard Rooney, the, Catholic -write writer, , understandably_states 
that when- 
ever the Church gives an'authentic interpretation of Scripture,. a. per- 
son should accept it. 36 
34Briggscit... pp. 3b0-61.35Richardson 
and Schweitzer, og. cit., pp. 207-13.36-Rooney'. 
" loc. cit. `. ý; ;. 
31 
Another phase of the , 
theological principle, is the fact, that au, 
interpreter should view the biblical teachings in the light of the ten-I- a- 
sion between life. in the kingdoms of this sworld and participation 
in the -- 
- kingdom of God. The scriptural teaching of the. two. ages, has an 
portant bearing upon the way; in which a specific social or political, 1s- 
sue is to be interpreted. 37 
The theological principle is an important principle, and its 
importance is, being recognised in recent years. 
The homiletical' riP nciple. 'The fourth principle'of biblical 
exegesis is the homiletical or practical principle. The culmination of 
biblical interpretation is the application of the biblical, message to the 
modernworld. In pointing out the necessity of recognizing this'pria- 
ciple, the Ecumenical Study Conference emphasised that'one must 
first discover the' degree to which the particular situation Is similar 
to-that which the Bible presents. -- Although the 
Bible speaks primarily 
tö the church it also speaks through the church to the' world 'inasmuch 
,t-- as the whole world is claimed by the church's Lord. 38 It is agreed 
that in applying the biblical message to the present day. `interpreters 
3? Richardson and Schweitzer, og. - cit.. " pp. 242-43. 
. 381bid... 
ý p. ' ý243.. 
32 
diverge because of differing doctrinal and ecclesiastical tradition.; -'"''. 
differing ethical,,, political, and cultural outlooks; " differing geographi- 
sociological situations; and differing temperaments and gifts. ' 
'. The Ecumenical Study Conference' suggests that when Interpreters,, 
meet together and bring their presuppositions (of which they may be 
. 
largely unconscious) to the judgment of Scripture, some of the very dif- 
ficulties are removed which prevent the gospel from being heard. - ... 
Thus the Bible. itself leads the interpreters back to the living Word of, 
'God. 39 Biblical Interpretation would not be complete unless it reached 
its culmination in practical interpretation, in the experience and life 
of mankind. 
Thus it is seen that all four of these basic principles are nec. 
essary. Exegetical work is not only scientific work. but it is also 
practical work which rests on scientific investigation. An exegete 
needs to mediate between the,, scientific and practical understanding of 
Scripture. In the words of Immer, "The health of the Christian Church" 
depends essentially upon the mutual confidence and harmonious coop- 
eration of men of theological science and men of theological praxis, #, 41 
39Richardson and Schwsitser, _ loc. -cit. 
40Briggs. 
op., cit.. P. 366.41lmxner, 




To be both scientific and practical. all four basic principles must be 
recognized and utilized. 
M. - CALVIN'S RECOGNITION'OF, BASIC 
EXEGETICAL-PRINCIPLES 
That Calvin- recognized the four basic principles of biblical 
exegesis which have been enumerated, is not difficult to substantiate. 
The linguistic principle. Calvin made much of the linguistic 
factor, especially when one considers that the critical apparatus and 
linguistic' equipment of his day had definite limitations. In a letter", to: 
"Peter Viret, -, which is dated May nineteenth. 1540, Calvin gave us his 
conception of the duty of an expositor. 
Zwingli, although he is not wanting iit a fit and ready exposi- 
tion, -" yet, because he takes too much liberty, often wanders far 
-from the meaning of the Prophet. - "Luther is not so particular as 
to propriety of expression or the historical accuracy; he- is" satis- 
fled when he can draw from it some fruitful doctrine. No one,, as 
I think, has hitherto more diligently applied himself to this pur- .; slat than Oecolaenpadius, who has not always, however, reached, 
the full scope of meaning. 
One of the great goals of Calvin's life--one to which he re- 
: '. ferred shortly before his death in his farewell to the Genevan pastors--, 
4ZJules. Bonnet, Letters of John Calvin (Edinburgh: Thomas 
- Constable and Co., ---1855) , I, 1. _ 
-"34 
gras purity of doctrine;. and for him, this-was prl warily, right under-;,., 
standing of Scripture, k. ` 
Concerning my doctrine,; I have taught, faithfully, and. God has, 
given me the grace to write., -I have done this as faithfully as pos- 
sible. and have not ccrrupted a single passage, ofScripture or,,,, 
knowingly twisted it. 43 
An example "of this goal of Calvin's life is to be seen in his comments- 
1: 10: 
_. 
In the old translation it is rendered (instaurare) restore: to 
which Erasmus has added (summatim) comprehensively, I have chosen to abide' closely by the meaning of the Greek word.. 
&vajccgaXat(0aaa0a%-., 
., because it is more agreeableto, the 
context. ' 
As a part of the linguistic factor, he recognised the necessity 
of dealing with the problem of the text. An example of this In found in 
his discussion of Hebrews 11: 21, are Calvin explained a'difficulty 
by discussing the problem' of points in'the Hebrew language.. 
Jacob . ..., 
worshipped, on the top of his staff. ' This is 
= one of those places from which we may conclude that the points - 
- wers not foranerly'used by the Hebrews; for the Greek translators'- . 
; 
-.; could not have made such ,& mistake as to put. staff. 
here fora bed, '- 
if the mode of writing, was then the same as now. Nö'doubt 
Moses spoke of the head of, his couch. when he said a nn 
l; 
ýK- '.  Sy , ', ol äýýr t but the Greek translators rendered the ' .'. words, , on the top , 
of his staff, ", as though t4aAwn . word was writ- 
43G. Baum. E. Cunits, and E. Reuss, editors, Johannis 
Calvini Opera=(59 vols.; ' Brunswick: Schwetschke, and Son. 18 3-1900), 
IX. 893. -The Baum, Cunits, and Reuss source Is hereafter desig- 
nated as CO. '" 
.". . -ý44Com.: 
Eph.. 1: 10. 
35 
Len m`a" The Apostle hesitated not to apply to his purpose 
what was commonly received; he was indeed writing to the Jews; ` ". but they were dispersed, into various countries. ý had changed 
their own language for the Greek. - And we know that the Apostles 
were not so scrupulous in this respect. as not to accommodate .=- 
themselves to the unlearned;. who had as yet need of milk; and in` 
this there is no danger, " provided readers are ever brought back. -'. 
to the pure and original text of Scripture. 45, 
In some cases Calvin confessed that he could not explain the 
text and context and difficulties. In commenting on Matthaar 27«9, ' he 
gays an example of this. 
"Then was fulfilled what was 'spoken by Jeremiah the proph- 
et. How the name of Jeremiah crept in, °I confess that I do not 
know, nor do I give myself much trouble to inquire. : The passage 
itself plainly shows that the name of Jeremiah has been put down 
by mistake, 'instead of Zechariah, (11: 13) for in Jeremiah we find 
nothing of this sort, nor any thing that even approaches it. 46 
., -Under the linguistic factor the proposition that Scripture has'-;. - ,, 
'-only one literal meaning has been considered. '- Calvin wholeheartedly 
accepted this proposition. -- He had no use for the artificial and disin- 
genuous method praeti edand popularised by Origen which discovered_. 
layers of meaning under the outer skin of the letter, ` deep mysteries- 
lurking under, the deceptive . surface. 
This 
problem-is discussed at 
length in his commentary-, on Galatians 4: 22. 
But as the apostle declares that these things are alletorized;. 
45Com.; Heb: 11: 21.. 
_-".. 
.. 
- 46Com. Matt. 27: 9. 
36, 
alUrlyo you lie va ': Origen; and many others along with him, 
have seized the occasion of torturing'Seripture. ''In every possible 
manner, - away 
from the true sense.: They concluded that the lit= 
oral sense is too mean and poor, and that;, under_ the outer bark '_. 
of the letter, there lurk deeper mysteries, which cannot be ex- 
tracted but by beating out allegories. And this they had no diffi; 
culty in accomplishing;, for" speculations -which, appear to 
be lagen=., 
sous have always been preferred. and always will be preferred, * by 
the world to solid doctrine. 47 
Calvin felt, so.. strongly about the abuses practiyd by: allegory, that he :-. 
continued in an even, more emphatic, way. , .. - 
. With such , 
approbation the licentious_ system gradually at- 
tained such a height. that he who handled Scripture for his own- 
amusement-not only was, sufferod. to pass, unpunished. "but even at- 
tained the highest applause. For many centuries no man was- . 
., . -,. considered to be ingenious, ` who had not. the skill and daring nec- 
essary for changing into a variety of curious shapes the sacred 
_. word , of God.,, 1 This was undoubtedly a contrivance of Satan to ün- . derumine the authority of Scripture, 'and to'take away from the ' reading of. it the true advantage... God visited this profanation by a jasst judgment,: when he'suffered the pure meaning, of the Scripture 
. to 
be buried Winder false interpretations. -..,, Scripture, they, say, is fertile, '-and, thus produces a variety of meanings.. I acknowledge, 
that Scripture ' is a most. sich 
, axd 
inexhaustible fountain of all wi s- dom; , but I 
'deny that its fertility consists is the various meanings 
which any man, at his pleasure, " may assign. - Let us know then... that the true meaning of Scripture is the, natural and, obvious mean-' 
ing; and lot us embrace and abide by it resolutely., Let us not only 
neglect as doubtful, ",, but boldly set aside as deadly corruption. " ..: ' .. those pretended expositions, which lead us away from the natural' 
meaning. 





Genesis 3: 15; the Trinity in 
-"us" of 
Genesis 3: 22. In the three messen- 
gers of Genesis 18: 2, and in the" "holy,,. holy, holy" of Isaiah 6: 3,. °. -Nei- .: 
then Genesis 19: 24 nor John 10: 30 should be used to prove the deity of 
Christ. Calvin disagreed even with the writer of Hebrews himself who, 
-at 2: 5-7, had transformed psalm 
8: 5-6 into an assertion of the great-- 
. nass of Christ 
instead of man. He was not always consistent, -however, 
in his approach to the Old Testament. " -.. .`r 
An appreciation of the method of reasoning utilized by the va- 
rious authors is also recognised by Calvin as an important aspect of 
interpretation. - An example of this is seen in his discussion of Mat- 
. thew 13-12:. 
The Evangelists, as we have remarked on former occasions, 
were not very exact in arranging Christ's, discourses, but fre-ý 7 
quently throw together a variety of sayings uttered by him: Luke `. 
mixes this sentence with other discourses of Christ spoken at 
different times, and likewise points out a different purpose for 
which Christ used these words. 49 
These examples of Calvin's recognition of the linguistic fac -'. 
tor are only representative. Other examples will be given in Chapter "- 
.. -. 
The historical rine le. There is no question about the fact 
that Calvin recognized the importance of the historical principle., 
49Com. -Matt. ` 13: 12. _ .-., 
38 
In his, Commentaries constant attention is. given to. the histor- '.. 
ical setting and background and authorship, of the various biblical books., 
Concerning Ii Peter, Calvin states, that 
Tb. doubts respecting this Epistle mentioned . by. Euseblus, ; .. 
ought not to keep us from reading it. . .., -. What Jerome writes'' 
influences we somewhat more.; that : some., induced by a difference', 
in style. did not think that Peter was the author.. For though some -- 
.., .ý affinity , may 
be.. traced, yet,. confess that there is that manifest 
difference which distinguishes different writers., There are also,. '. 
i , other probable. conjectures , 
by which we may conclude that it was -, 
written by another rather than by Peter. - At the same time, ac- 
cording, to the consent of all it has nothing unworthy, of: Peter, as 
It shows everywhere the power and the grace of as apostolic spirit. 
If it be, received as canonical, we must, allow Peter. to be the. au- 
thor, since it has his name inscribed. and he also testified that he 
..:. , had lived with Christ; and it . would 
have been a fiction unworthy of 
a minister of Christ, to have impersonated another individual. 
_ :.. = 
So 
, 
then I conclude, that if the Epistle be deemed worthy of credit. 
it must have proceeded from Peter; not that he himself wrote Its' 
but that some one, of, his disciples. set, forth in writing, by his, 
command, 
. 
those things, which-the necessity. of the times . required. 
* ; "... Doubtless, as in every part of, the. Epistle the majesty of the 
Spirit `of, Christ, appears, to, repudiate it is what I dread. " though I; do not her, recognise the language, of Peter. ` . But since it-is not -- quite, evident as to-. the author, _I shall allow 
myself the liberty of 
using the word Peter or Apostle indiscriminately. go 
Calvin also recognized the dispute over the authenticity of 
Jude. - 
:.. ... _. r.., ` . _, -".: -- .: ý_. 
.. 
".. ;. -: =-.. 
-; 
- 
Though there was a dispute among the ancients respecting 
-- "_, this Epistle. -yet as the reading of it is useful. and as it contains 
nothing inconsistent with the purity-of apostolic, doctrine, and was 
received as authentic formerly, by some of the best. I willingly. 
_ 
50Com. ' II Pat. ,!! 
Argument. " 
llý- ý 39 
add it to the others, 51 
The epistle of James likewise came under Calvin's scrutiart 
It appears from the writings of Jerome and Eusebius, that- 
this Epistle was not formeriyý received by many- Churches with- 
out opposition. ' It is enough to snake men to'receive this 
Epistle, that it contains nothing unworthy of an Apostle of Christ. _ = 
. But 
as to the author, there is somewhat more sreason for 
doubting. It is indeed certain that he was ant. the son of Zebedee, 
for Herod killed him shortly after our. Lord's resurrection. -.,. 
The 
ancients are nearly unanimous in thinking that he was one of the - 
disciples named Oblias and a relative of Christ, who'was. set Jove r- 
the'Church at Jerusalem. ,. . =.,, I am therefore 
rather inclined to 
the conjecture, that he of whom Peter spsaks: was the 'son of Al- 
pheus. . "... But whether of the two was the writer of this Epis - 
tie, it is not for me to say. 
Calvin did not accept the Pauline authorship of the epistle to the lie-, 
" brews. 
This passage indicates -that 
this epistle was - not written. by 
Paul, for he did not usually speak'so humbly of himself. ; asto confess that he was one the Apostles' disciples. " nor-did he ý. 
thus speak from ambition, but because wicked-men under"a pre=` 
- 
tence of this kind attempted to detract from the authority of his - v=e: 
doctrine. ; It then appears evident that it was not Paul who -wrote 
.-n .- that he hid tlie' Gospel by hearing'aäd not by revelation. _ 
A good example of Calvin's consideration of the historical an- 
pact of interpretation is'seen in his description of the way in which the' 
book of Isaiah'has been handed down to us. "" 
51Com. " Jude. "Argument:  _. _r. 
52Corn. James. "Argument. " -. -"- 
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40 
There ii indeed a highly probable conjectureo, - amounting al- 
most to certainty, that he prophesied ten years beyond the period 
which has now been stated; but as this does not clearly rest on 
historical proof. I shall not debate the matter any- farther.. A- 
question may arise. was it Isaiah himself, or'some other person* 
that'wrote this inscription to his Prophecy? "For. my own part, ' 
though' I cannot fully satisfy my mind, yet I shall' tell what I*. think. 
The Prophets, after having publicly addressed the people, draw 
up a brief abstract of their discourse, and placed'it on the, gates 
of the temple. that all might see and become more fully acquaint- 
ed with the prophecy. When it had been exposed for a sufficient 
number `of days, it was removed by the ministers of the temple, 
and placed in the Treasury, that it might remain as a permanent 
record. ' In this'way, --it is probable, the'books of the Prophets, 
were compiled; and this may be inferred from the second chapter 
of the-book of Habakkuk, - if it be properly examined. and likewise 
from the eighth chapter of this' Prophecy. 
That these writings have come down to us through the agency 
of the Priests, whose duty it was to transmit the prophecies to: 
posterity, . -. 
is a remarkable instance of the providence of 
God, -54-, - '- ,.. 
`. 
"' Historical and chronological materials were utilised in dekl- 
ing' with 'Acts , 7: 166", '. 
Stephen snit ; that the patriarchs were carried into the land 
of Canaan after they were dead. " But Moses maketh mention only, 
of the bones of Joseph (Gen. 50: 13)... And in Joshua 24: 32, - it is: re- 
ported, ` that the bones of Joseph were buried without making any.. 
mention of the'rest 
Some answer, that Moses speaketh of Joseph for honour's 
sake: . 
-And it may be' that there were empty, tombs erected to 
the rest of the patriarchs. = 'I can affirm nothing concerning -this 
matter for a certainty. save only that this is either a speech` 
wherein is synecdoche. or also that Luke rehearseth this not so 
much out of Moses. 
_ 
as according to the old fame; as the Jews had 
:'_ 54Com. Isa. ! 'Preface. ýý ; 
41f 
many things ' in' tir es past from the ; fathers .t which, we re, delivered, 
as it were. from hand to hand. 5S., 
The necessity of understanding the historical and chronologi- 
cal background of the biblical books in order adequately to interpret 
" i)i: r... '. v. .R{ f' . f.. a- . 'ter,. 
I" a. 1. .. e 'ail . il >> +f t; 
"';. '% 
them did not escape Calvin's attention. This can be seen in the follow- 
. :i 
ý'" 'ý. 4 .,: k.. .i r' ".,. 1 'ri . . -'r 
ý. a: ", 'i k: .: fr 't: t. K. 
° . li. 
ing statement: 'The import of Joel's teaching is evident, but not to ". 
know the times of Hosea would be a great loss. because many of his 
pages could not be explained without a knowledge of history. 
56 In ex- 
pounding the prophets and psalms. Calvin generally sought light from 
the historical circumstances of the writer he expounded. 
Calvin noticed the Synoptics' absence of chronological con- 
cern and set forth an order of his own. ' Illustrations 'of this can be .. s 
r ri ... ... i.. : i'.. "r lGr 
r. 1 ,ti...... r! rrt i 
6'A' 9r: 
, 
seen in-his discussions of Matthew 4: 5; '8: 27; 9: 
18; 27: 51; Luke 4: 5i '. '°. 
19: 1. ' Another example of this is his discussion of the problem. of the 
original unity of the Sermon on the Mount. 
For gn of both Evangelists was, to collect into one the. leading. points, of the'doctrine, of Christ, which , related to a devout and holy life ... It is probable'that-this, discourse 
was not delivered until Christ had"chosej the twelve; but is at-; 
tending to the order of time,, which't saw that the' Spirit of God.. ' 
.: ' had disregarded. ,I did not, wish to be too precise. ', Pious, and, mod- 
est readers, ought to be satisfied with having a brief summary of, ", 
the doctrine 
. of 
Christ placed before their eyes, collected out of ' 
55Com. 'Acts 7: 16. 
5; 
6Conz. ' 
Joel: I'pseises. ýý .'-, 
v 
42 
his many-and various discourses. the first, of which was that- in ,. 
which he spoke to his disciples about true happiness, 57 
The important question of the relationship between the Old 
Testament and the New Testament can be considered as a part of the 
historical, principle. -Calvin readily saw that the words of-the"psält-n-, 
lots and prophets;, while they not only admit of but demand "germi- 
nant and spring developments, ' : were yet primarily applicable to the 
events "and circumstances of their own days. =-. The use made of them 
by Evangelists and Apostles he regarded as-`} -"-, ý' Er£yepyd tat . 
as illustrative references;. as skillful adaptation; as-admissible trans- 
ferences; 'as metaphoric allusions; as fair accommodations; as pious 
deflections. - Calvin would not confuse the -generality "of a-Divine Prom- 
ise, '" or the yearning of faithful hearts for-a'promised Deliverer`, `-with 
minute prophecies, which,,. torn from their-context, would have had no 
significance: for those to whom the prophets addressed their words 
58 
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can be found in numerous places. "- In discussing Joel 3: 1, _ Calvin has 
the following illuminating statement:.. -, --. -, - 
. i" 1, - __" 
4ý 't' .lr 'Y , :y.?, .. 
'J 
gip.. f, 1_ß°, -- 
"In those days, - and at that time. when the Lord shall. restore 
_;. '37Com. Matt. 5: 1. 
'8l rederic . W. Farrar, History of Interpretation (London:, '-. ' 
:.; 
Macmillan and Co., -., 1886). pp. 346-47. 
43 
the captivity of Judah and Jerusalem. etc. !! This time-the Jews, - limit to their return: . they therefore think. -, 
'that when liberty to ,, 
return was granted them by Cyrus and Darius,,, what the Prophet_ 
declares here was then fulfilled;. Christian doctors apply this pre- 
diction to the coming of Christ; but both interpret the words of the 
Prophet otherwise than the drift of the passage requires. 
_, 
"The 
Prophet, no doubt, speaks here of the deliverance we have just 
noticed, and at the same time includes the kingdom of Christ; and 
this, we have seen in other parts, is very commonly done.. -While then the prophets testify that God would be the redeemer of -his 
people, and promise deliverance from Babylonian exile, 
, 
they lead 
the faithful, - as it were, -by a continuous train or course, to the 
kingdom of Christ.. For what else was the Jewish restoration, - but a prelude of that true and real redemption, afterwards effected 
by Christ? The Prophet then does not speak only of the coming of 
Christ, or of the return of the Jews, but includes the whole of re- 
demption, which was only begun when the Lord restored his people 
from the Babylonian exile; it will then go on from the first coming 
of Christ to the last day. ... In a word, the Prophet here'shows, 
that God will not be a half Redeemer, but -will continue to work un- 
til he completes everything necessary for the happy, date of his 
Church and makes it in every, respect perfect. 59, 
Another illustration of interest is found in the comment on Matthew 
Z: I S. 
"Out of Egypt have I called my. son. Matthew says that a 
prediction was, fulfilled. Some have thought, that the intention of 
the prophet was different from what is here stated, and have sup- 
posed the Weaning. to be that the Jews act foolishly in opposing 
and' endeavoring to oppress the Son of God, -because the . Father. _- "bath called him out of Egypt. $' . -In this way. they. grievously per- 
vert the words of the prophet., (Hos. 11: 1) the design of which is. - to establish-a charge of ingratitude against the Jews. who. from 
their earliest infancy, = and from the commencement of their, his -1: tory, had found God to be a kind and generous Father, and yet- 
were provoking him by fresh-offences. 
,- 
Beyond all question, "the 
passage ought not to be restricted to the person of Christ: and 
- .ý 
59Cot n. - Joel 3.1, '' 
44 
yet it is not tortured by Matthew, but skilfully applied to the mat- 
ter in hand. ,,. The words of the prophet import, that the nation 
was rescued from Egypt as from a deep whirlpool of death. Now, 
what was the redemption brought by Christ. but a resurrection'-. _' 
from the dead, and the commencement of a new life? -The light, - 
of salvation had been almost extinguished, when God begat the 
Church anew in the person of Christ. Then did the Church come 
out of Egypt in its bead, as the whole body had been formerly 
brought out. 
This analogy prevents us from thinking it strange, - that any . - 
part of Christ's childhood was passed in Egypt .. At serves 
rather to. confirm our faith, that, as on*a former occasions. so 
now again, the Church of God comes out of Egypt. 
60 
Another helpful insight into Calvin's approach to messianic prophecies 
is seen in his comment on Matthew 2: 23. 
"He shall be called a Nazarene. " Matthew does not derive 
Nazarene from Nazareth, as if this were its strict and proper et- 
yanology, but only makes an allusion.... . But it is asked, who 
are the prophets that gave this name to Christ?; for there is no : -_ 
passage to be found that answers to the quotation ... in what 
" part of Scripture have the prophets stated this name would be giv- 
en to Christ? - Chrysostom, finding himself unable to loose the 
knot, --cuts it by saying, that many books of the prophets have per- 
ished. But this answer has no probability. 
Bucer has. explained it, ý I think, - more correctly than any.. oth- 
er writer. He thinks that the reference is to a passage in the, - 
Book of Judges: - ! The child shall be a Nasarite unto God from the 
womb'#, -(Judges 
13: 5}.. -These words, -no doubt, were spoken with 
regard to Samson. . 
But Samson is called the "Redeemer" or "De- 
liverer" of the people. -only 
because he was a figure of Christ-.,, 
and because the salvation, which was accomplished by his instru- 
mentality, was a sort of prelude of the full salvation, which was 
at length exhibited to the world by the Son of God. ... To 
ex- 
_=f.. 6OCom.; Matt. 2: 15. 
press it more clearly. Christ is the original model: Samson is 
the ' info rio r antitype.. 
Matthew uses the word prophets in the plural number. This 
may be easily excused: - 
for the Book of Judges was composed by bi many prophets. - 
Although some would disagree. Fuhrmann maintains that 
.. nowhere does Calvin suggest a mechanistic accomplishment 
of "prophecies. " The hing plerothe of the Evangelists, Calvin, ex- 
plains sometimes as realisation of the general promise of the 
prophets, sometimes as !; an illustrative reference of the Apos- 
tles' saying. ' 62 
in any case, Calvin did recognize that it. is necessary to uti- 
lize the historical principle if the Bible is to be properly interpreted. 
The theological principle.. - For Calvin, as well 
as for the oth- 
er Reformers, the theological principle of, interpretation was very im- 
portant. As indicated in the discussion of the four basic principles of 
interpretation, there are several aspects which can be subsumed un- 
der, the theological principle. -These include the importance, of Chris- 
-_--". ý . -' .. _ .'... 
. 
tian experience. the inner witness of the Holy Spirit. the analogy. of 
faith. 
"and 
the literature of exegesis. -,, - 
Calvin emphasized a living doctrine of faith. Christ and not 
61 Com. Matt. j 2: 23.: 
b2Pau1"T: Fuhrmann. "Calvin. the Expositor of Scripture, " 
Interpretation, VI, No. -2 (April. 1952), 201. :. _. 
46, - 
a-book was the real 'center and object of faith.,, -Commenting on, John 
15: 26;. Calvin stated that "The' Spirit is said to - testify of Christ, '. be ý. 
causa he "retains and fixes our faith in hire -alone, ', that: we may nots. - 
seek elsewhere any part of our`salvation. 1163 ' Calvin's exegesis is far. - 
from being pure' circumstsntialism.. °Fuhrnzann has pointed out that in 
the'1541- edition of the'Institutes Calvin emphasized the fact that. It is 
true Christian faith-which alone deserves. to be called "faith.. " ° Marc 
knowledge of history. is not'enough: 
64 In discussing Romans 10: 9. 
Calvin pointed out that -'St: --Paul demands. not merely an'historical : =.. 
faith, - but he makes the resurrection itself, its end. ""65 
The, inner witness of the Holy Spirit was, important to Calvin, 
even in dealing , with; the problem n-of establishing the, validity of various 
books in the New Testament. ---Only the cunning of Satan could have 
caused the reluctant acceptance' of the. epistle to the Hebrews. said- 
Calvin, ' since it, speaks so clearly of the priesthood of Christ and so 
= fully explains that ' Christ is the' end of the law, although its author is 
ýunknown. 
bb Second' Peter,, ` although in a style. that is unlike Peter's, - 
: 63Com ¢jn, 15.26.. ==_ 
Fuhrmsnn. off. cit.. P. 200. 
65Cöm. Rom. 10: 9, 
: ý_.... =-- --- 
66 Com. Heb _"Argument. ", 
47 
contains "nothing unworthy of peter so that it'shows e'verywhevi the' 
power and grace of an apostolic spirit. "67 Although'the author'of a 
bookmay be unknown or the writing questioned by some part of the 
early church. Calvin accepted it upon recognition of apostolic, doctrine, 
or the majesty of the 'spirit. `Although the appeal is not to the Spirit--,, ',,, 
with that 'immediacy which he calls for in the Institute., ' there is a 
recognition of the necessity of the Spirit witnessing -tö the believer's, - 
spirit that, a writing is valid and apostolic... -'-In fact, Dowap has in= 
sisted-that oftentimes the historico-critical data concerning the books 
is arranged by Calvin after-the book is accredited as divine on the tes ' 
timony of the Spirit. 68 
The principle that the obscure or difficult parts of Scripture 
should be interpreted in the light of that which is plain, was recognized 
and utilised by Calvin. Self-contradictions in Scripture were out of 
the question for Calvin., An example of this can be seen in his discus- 
sion of -Christ's 
command to Peter to put up his sword.. In comment- 
ing on Matthew 26: 52, ' Calvin maintains'that 
We must make a distinction between a civil court and the 
court of conscience., : '. .I deny that magistrates-who are God's 
67Conn. I1 Pet. "Argument. "' 'If 
68Edward A. Dowey. Jr.. The Knowledge of God in Calvin's-' 
Theology"(New York. 
- 
Columbia University Press, -1952). p. 123 
48 
ministers, and by whom he executes his judgments--ought to be 
viewed as belonging to the ordinary rank. By ... Christ, 
this very power is expressly ascribed to them. 69 
Calvin referred to his comments under Matthew 5: 39 for a fuller dis- 
cussion of this subject. 
The best interpretation of this passage (Matthew 5: 39 "Do not 
resist evil") that we can have is Paul, who enjoins us rather to 
"overcome evil by good! (Rom. 12: Z1 ) than contend with evil- ,;.. doers. 
_ 
The present subject is retaliation. .,. - 
Christ restrains 
our hands, - as well as our minds, -from revenge: 
but when any one , has it in his power to protect himself and his property from in- 
jury. without exercising revenge, the words of Christ do not pre-, 
vent him. 70 
The touchstone of interpretation, the master-truth of the 
Scriptures.. for the Reformers 3s generally conceded to be the concep- 
tion of justification by faith. _-- Calvin regarded the epistle to the Rom- 
ans as the key,. and with it he started on his prodigious work of expo - 
sition. Concerning Romans, Calvin said. , 
".. , when. anyone gains a 
knowledge of this Epistle. he "*'an entrance opened to him to all the 
-most hidden treasures of Scripture. "71, > In other words, the Scrip-, -, 
tures must be road in the light of the mercy of God and the death and 
resurrection of Jesus Christ. 
69Corn. Matt., 26: 52. 
70Coin. Matt. 5: 39. 
71Conn.. Rom. - "Argument. ý. ý-y, 
49 
Although' Calvin affirmed that the whole of Scripture mist be 
believed and is accredited by the Spirit. he maintained that a living 
and saving faith is established on the mercy of God as exhibited in a 
crucified and living Christ. This viewpoint is seen clearly in the In- 
statutes. _ r. 
Therefore; when we say that faith must rest upon the gratui-ý 
tous promise, we do not deny that the believers embrace and äc- 
cept the word of God in all its parts, but we designate the Prom- 
'72. ise of mercy as its special object. 
Commenting on Galatians 4: 6, Calvin maintained that "faith looks at - 
nothing but the mercy of God and a dead and risen Christ: 03, Other 
statements establishing the-centrality of Christ and faith are found`in 
many places in his Commentaries. 
Evszything which faith ought to contemplate is exhibited to us 
in Christ.. Hence it follows that a bare and confused knowledge of 
God to not taken for faith; - but that which is directed to Christ in 
order to seek God in him, - and this cannot be except where the, 
power and offices of Christ are understood.? 
4 
For faith ought to look to him (the Son of God) alone; on him 
it relies, ire him it rests and- terminates. .. " 
Let us'remember, 
72john Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religio trans- 
lated by Henry Beveridge (2 vols.; Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark, . 1869), IU, ' ii. 29. This source is hereafter designated by book, chapter, and '. ' 
section. 
73Com, ` Gal. 3: 6. 
74 Com. Eph. 3: 12. 
50, 
that true faith confines its view so entirely to Christ, that it net- 
ther knows,. nor desires to know, - anything also. 75 
"It is Christ alone on whom, strictly speaking, "faith ought to look. 
In discussing I John 4: 1-2, Calvin showed that John 
... lays down a special shark by which true prophets. 
might be 
better discerned from false.. 
-Yet 
he only repeats here what we 
have met-with before, namelyl. Christ, for as he is the . goal Iat. _ which a right faith aims. so is he the stone on which all heretics 
stumble.. 77 
Calvin made constant reference to the literature of exegesis; 
No one valued more highly than did Calvin the support of the early fa- 
thers and councils for his views but always with the reservation that 
both had made errors. A good statement of his position is found in a 
discussion of I John 4: 1. 
But here a difficult question arises, because if everyone has 
the right and liberty to judge, nothing can be settled as certain, 
but on the contrary the whole of religion will be vacillating. I re-'. 
-_ ply, 
there is a twofold test of doctrine; private and public, 
private test is that in which every individual establishes his own 
faith, when he wholly acquiesces in that doctrine which he knows 
has come from God. For conscience will never find a safe and 
tranquil anchorage except in God. The public. test refers. to the 
common consensus and polity of the church. For as there is dan- 
ger that fanatical men may rise up 'rho may presumptuously boast 
that they are endued with the spirit of God, it is a necessary rem- 
f '75Com. " Eph. 4: 13. 
76Com. 'Jn. ' 3: 16. 
-77Com. I Jn. 4: 1-2. 
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edy that the faithful : sbonld , meet together and 
Seek, a basis of, 
agroom ent"inýa, holy., and pnire manner. ` But as the'old proverb is 
true. 'So many heads, '" ro many"opinioms, H it is'doubtless & 'An-' 
gular; work ' of God when he subdues, all our plerverseness, (makes, 
us to agree to 'one thia8, `, a nd' unites us in the pure unity of faith. 
T8 
In case, of . anobscure passage, when it is doubtful what sense 
ought to be' adopted, ', there Is no, bettor way of arriving at the true 
meaning than `for, piot i doctors to make a common inquiry, by"en- 
8aging in'religiousdiscussion.;? 9 
It will be''well'to aotice' orie additional statement. 
"Of the an- 
ýcients who have, by their piety, learning`. ' holiness. ti and also by their . 
age, gained so much authority, 
what they have 
, 
adduced. l! 80 ,'',. 
we ought to despise nothing of 
The homiletical principle. ' Calvin is 'noted for his emphasis 
1 
on the homiletical or, practical principle of exegesis. 
uz 
One classic statement made by Calvin as to, ', the necessity., of , 
the practical application of the teachings of the'Scripture`is found in 
the Dedication to. the commentary, on Romans. 
I remember, when three years 'ago we had a friendly, con- 
verse as to the best mode of expounding Scripture. ý thi; plan 
which especially, pleased you.,! seemed' also to me the , most anti-, 
tied to approbation: we both thought; that the chief excelleicyof 
78Corn. 13a. 4: 1. 
79Loc., cit. 
80Gör. Rom.. "The Epistle Dedicatory. of 
1 1: 




an, expounder consists in lucid brevity, And, indeed,,. since it is; 
almost his only . work to 
lay open the mind of . 
the writer whom he 
undertakes to . explain, 
the degree in which he leads , away 
readers from it, in that degree he goes . astray 
from his purpose, 
and in a manner wanders from his own boundaries. Hence we ex- 
pressed a hope, that from the number of those who strive at this 
day to advance the interest of theology by this kind of labour, 
, 
some one would be found, who would study plainness, and endeav- 
our to avoid the evil of tiring his readers with prolixity... ,.., I 
have endeavoured so to regulate my style,,, that I might, appear to 
aim at that model. Sl 
The importance of the practical aim in exegesis can be seen 
in this further statement by Calvin. 
We must endeavour, that, when we depart from the senti- 
ments of our predecessors, we may not be stimulated by any hu- 
mour for novelty, nor impelled by an lust for defaming others. 
nor instigated by hatred. nor tickled by any ambition, but con-, 
strained by necessity alone, and by the motive of seeking to do 
good; and then. when this is done in interpreting Scripture, less 
liberty will be taken in the principles of religion, in which God 
would have the . minds of 
his people to be especially unanimous 
and readers will easily perceive that I had both of these things in- 
view 82 
ý_ _-.. . 
-,;: Another indication of the practical emphasis sought byCal->-, 
vin is indicated in hit statement in the preface to his commentary on 
the Psalms. 
.. I have not sought. to please, : unless 
in'so far as I might at 
the same time be profitable to others. And, therefore, I have- 
no t only observed throughout a simple style of teaching, but in-- 
order to be removed the farther from all ostentation. I have also 
81Corn. Rom., loc eit. 
82Loc. cit. - :. 
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gene rally, abstained from, refuting the opinions of others. - 
upon 
I 
have never touched opposite opinions, unless where there 
was reason to fears that by being silent ' respecting them, I might 
leave my readers in doubt and perplexity. 
At the same time. I am sensible that it would have been much 
more agreeable to the taste of many. had I heaped together a 
great mass of materials which has great show, -and acquires fame for the writer; but I have felt nothing to be of more impor- 
tance than to have a regard to the edification of the church. o3 
Another aspect of the homiletical principle is the recognition 
of the fact that the interpreter must first see the application of the 
biblical message to its own time and then note the degree to which his 
particular situation, is similar to that which the Bible presents. Cal- 
vin's recognition of this aspect of the homiletical principle is seen in 
his Preface to his commentary on Isaiah. 
Hence we may learn in what manner the doctrine of the word 
should be handled and that we ought to imitate the Prophets; who 
conveyed the: doctrine of the Law in such a manner as to draw _` . from, it advice., - rep roofs, :, threatening. 
and consolations, which', 
they applied to "the present conditions of the people.,, For although 
we do not daily receive &-revelation of what we are to utter as a 
prediction. Yet it is of high importance to us to compare the be- 
haviour of the'men of our own age with the behaviour of that an-:, 
cient people; and from their histories and examples we ought to 
make known the judgments of God; such as, that what he formerly. 
punished be will also punish with equal severity in our'öwn'day, 
for he is always like himself., Such wisdom let godly. teachers.:: - 
acquire, if they would wish to handle the doctrine of the Prophets 
with any good result. 84, 
ß3Com. Ps. "Preface. " 
84Com. Isa. "Preface. " 
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Although Calvin insisted that the Bible should be studied in 
Its historical setting and that its words should be taken at their face 
value. he also agreed that it was legitimate and proper to extract all 
the teachings possible and give it the widest application. The primary 
teaching of the Scripture was' to be allowed to illuminate all that . was 
related to the original situation and to a comparable present situation. 
Other examples could be listed to show thatCalvin recog- 
nixed the four basic principles of exegesis. It is believed, however, 
that the ones listed will be sufficient to indicate that Calvin did recog- 
nine the four basic principles which have been suggested in this study. 
III. HISTORICAL CONDITIONING OF_ 
EXEGETICAL PRINCIPLES -. _` 
Basic to aproper understanding of any significant exegete is 
the recognition of the fact that all exegetes are historically condi- 
tioned in their use of exegetical principles. A number of the contribu- 
tors to the World Council of Churches Symposium on Biblical Au thori- 
ty for Today have emphasised this fact. According to Clarence Craig, 
Thera is always the danger of eisegesis. reading into the Bi- 
ble the ideas which we have received from elsewhere and then re- 
ceiving them back with the authority with which we have come to -.. 
surround'the book. 85 
85Richardson and Schweitzer, op. cit.. p. 40. 
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Alan Richardson' affirms- that 
The Anglican attitude (like that of every other tradition) an 
be understood only against the background of a particular history-. 
It. was not evolved. in an abstract or leisurely. manner (any more 
than was, for instance, 
, 
Lutheranism) by theologians sitting in 
their , 
libraries. It was hammered out of the midst of history. 
... It is in such periods of historical decision that insights are 
born and attitudes are formed ..: -. ̀, a truth which-we 
learn frone 
the Bible itself, but also from Church history. As with every 
other, tradition,: we can understand why Anglicans think like . Angli- 
cans (and not like Lutherans or Presbyterians) only by under- 
standing. something of Anglican history.,. The mutual understand- 
ing of one anther's tradition is a'task of the highest ecumenical 
importance.. A confessional position cannot be understood apart 
from its general economic, political and social background. °O 
In his significant book The Heritage of the Reformation Wil- 
helm, Pauck contends: :... _' 
Just as the character of a person can be known only in con- 
nectLon with his acts in concrete situations, so the nature of a"- 
movement in human history can be comprehended only by a con- 
='. stantly fresh attention to the' inner and , outer: circumstances 
in 
which it has unfolded itself. The nature of a movement'in 
. -.. history is conditioned. by the-living realities through which it pro- 




It was not until modern men became consciously and criti- 
cally aware of the historical nature of all human life that the re- lation between the "old" and the "new" amidst the changer of tra- 
-dition was understood. Then 
it became clear that also the life of. 
5611lid:; pp: 113-14. 
87Wilhelzn pauck; ' The Heritage "'Of the Reformation (Baotou-*: "ý 
Beacon Press. -1950), p. 131. 
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the church is historically determined. - i. e'.. that what prevails : 
among believers of a certain time as the definition of the nature 
of the church and as the expression of this nature in ecclesiasti- 
cal forms and practices is the result of decision which they have 
made in their specific situation under the guidance of their 
faith. 88 
IV. HISTORICAL CONDITIONING OF CALVIN'S USE OF 
EXEGETICAL PRINCIPLES 
In the light of the fact that all exegetes are historically condi- 
tioned, the statement of Hunter is undoubtedly correct: 
Though Calvin himself would have asserted that his theology 
had only one source and fountain, namely the Scriptures. it "re 
quires no minute study of his works to see that he was strongly 
acted upon, by other influences . 
89 
-,. Thus. `in order to judge Calvin correctly. " one must remem- 
ber the environment in which he lived and the work which he was at= 
tempting to perform, - Many factors helped to condition his use of exe- 
getical principles. To. understand properly and evaluate correctly' 
Calvin's exegetical contribution;, it is necessary to examine these fac- 
tors and note the extent to which they influenced his use of basic exe= 
getical principles. 
88Ibid. p. 54. 
89A. Mitchell Hunter, The Teachia of Calvin (second edi-_ 
Lion. revised; London: James, Clark and Co.. 1950). p. ' 38. 
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In this particular study the factors which influenced Calvin's 
use of the linguistic and historical principles of. exegesis will be con- 
sidered. Before beginning this more detailed study of the factors in- 
fluencing these two basic principles, some brief statements about fac- 
tors influencing the theological and homiletical principles will be 
made and the reasons for concentrating on the linguistic and histori- 
cal principles will be noted.. ", :., 
It is rather obvious that the theological principle, as it has 
been defined in this study, was influenced by and built upon Calvin's 
own vital Christian experience. The living Christ was undoubtedly 
the objective basis of Calvin's Christian experience and Christian, 
knowledge. -As Dowey90, has pointed out. Calvin's lofty, and exclu- 
sively Christo centric doctrine-of faith could have come only from a"' 
living faith 
-in 
Jesus Christ.. The fact that is Calvin's experience sav-: 
ing faith was ` rooted exclusively- in Jesus, Christ. undoubtedly caused, '' 
him to utilize rather extensively the-principle known as "'analogy of 
faith. 11 which principle is an aspect of the theological principle of exe - 
gesis. 




90Dowey. -2E. cit... pp. 160-61. 
91Ci. 'Peter Brunner. -Vorn Glauben bet -Calvin (Tübing. n `,: 
-J. C. B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 1925). p. 139. 
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ing faith also influenced his exegesis of the Old Testament. For Cal- 
via, Christ was also the object of faith-in the Old Testamsat period. 
The only difference between the Old. Testament period and the New 
Testament period was the lesser degree of knowledge caused by the 
more obscure manner in which Christ was presented. 9Z = 
According to Calvin. anyone who was in a right relationship 
with God must have had some knowledge of Christ. - even though It 'was 
obscure., Calvin accounts for Namaan the Syrian. Cornelius the -Ro- 
man, - and the Ethiopian eunuch by this doctrine of "preparatory"Am - 
plicit faith. 93 , .,... ,0. ---.. . _. .... -. I. 
Calvin's experience of the "inner testimony of the Holy Spir- 
it" as an illuminating and certifying power, -"was-unquestionably- the 
basis of bis development and utilisation of the principle of the, "lnnsr 
testimony of the. Holy Spirit' Lobstein; 94 Doumergue. 95 and Pannier96 
92Dowey: ' o};. cit:: p: 166. 
3 Z. 
94P.. Lobstein. '"La" connaissance religicuse d', apres Calvin. 11 
Revue de theologte at de philoso hie XLII {1909). 53-110. 
95Emile Döumergue. Jean Calvin, 1e8 h comes 0t Ion -chores 
de, son temps'(Lausanne: 'Georges Brides, 1910), Vo1.,, IV. - 





have given careful study to this problem. Other writers such"as 
Seeberg?? aadý Warfield98 have also dealt with this aspect of the- his - 
torical principle. of exegesis.,. -Dowey99 has given an unusually fresh 
and detailed analysis of Calvin's use of the principles of"! 'illumina- 
tioa"! 'and the "inner, testimony of the Holy Spirit"; in his monograph,. - 
ý' .ý 'ý ;'':: _. _"_'-_; ". 
X'. The Knowledge` of God in Calvin's Theology. 
'' i- -F The literature of exegesis,.. Including the writings of the Fa-t7 
there and other Reformers. unquestionably influenced Calvin's , use of 
the theological principle. Aý detailed analysis of this -influence would 
dä: nan&separate treatment and is beyond the scope of this study. 
'r The homiletical or practical principle'of biblical exegesis» : 
as it has' been defined in this study. , Is a--rather obvious principle.: ý'. The 
factors which influenced Calvin's use of this principle also are'rather 
obvious.. Furthermore, a worth-while analysis=of these factors would-' 
lead into areas which have widespread ramifications. Such an analysis 
demands a' separate study. '., --,. 
Calvin's use of the'hoi iletical'or practicalprinciple of exe- 
einhold 
Seeberg, 
' Lehrbuch der Doimengeschichte (Er- -- '97R' 
langen: A. ' Deicberische. Verlagsbuckhand1, g "Werner Scholl. 1920). ß- ..: ` 
-98B. B. Warfield, 
Calvin and Calvinism New York: Oxford.. 
University Press, 1931), pp. ; 30. 
. 99Dowey. o cý " PP. 106-24, -. _172.91. 
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Sepia, was undoubtedly influenced by the fact that the Reformation 
movement was in dire need of some leader to organise. and solidify 
Its initial victories, Calvin apparently saw this need and attempted 
to apply the principles of the Bible--the exclusive, rule of faith and 
practice--to the practical life of Geneva and other places: In meet- 
ing this need. - Calvin's exegesis, although not allegorical. tended to 
be very practical. On the basis of biblical exegesis Calvin sought to 
develop church polity. a method of discipline. - and a plan for church- 
state relations. 
The fact that Protestants were relatively few in number and 
were constantly being beset by enemies and traitors influenced Calvin 
to apply the biblical promises of assurance, encouragement, and ulti- 
mate -victory to the practical needs of the people 
These influences on Calvin's use of the homiletical or practi- 
' 
cal principle of biblical exegesis have been discussed, either directly 
or indirectly. by numerous writers including Dournergue, 100 Clavier, 101 
l00Doumergu", 
- op. cit Vol. 11 (1902), Vol. IV (1910). Vol. =- 
V (1917), Vol. VI (1927). 
101Henri Clavier. Etüdes sur la Calvinisms (Paris: Librairie 
Fischbacher. 1936). 
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Warfield. 102 Dowey. l03 Lobstein, 104; Schaff, 10.5. Pauck, 106 and; 
Stue rmann. 107 
The two principles which probably were conditioned t" most, 
by Calvin's particular historical background. training, and{controver 4 ., 
sieg are the linguistic and the historical principles., These are two 
primary principles which are basic for any exegetical work. The re- 
mainder of this, study, is devoted primarily to a. consideration and 
, evaluation 
of the factors influencing Calvin's use. of these two impor- 
tact principles of biblical exegesis. 
102Wsrfield, op. cit: `-. 
103Dowey* o cit. 
, "" 104Lobsteia.. op. cit 
105philipSchaff: History of the Christiin'Church (Now York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, ' 1923). 
106pauck, The Hesita e of the Reformation, off. eit. 
I07Wa1ter E. Stuerrnann, A Critical Study of Calvin's Con- 
ce t of Faith (Tulsa, Okla. , 
published privatel the author, 1952): } 
CHAPTER M-, 
.:,. 
FACTORS INFLUENCING CALVIN'S USE OF 
THE LINGUISTIC PRINCIPLE 
I. DEVELOPMENTS IN TEXTUAL CRITICISM-. - 
Introduction. With the revival of learning in the West and 
with the invention of printing, the period of modern criticism began. 
The literary and educational side of this comprehensive cultural 
movement--the Humanist side in the more restricted sense of the 
term--le of prime'significance in relation to the Reformation: Hu- 
rnanism, which was the fruit of the quickened interest from the four- 
teenth century onwards in the ancient classic literature, was the, an- 
tithesis of scholasticism with its predilection for abstract thought. 
the dialectic pursuit of truth. As a scholarly movement it was en- 
gaged with the study of literature and the collection and publication of 
the manuscripts which had survived in the'East and West. 
1 The Hu= 
manist movement prepared the way for the application of the historico- 
critical method to the study of ecclesiastical dogmas and institutions, 
of the Scriptures in the original-languages, and of the early history of ..;.. 
lJsmes Mackinnon. The Orffs of the Reformation (New, 
: York: Longman Greens- 1939), - 
p. 3539 
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Christianity: It gave a new force to the appeal ! 'back to the sources'! 
as the test of creed and ecclesiastical constitution. It intensified the 
reaction from tradition. Moreover it trained many of the men who 
were to become leaders of the evangelical Reformation. 
2- Before--, 
Jong the movement produced an imposing array of notable scholars in 
Lefevre, Guillaume Bude, Danes; Vatable, Berquin.. Toussain. ; Rob- 
ert Etienne, Berauld. Olivetan. Dolet, Postet. Rannus.. J. C.. : -' 
Scaliger, and many mom Bude has been called the "Restorer of 
Greek Studies" in France. and his scholarship led him incidentally to 
criticise the text of the Vulgate. - Even, in some of the colleges of the 
universities the movement succeeded in asserting itself,. notably in 
that of La March., in which Cordier. one of Calvin's masters, 
taught. 3 Lefevre is the French counterpart of Reuchlin and Erasmus 
in the application of the critical method of Valla to the Scriptures. 
When Leievre returned to France, Calvin visited him, in the year 
1534.4'. 4'=.. `' 
The- development of textual criticism-"'The development of 
ZLöc. 'cit. ' 
3 bid.. p. 372. 
p., 414. . -ý" 
ý- "";.. ". :. ý.. 'ý.. .ý 
"w.. ý ;,. 
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textual criticism undoubtedly influenced Calvin and caused him 'to 
give 
more attention to the textual aspect of the linguistic factor of exege- 
sie. 
} To appreciate both the'direct and indirect influence which the 
development of textual criticism had on Calvin. one should note some 
of the developments in the field of textual criticism just prior to and 
contemporary with his activity as an exegete. For the purposes of 
this study consideration will be"restricted to the consideration of 
some aspects of the-tsxtusl criticism of We 'New Testament. ` 
From the time of Jerome (d. 420i the Latin- Vulgate had been 
the generally accepted text. Jerome had revised the text of the old' 
Latin on the basis of the Greek, -- changing-the'received text as little 
as possible. 
However, a new day was coming. In the field of textual criti- 
cism, especially with reference to the New Testament, the'new era 
- was introduced by Erasmus. There is no one whose writings showed 
k .-a more 
distinct and decided emancipation from'untenable traditions 
than did those of Erasmus. From the time of Erasmus on. ' the ap- 
peal to scripture which would be recognised by scholars would not be'...,, 
5Frederick. W. _ Farrar, History of Interpretation (Londons 
Macmillan and Co. - , : 1886). p. 316. yv 
--to this version or that, , 
but to the Scriptures in the original languages at 
6 
Although. the Complutensian, polyglott, was i the, first Greek 
Testament to be printed, it was not the first to be published. That 
honor belongs, to the New Testament of Erasmus. Froben of Basle,: 
learning of the work which Ximenes had in hand, applied to Erasmus, ` 
the outstanding- scholar of the day, to furnish him with a Greek New 
Testament as speedily as possible. The, edition was -ready 
by the ; 
first of March, 1516. The Greek text was accompanied by, a Latin- 
-translation and some notes which Erasmus had had in hand before - 
Froben's proposal. _ 
Work so rapidly produced could not rest on any great accu- . '" 
mulation of material, and although the publisher's preface speaks 
of the use of many ancient MSS. 
-and 
of the quotations of all the .. 
'" 
most important Fathers, it would appear that in reality only a 
few manuscripts were employed--those, namely. , which 
lay ready. ' 
to the editor's hand at Basle. ',. (Evan. 1--a better class Ms. of 
the eleventh century, was only occasionally followed. Evan. _2 
(of 
the fifteenth century was principally used for the Gospels, Act.. 
2 (of the thirteenth or, fourteenth century) for the Acts and Epis= 
ties, and Apoc. 1 (of the twelfth century) alone for the Apoca- 
lypse. T 
,. :_". ,.. 
::. - ..... + 
the most part the manuscripts used by Erasmus were 
: neither ancient nor good. =, -The edition, of Erasmus consequently, did 
6L. 
- E. Sinn, - The Reformers and the Bible (Cambridge: `-, 
'. -'W. Helfer and Sons, 19Z9), p. 16. 
7Frederick'G. Kenyon, Handbook to the Textual Criticism of 
the New Testament (London: Macmillan and Co.. 1901). p. 228. - 
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not have very much critical value and is inferior in this respect to the. - 
Complutensian; yet it has exercised a far greater influence on the his-.. 
tory of the New Testament texts - It had six years' start on its rival; 
and being issued in a'single volume of reasonable size and price, it 
had a far wider'circulation than the'six-volume Complutensian.. Eras- 
mus states that 3; 300 copies of his first two editions were issued.. 
Aldus reprinted it at Venice in 1518 in conjunction with the 
Septuagint. "In 1519 Erasmus projected a revised edition, correcting 
many misprints and inserted improved readings from Evan. 3:. }. -. 
(squall Act, 3. Paul. - 3): Three' raore'editions appeared in his life- 
time--in 1522,1527, and 1535: The 15ZZ edition is notable for its In- 
troduction-of the passage relating to the Three Heavenly Witnesses 
(I John 5: 7-8). -Erasmus included it on a weak basis in this edition, 
and the passage consequently found its way into the Textus Recepttus. 
Each of these contains some alterations= that of 1527 being noticeable 
for its use of the Cornplutensian edition and for its introduction of the 
Vulgate text by the'side of the Greek and Erasmus' Latin. The edition 
of 1527 may be considered as Erasmus' definitive text. The edition 
of 1535 shows very_few alterations. 
8 
There has be en' considerable sarcasm about the work of Eras-. 
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mug. Erasmus, however, actually did collate manuscripts on Britt- 
cal principles, although some of his critical principles were not of":, 
the soundest , type. { 
He was, able. - here, and there,. eans of gram - 
matical and historical knowledge superior to that of his contempora- 
ries. to improve. the text by conjectural emendation.: fHis wide read-. 
ing in the early fathers stood him, in good stead in elucidating and in 
restoring the text. "9. ,, a.... 
ý.: Other publishers followed In the footsteps of -Ximenes and 
Froben in issuing editions of the New Testament In Greek, but for the 
most part they contented themselves'with reproducing the'text of 
Erasmus. ' 
10 
s f-ý -The first to-prepare a really, critical edition-of the -. Greek` ' 
New Testament, one based, on a collation of-manuscripts. in a more 
complete way, was Simon de Colines (CoUnaeus), the father-in-law of 
the-Parisian printer Robert Stephans (Eetienne): In his editioa, 
which appeared in-1534; ' he adopted for the first time a number of 
readings that are now generally accepted: 
l1, :: " = 
9Henry Preserved Smith, Erasmus (New, York: Harper and .-" 
Bros: ß,. 1923j, pp. 164-65. 
lOKeäyon op. cit., PP"r 229-30. 
11Eberhard Nestle, Introduction to the "Textual Criticism of 





The next who deserves mention is Robert Estienne,, of Paris. -- 
whose name was Latinised by himself as Stephanus. and quite unneces--, 
sarily Anglicized by some as Stephens. His first edition appeared _in_ , 
1546, his second in 1549. both being, attractive little volumes printed, ", 
from a new. font of small Greek type with, & 
. 
text compounded from ; 
Erasmus, the Complutensian, and fifteen manusc ripts, /Only the two 
latter authorities are acknowledged in the Preface;,. It 
(contained 
a, re- 
wised text and gave in the margin various readings from his fifteen 
manuscripts and the Complutensian. -'One of his manuscripts' was the 
Codex Besse; most of the rest have been identified with 
minuscule 
- '° , . 
manuscripts in the Paris Library. 
The' text itself shows a greater 
approximation to that of Erasmus than its predecessors. It is-from 
this third edition- of Stephanus that the Textus Rec eptus.. found in our, 
ordinary Greek Testaments, is derived with some slight alterations... 
Therefore, -it is easy to see why this edition is so important in the 
history of the Bible{ te'xts' A fourth edition was produced by Stephanus 
in 1551, but it practically 'reproduced the text of 1550. with the addition 
of the Vulgate and the Latin version of Erasmus. 'The only important 
feature of the fourth edition 
Is the fact that It divided the text for the 
first time into verses. 
.. m_ :.. 12 
. -'cit., p. 
230* Kenyon. 
A ucz 'U "4v 
i+.. a tti! t LP, j = 4" 
V%. *°f "yc rrýA r 6ti#m C. 
. -ºýk-=ý 
w,. t '. * k+as. eire i. t mss' a jýt"ý.,, ý S_ 
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Following Stephen, '_ the French theologian Theodore de Bess, 
the friend and successor of Calvin In Geneva, prepared; between 
AtAV. 14 ,.,:, .,. 
'1565 
and 1611, . 
four folio and six octavo, editions. , Besa seemed also; - ,, 
in the preparation of his, Geneva edition, to have been the first to col=" 
late the oriental versions. 
1Beua was the. owner of two' very impor"" .,. '` 
tant Manuscripts, the Codex Besae (D) of the' Gospels and acts, and 
the Codex Claromontanus 2) of the Pauline Lpistles. 14 
Luther's utilization of textual criticism. r 
During Luther 'a':.: 
stay at Wartburg he had with him a copy of the' Vulgate printed by`. 
Froben in Basel in' 1509 and a Greek New Testament. Just what edi- , 
tion of the Greek New Testament he possessed is a matter of disputs; 14_ :., 
Many peculiarities in the printing of Luther's New Testament of, 132t., 
would indicate that the work of Erasmus must have beeis before him 
Freitag was undoubtedly right when he stated that the Greek text. of 
the 1519 edition of Erasmus was before Luther from the very, begin-:.: 
nin of his work of translating. 
1 
lt was-also probable that he had the E iý e PO 
i1i 
of Faber 
13Nestle, off. cit., pp., 9-10. 
14Kenyon# 
. loc. cit. 
15M. '-Reu, Luther's German Bible (Columbus, Ohio; Luther- ,; 
ý 
an Book Concern, 193) 49- 0. 
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Stapulensis;, of 1512 or 15150'- and lexicons like Aleander's Lexicon '- 
Graeco-Latinum; 
. that 
had been issued at. Basel in -1519.16 
In an effort to comprehend fully the contents of the Bibles=- -° 
Luther apparently used all the scientific. helps available at the time: 
:. '. ° reliable editions of the original text (even manuscripts are 
mentioned), grammars, and lexicons were all used most faith- 
fully; all available translations were consulted; the, peculiarities'--. ' 
the Hebrew and Greek languagis were assimilated; others 
were. taken into counsel; the'whole usage of the language was con- 
sidered; single passages were compared with others of similar 
nature, and finally the' entire statement was illuminated by the 
light of Christ and by the experience of-Christ that the Holy 
Ghost had worked in bis own heart. "17 
_: - Calvin and textual criticism i -Unquestionably the widespread 
interest in textual criticism-during the sixteenth century influenced 
_ .' 
Calvin's utilisation of the textual and grammatical aspect' of the lin- -, 
guistic principle of biblical exegesis. - Calvin's high view of inspira-_ - 
tion. °_whick maintained that the . Bible as an original document was' di.. 
vinely. inspired. undoubtedly caused him to devote himself even more 
--diligently to "lower criticism" in- order to establish' & pure text. This 
aspect of the problem will be considered in connection with the fac--. 
tors influencing Calvin's use of the historical principle. The concern 
here isRwith- the factors influencing his use of the linguistic factor. 
41. 
16 1_ bid'. '. pp.., ", 150-51. 
. 1? Ibid:. p. 213. 
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It is evident that Calvin, to a large extent, utilized the 
means that were available is the field of textual criticism., Calvin .... 
cited Erasmus no less than-150 times as a critical or exegetical au- 
thority. 18 He industriously consulted such manuscripts as were then. 
procurable. In his comments on I Corinthians, 7. -Z9 there. 19 an in- -_-.. 
stance of a change of mind regarding the exegesis of a, passage as the 
result of seeing a manuscript, which had not previously been: before 
In my first translation., I had followed a manuscript. to 
which (as I afterwards discovered) not one of the many others 
', gave any countenance. - I have accordingly, deemed it. properito insert the particle because, to make the meaning more apparent 
r. - and in accordance also with the reading in some , ancient, copies. 
19 
Calvin's humanistic background made him familiar with, the 
processes-employed in settling-the. texts of classical authors; and na-; 
ýturally he used the same methods in his determination of the text of. 
the biblical books, ... His, practice here is. marked by a combination of 
freedom and sobriety. His. decisions, though often wrong, , as 
they 
could not fail to be in the, state of the knowledge of the transmission of 
., the New Testament text at the time, always displayed 
good setter 
isCO. LIX, -76. ..,. 
= 19Com. I Coi. 7: 29. 
T2 
balance. and trained judgment. 
ZO 
'Calvin did not find John 8: 1.11 in Born. ancient manuscripts, ' ; -'- 
He accepted it, however, because of its: apostolic 'spirit and helpful 
It is plain enough that this passage was unknown' anciently to 
the Greek Churches; and sore coäjecturo that it has been brought',,, 
_. , ̀from some other place-and inserted here, '', But as. it has always 
been received by the Latin Churches. and is found in many old 
Greek, manuscripts, and- contains nothing g-uunworthy of an' Apostol=-- 
ic Spirit, = there is no reason why we should refuse to apply it to : 
' our advantage. 
In other places Calvin recognised= that a word may have been 
added to the text.., An illustration' of this is- found in' his' discussion of 
Ephesians " 2: 5: ="Whether' the words, -''by grace ye are -saved, ' have_, -'---. 
been inserted by another hand, ': I know not; 'but as they are' perfectly', -,, 
. ýä agreeable to the context, -. I am,. uite, willing to, receive them as written 
by Paul. Comments-on Hebrews 9: 1 afford still another example: 
Some copies'-read, xwc the first tabernacle; 
'but-1 suspect that there is a mistake as to the word ! "tabernacle""; ' '- -'nor do I doubt but that, sons -unlearned readers-not finding"a-noüa to the adjective, -and in his ignorance applying'to'the. tabernacle 
what has been said of the covenant, unwisely added the word' 
cii ujvii , tabernacle. - indeed greatly wonder that the mis- 
20Gom Jn. 8: 1. 
2.1Com. Jn. 8: 3. 
22Com. Eph. 2: 5. 
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take had so prevailed that it is found In the Greek copies almost 
universally. 23 
One more example, the one found in James "4: 
7, can be added: 
Many copies have Introduced here the following sentence 
"Wherefore he saith, ' God reiisteth the proud. but giveth grace` 
unto the. humble. " But in others it Is not found. Erasmus sus- .-' 
pects that it was first a note in the margin, . and afterwards crept' into the text. It may have been_so, though it is not unsuitable-to, - 
the passage. 24 
.''. 
Errors in detail were also noticed by Calvin-and he often 
suggested that the text be corrected. An example of this is found in a 
discussion of Matthew 27: 9; v "The passage itself plainly shows that the 
name of Jeremiah has been put down by mistake instead of Zechariah. 
{11: 13, for in Jeremiah we find nothing of this sort, "nor anything that 
even approaches to it. "25 'Another example of his consideration of 
textual problems Is found is I John 5: 7c 
.., The whole of this verse has been by some omitted. . Jerome . thin $ this has happened through design rather than through mis- ' 
:.. 
take. - Since the Greek codices do not agree with themselves, I 
scarcely dare reach a conclusion. -,,, Yet, as the context flows , , -a 
most smoothly if this clause is added, and I see that it's trands in 
the best codices and those of the most approved credit, -I 
also, 
willingly adopt it. 
26 
23Com. Heb.. 9: 1. 
24Coin. James 4: 7. 
ZSCom., matt.. 
_; ..: _ 
26Comn. I Ju. 5: 7. ._... 
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When pussled by difficulties. be followed the Humanist pro- 
cedure in dealing with a classical text and felt free to suggest that 
there may be a mendurn in voce. An example of this is seen in his 
discussion of Matthew 23: 35: 
But whether Jshoiada had two names, -or whether- too Jerome 
thinks) theta Is a mistake in the word; there can be no 
doubt as 
to the fact. that Christ refers to that impious stoning of Zecha- .:. . 27 
riah which is recorded in 2 Chronicles 24: 21,22. 
Another illustration of this approach is found in comments on Matthew, 
. .' 
27: 9 where Calvin assumed Jeremiah to be a corrupt reading. 
Ordinarily Calvin followed the' current text. He exercised.. 
however, a free and independent judgment and recognized his right to 
engage in textual criticism. A good example of the fact that he felt 
free to exercise independent judgment is seen in his treatment of 
'I John 5: 7. He came forward 
on scientific grounds' against the Vul- 
gate.: The decr. e of Trent that this version must be followed as au- 
" 
thentic. he. found silly;, and reverence for it air if it had fallen down. 
from heaven. 28- ludicrous.... 
And so we. see that Calvin did use textual criticism and did 
27Com. Matt.. 23: 35. 
28Warfield. '. Calvin's Doctrine of the Knosrledg. of Gods so 
Doumirgue; et al.. Calvin' and the ' Reformation "(London: Flaming He,:,, -' Revell, 1909). p. _ 234. 
-" 
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exercise himself as a humanistic and critical scholar on the text 
which he had in hand. Sometimes he flew directly in the face . of the 
conservative opinion of the age. 
The critical apparatus of Vaila,. Erasmus,: and Bude, -which 
was utilised in as attempt to establish the. truetext of Scripture, 
: won 
Calvin's strong approval. He used their books, as authorities, 
`though- 
he never failed to challenge any of their conclusions when he thought 
they were erroneous. The important point is that he approved their 
method as such. The human element played a rather important role 
when Vaila used his own judgment in determining which codices were 
the more reliable. and much more so when he made free use of con- 
jecture is establishing the "correctness', of the text. Yet Calvinºcon- 
ceded the rightness of this method, -which was followed so much more 
learnedly by Erasmus . 
29, A fair -example of Calvin's refs recce to the 
critics is seen in his statements} in discussing Acts 26: 28-29:. 
Interpreters expound this <i sv - 0, tyco diversely. Valiä thought that it ought to be translated, ! Thou dost almost make me s .; Christian. " Erasmus doch translate it "a little. ". The old inter- 
preter. dealeth more plainly , "in' 
After a survey of his-'exegetical work it is not difficult to_; _, 
29Quirinus Breen. John Calvin: A Study in French Humanism. 
30Com. '"Acts' 26: 28. 
 
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sgsee with Warfieid when he states that 
We feel ourselves in the hands of one who is sanely and sage- 
ly scrutinizing the text with which he is dealing from the point of 
view of a scholar accustomed to deal with ancient texts, whose 
confidence in its general integrity represents the well-grounded 
conclusion of a trained judgment. His occasional remarks on the 
text. and his rare suggestion of a corruption. are indicia of the 
alertness of his general scrutiny of the text and serve to assure 
to us that this acceptance of it as a whole as sound is not merely 
inert acquiescence in tradition. - but represents the calm judgment 
of an instructed intelligence. 31 
Although Calvin did not regard the work of critics like Valla, 
Budgi, and Erasmus as an end in itself. he was undoubtedly influenced 
in his use of the linguistic factor by their work. Be was well aware 
that no theologian could afford to work without their achievement as a 
background. 
1I. ` HUMANIST TRAINING 
Linguistic tag; 
1. Widespread interest in biblical langusýes: 'Durl is -the, 
time of Calvin; the first half of the sixteenth'century, the'de sire to-, 
--. ees . "a -. -. .. 
4i. a. .., .1 , 
"f. - ;. t1_ i. 1. ,F.. i.. s-; ii -_ 
learn Greek and Hebrew was- little less than a passion: Rsuählin 
(1455-1523) had private pupils in Hebrew many years before*a profs*-"' 
31, Calvin's Doctrine of the Knowledge of God, ! '. ,. 
loc. cit. 
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sorship was established in this language. In 1518 at Wittenberg, 
Melanchton was thronged by, students enge r. to learn Greek. Two' ,; -. -- 
years earlier Erasmus wrote that the generality. of the- schölars whom.: 
he met in . Basel understood Greek,: A little later, Zwingli reported. ""', 
'-. ' 
that many of his colleagues in Zurich knew Hebrew and. Greek. 
32There- 
were ten or more Hebrew grammars and , 
lexicons pub- 
lished in the first half of the sixteenth century in Switzerland and Ger- 
many--an amazing number when one considers the labor necessary to 
such a work at that time and the great expense. of printing books " in ,. 
Hebrew. 33 
This 
awakened interest in the biblical languages was largely 
directed toward the Bible. Reuchlin's aim in all his Hebrew studies 
was to promote the knowledge of God. 34 L`-f 
2.: Cal_ s tr After attending college in Paris where 
he had an incomparable teacher of Latin., M. Cordier. - Calvin studied 
law at Orleans. While at Orleans he. studied Greek from Melchior 
Wolmar, a Lutheran to whom he later dedicated his exposition of 
32G. H. Gilbert, Interpretation of the Bible (New York: 
Macmillan and Co. : 1908), p. 190. 
33lbid. p., 191. '. ' 
34Loc. cit. 
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II Corinthians The following quotation from the Dedication of his 
commentary on II Corinthians reveals his debt to Wolmar.. - 
Under your direction and tuition. - I conjoined-with a study. of 
law Greek literature, of which you were at the time. a most cele-, 
brated professor. ... I was initiated 
by you in'the rudiments 
. which were afterwards of great advantage to me.,. 
Hence I... 
could not satisfy myself without leaving to' posterity some memo 
rial of my gratitude; and at the same time rendering to you, core 
fruit, such as it is, of your labour. 
35 
Returning to Paris. Calvin continued Greek under Pierre 
Danes (Danesius) at the Royal College. Danes was younger than 
Toussain but was accorded the first title of professor regius of Greek. 
Danes began the study of Greek at the age of about twenty, and during 
the next thirteen or fourteen years he perfected himself as a Hellen- 
ist, at the same tinge' amassing a financial fortune. He was an ardent 
admirer of Aristotle, and he expounded mainly the Osgsaoa at the Col- 
lege Royal. He spared himself no pains to give his best to the stu- 
dents of his choice. Henri Estienne,, one of his students, left a rec- 
ord full of praise for the master. 3b A Latin rhyme was circulated 
that affirmed that Daneswas superior to the. great French Grecian, 
Guillaume Bude himself. 
37 Danes was. a man of encyclopedic learn- 
3$Coýn. II Cor. "The Epistle Dedicatory. ºý 
" 
. ý.. _ :., 
36ßreen, ` cit.; p. -133: 
3? John T. McNeill, "The Debt of the Reformation to the Ren= : 
aissance, "+ Religion in the da , U. No. 3 (March, 1942), 211" 
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ing; ' Of whom it was said that -_. ä_ 
He embraced at the same time Greek. -and 
Latin philosophy; 
rhetoric, mathematics, philosophy, medicine and theology; hav- 
ing one of the most profound and powerful minds of that Remis- 
sance-, which created . so many'universal geniuses: 
38 
Calvin himself makes no explicit assertion about his knowledge 
of Hebrew; and Simon, the. early critic of the Pentateuch, denied that he 
knew enough for practical purposes But the fact-that he knew Hebrew 
has been admitted even by his enemies. He was a Reformer to whom 
Roman controversialists allowed an adequate acquaintance with the 
original languages of the Scripture. 
_Many 
persons. including Diestel 
and Tholuck, paid tribute to his linguistic endowments. 
39 In fact, his 
mastery of Hebrew, though never displayed. is felt throughout his 
commentaries on the Old Testament. 
Beaa; 
. 
his - biographer, - rafter say- 
--" ---° -" .. --F";. -. ý-'... _,.. 
ý: 
. _:.., ý ,,,, 
ý ;: r. c: -? -.,. >_. ; _ýs. ". sr-rte .. 3- 
±..,. .e 
ing that Calvin was a friend of Grynaeus and Cäpito, adds "sees ue 
ttirr..; _. 
... cs,. 
äa'. ß°' -st "_> -` ;, _:: ':. gýä _r 
^- :. . ""y.. `ý,: -", A-. 
Hebraicis "t eerris d. dit; a40 Details about Calvin's knowledge of He- 
3 8A. Mitchell Hunter, - "The Education Of Calvin, 10 Eve - 
cal-Quarterl ; , IX (1937), 24. { 
39Tholuck. "Calvin as'an Interpreter of the Holy Scriptures. ý= 
John Calvfä, Commentary on Jooshhua (Edinburgh: T. Constable, 1854)0" 
pp. 363-6T. 
40Quoted by George Adam Smith, Modern Criticism and the 
Preaching of theOld Testament (second edition; New York: A. C. 
Armstrong and Son, 1901), p. 240. 
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brew are given is the study by. Bauxngartaer, Calvin Hebraisant, 41 
This is a detailed study as to where and how Calvin learned his He- 
brew. 
The Dedicatory Epistle of Calvin's commentary on Romans- 
is dedicated to Simon Grynaeus. Grynseus was a recognised scholar 
known- all over Europe. Calvin mentions that "you-are intimately, 
known tome by familiar intercourse. N42 
At Paris Calvin studied Hebrew under Vatable. Vatable 
shared with Danes a post, in the Royal College Instituted by Francis Y 
in 1330. According to Doumergue, 43 under the pseudonym of 
Martianus Lucianus, Calvin took up residence in Basel and plunged 
into his studies once again. Here he perfected himself in Hebrew, 
probably putting- , self under the tuition 
of Sebastian Munster. the 
best Hebraist of his day, himself a pupils of a converted Jew who was 
a celebrated Hebraist. Bauzngartner44 confirms this statement.? 
While exiled from Genera, 
-Calvin 
lived in Strassburg. Here 
41Astoin. J. Baumgartner, Calvin Hebraisant et Xateiprite 
de L' a cIon Testament (Paris:. 1889). ý - 
42Com Rom. "The Epistle Dedicatory. " `" _ .. 
hose* 43Doumergue, Jean Calvin. les ho mores t Joe c de son 




he continued his studies by receiving instruction from Martin Bracer 
and Capito., men of the highest scholarship. whose friendship he had 
formed at Basel.. Capito, author of a widely used Hebrew grammar, 
was the-third eminent l3ebraºist by whom Calvin had been inetructed4{5 
The details are given by Baunmgartner. 46 
3. Calvin's utilisation of linguistic training. It is not nec- 
essary for the purposes of this study, to. attempt a detailed analysis 
of Calvin's use of the Greek and Hebrew. He utilized these languages 
hundreds of times in his Commentaries. A few. general statements 
and representative examples will show that his linguistic training un- 
doubtedly made him more conscious of the importance of the linguis- 
tic factor and more effective in his utilisation of this factor. In fact. 
Calvin himself gave a definite statement about the Importance of the 
linguistic Principles 
It is POM"A to know how Holy Scripture uses- words. Surely we need not stop simply at words, '. but we cannot under- 
stand the teaching of God unless we know what procedure, style, 
'45JohnCalvin, Tracts Relat to the Reformation (Edin- 
burgh. - Edinburgh Printing Co. * 1844). I. uvli. The three volumes' 
of Cabin's Tracts prepared by the Calvin Translation Society are 
hireaftsr. desi ed as Calvin's Tracts. volume and page. 
4f umSartners. op. cit. 
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- and language he uses. 47 
Calvin's Commentaries reveal his knowledge of Greek. He 
often objected to current renderings. In discussing I . 
Timothy 1: 3, he 
objected to the translation given by Erasmus. "The translation-given 
by Erasmus, (recta-ri. ) 'to follow. ' does not satisfy me; because it 
might be' understood to apply to the hearers. "48 Another objection to 
a rendering is found in his discussion of Ephesians 1: 10: 
In the-old translation it is rendered (instaurare) restore; to 
which Erasmus has added (summatim) comprehensively. I have 
chosen to abide closely by the meaning of the Greek word 
ävaiiccpaxa twoacrea t. -, because Wie more agreeable to 
the context. , The meaning appears to me to 
be, that out of Christ 
all things were dieordersd; and that through him they have been 
restored to o rde r. 49 - :.... :, 
--Sometimes Calvin offers better and more original render-- 
i, ngs of. the original languages: 
TO t heim indeed, who perseverance: ' etc.; literally. pa- tieace; by which word something afore is expressed. For it is .. perseverance, , when one is not wearied in constantly doing good;. but patience alsö is required in the saints. by which they may continue titan; though oppressed with various trials. 50 
47John Calvin, '? hs of Christ aad Othir Sesmoäs (Grand 
Rapids, Mich:: "Wm. -B. Eerdmsas Publishing Co., 1950), p. 13. 
48Com. I Tim. 1: 3. 
49Com. Eph. 1: 10. 
50Coaa. Rona. 2: 7. 
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Another example is as follows: 
Erasmus gives a different rendering to this effect, "that by 
,; _these thtngs. tbe testimony of Christ was confirmed in them: that - 'is, -, by knowledge and by the word. "' The woords . 
however convey_, -., -. 
.. -.. another meaning and 
if they are not wrested# the meaning 
easy. that God has sealed the truth of his"göspel among the Coy 
rinthians,. for the purpose of confirming it. 3i.., .: 
_ 
In dealing with Greek words. "Calvin had a consciousness, of 
mastery, and felt free to agree or disagree with scholars. The one *. 
to whom he often referred is Erasmus. In discussing John 1: 1, he 
'commended the rendering by Erasmus: 
1-wonder what induced the Latins to render 6 A&Yoc by 
verbum. (the word; ) for that would rather have been the transla- 
(Q nJ t ion o. tö -' 'pa 
Butgranting that they had _s orn e -plausible ý` reason, . still -it 
cannot be denied that Sarno (the 
_ 
speecb would 
have been far more 'appropriate.:., Hence it is evident. what bar- 
-. barons tyranny was exercised by ` the theologians of the Sorbonne. _- 
-"- who teased and stormed at Erasmus in such a manner, because ,, - _: .. ' he had changed a single word for the bette:. 52 
. In 
discussing John 3: 3. - Calvin chose to disagree with Erasmus: - 
Erasmus, adopting the opinion of Cyril has improperly translated the adverb ciVIQ eV , from above and readersI the clause thus:, unless a man be hors iöbe. The Greek _ word. - 
I owns is anbignoiJI but we know MWIChrist conversed 
with Nicodemus In the Hebrew Ianguage.; There would then have 
been no room for tine ambiguity. which occasioned the, mistake of 
Nicodemus.. and led him- into childish scruples abort a secaad'= -. '. 







nothing-else than that a man must be born again, before he is id- 
witted into the kingdom of God_ _ 
In I Corinthians 8: 4 Calvin disagreed with Erasmus and favored the 
Vulgate rendering: 
As to the words. Erasmus reads thus--"an idol has no exist- 
once. " I prefer the rendering of the old translation--An idol is 
not For the argument is this-. that an idol is inas- i as there is but one God; for it follows admirably-""if there 
is no other God besides our'God. then, aä idol is an empty dream, 
and more wanitp. 'ýSý _-,.. -_.. 
Utilising the linguistic factor, Calvin brought out in " bep- 
ful way the-meaning of certain bisic terns as "gospel. " In "? be such 
Argument" section, - of his'-commentary on the Synoptic Gospels. Calvin 
' his an excellent development of the" term "gospel. " Commenting on 
the to rin ý"Qoipil Calvin pointed o at that It is 
""-f ustly Called' & good and joyful message; for it contains per- sect happiness. Its object Is to commence the reign of God,, and 
" br means of our deliverance from the corruption of the flesh. - "-' 
and of our renewal by the Spirit. -to- conduct us to the heavenly glory. '" 
Calvin further affirmed that 
It is evident that the word "Gospel'' applies properly to'the 
New Testaments and that those 'writers' are chargeable" with a Fl :' 
want of precision, who say that it was , common to_alt ages, and ý.: . 
who suppose that the Prophets. " equally with 
the Apostles; were 
53Cozu. in. 3: 3. ̀  
54Com. 1 Cor., 8: 4. 
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ministers of the Gospel: 55 
In "The Argument" section of his commentary on John's Gospel, : Cal- 
via stated that "the Greek word eua eXt ov (Gospel) denotes, - 
Scripture, by way of eminence. (xat' EgoXjv) the glad and delight- 
ful message of the grace exhibited to us in Christ. 56 '. _ 
Another example of Calvin's utilisation of the linguistic fac - 
for in elucidating and establishing a basic doctrine of New Testament 
Christianity is in connection with a study of repentance.: : In- 
discuss-ing Matthew 27: 3.. 'a good statement is found. ----- 
He says that Judas repented; not that he reformed. but that 
the crime which he had committed gave him uneasiness; as God 
frequently opens the eyes of the reprobate. so-as. to begin to feel: ` 
-their miseries, 
and to be alarmed at them. -- For those who 'are 
.s. sincerely grieved so as to reform,,. are said not only, i c{aueXEiv 
but also 
, 
1sctävoe? v , from which is derived also lie-tävoia 
which is a true conversion of, the soul to God.. So,, then, Judas 
conceived disgust and horror. not so as-to -turn 
to God, but rather. 
that, being overwhelmed . 
with despair. be might serve as an ex-' 
ample of a man entirely shut out from the grace of God. Justly,,. - 
indeed,. does Paul say, that the sorrow which leads to repentance , is salutary, - (II Cor. 7: 10) but if a man stumble at the very . 
threshold, he will derive no advantage from. a confused and m1s-.. 
taken grief. What is more. this. is a just punishment with which 
-God at length visits the wicked, who have obstinately despised his 
judgment, that he gives them up to Satan to be tormented without- 
the hope of consolation. . ,.. 
But if the Papists -were right in 
what they teach in their schools about repentance, -. we could find, 
55Com. on Synoptics. "The Argument. " 
p. ' 56Com. Jn: "The Argument. " 
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no defect in that of Judas. to which their definition of repentance 
fully. applies; for we perceive in it contrition of heart, and con- 
fession of the mouth. -and satisfaction of deed, as they talk, 1=:, 
Hence we infer, that they take nothing more than the bark; for 
they leave out what was the chief point, the conversion of the man : 
to God, when the *inner,, broken down by shame and fear, denies 
s. himself so as to render obedience to righteousnes 57 
In discussing Luke -15: 10, Calvin pointed out that the word "repent= 
ance" in this passage is 
.. '. specially limited to the conversion of those who, having a1- 
together turned aside from God, . rise as it were 
from death to 
life; for otherwise the exercise of repentance ought to be uninter- 
rupted throughout our whole life, and no man is . exempted from 
this necessity, since every one is reminded by his imperfections' 
that he ought to aim at daily progress. 58 
There are also evidences that Calvin anticipated recent de- 
velopments in seeking- the gametic substratum'of Greek expressions 
., ii the New Testament. An em le of this is seen in his interprets- 
tion of Matthew 5: 3: ', ,. ' ._.: -__.. . 
-'Many, 
are pressed down by distresses, and yet continue'to 
swell inwardly with pride and cruelty. But Christ -pronounces 
those to be happy who. chastened and subdued by afflictions, sub. 
mit themselves wholly to God, and. - with inward humility, betake, 
themselves to him for protection. 
The Se metic substratum which Calvin found here-is obviously psalm 
34: 2. 
57Com. Mu tt. 27: 3. 
58Com. Lk,. 15; 10. . 
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The Hebrew word o' IIY. anavim, which we have rendered 
humble, signifies not all the afflicted in generals but those who, 
being humbled and subdued by affliction, instead of breathing the 
spirit of pride. are cast down, and ready to abase themselves to 
the very dust. These, he says, shall be partakers of his joy :. 
this joy shall spring from hope, because, having received a 
pledge of their deliverance, they shall cheerfully have recourse 
to God. 59 
In order to understand properly certain verses. Calvin employed the 
Hebrew background. An example of this it found in Romans 9: 15: 
The only true cause of salvation is ex ressed in the two 
words used by Moses. The first is j3n, chenen , which means 
to favour or to show kindness freely and bountifully; the other is 
orte re ft". which is to be treated with mercy. Thus is con- 
firmed w at Paul intended, that the mercy of God, being gratui- 
tous, is under no restraint. but turns wherever it pleases. 60 
In commenting on I Corinthians 15: 45. Calvin utilized the Hebrew in 
seeking to explain the meaning of the word "soul": 
1: ow; v em+l 
t, "ý t, ., - a. r. 
C'. Aßca$4 
el, -.: sue 
14 QL. $ tiw d *Co *141 
i rýMýJýa ! ýe. 3ta'. 7 
It is well known, that the Hebrew word Viol . (nephesh) 
which Moses makes use of. is taken in a variety of senses; but 
in this passage it is taken to mean either vital motion, or the 
very essence of life itself. The second of these I prefer. I ob- 
serve that the same thing is affirmed as to beasts--that they were 
made a living soul. (Gen. 1: 20.24; ) but as the soul of every ani- 
mal must be judged of according to its kind, there is nothing to 
hinder that a soul, that is to may. vital motion. may be common 
to all-, and yet at the same time the soul of man may have some- 
thing peculiar and distinguishing, namely, immortal essence, as 
the light of intelligence and reason. 
61 
59Conn. Pa. 34: 2. 
60Com. Rom. 9: 15. 
61Com. I Cos. 15: 45. 
'88ý 
An example of Calvin's use of the Hebrew to enable him to understand 
a passage in the New Testament is found in his discussion of Philippi-- 
ans 3,5: 
The common opinion is, that the Pharisees were so called. 
-. 
from a term signifying separation; but I approve rather of what I 
learned at one time from Capito, a man of sacred memory, ---that 
it-was because they boasted that they were endowed with the. gift, 
of interpreting Scripture, for JID _, 
(parash) among the He- 
._ brews, conveys the 
idea of interpretation.: While others de-. - 
clared themselves to be literals,, they preferred 
to be regarded 
as Pharisees. as being in possession of the interpretations of the 
bl. ancients. 
Another discussion of this is found in Calvin's comments on Matthew 
5: 20. Still another example is found in his discussion. of Ephesians 
4: 15: "When he (Paul) bids us give heed to the truth in love, he uses 
the preposition in (&v ,) like the 'corresponding Hebrew preposition 
Z. (both. ) as-signifying with, --speaking the truth WITH love. 
Examples of the use of Hebrew to help arrive at the meaning of a pas- . 
sage in the New Testament could be multiplied. -'- One more example 
from the Pauline epistles. Calvin's discussion of II Corinthians, 9: 5, ;, 
will be cited: 
In place of blessing. some render it collection. I have pre- 
ferred. - however, to render it literally, -the Greeks 
having em-. 
62Com. Philip. 3: 5. 
... `- 
63Com. Eph. 4: 15. 
89 ". 
"'played the term euXoytac to express the Hebreww, word 
ý---- (beracah. ) which is used is the sense of a blessing, " that is. an -"' 
invoking of prosperity, as well as in the sense of beneficence. 64 
4. Conclusion. Any trustworthy commentator must have 
such an intimate knowledge of the original languages as enables him 
to exercise an independent judgment and to estimate the value of the 
work of his predecessors. _: Calvin; with study_ under some of the best 
European scholars and with an unusual power to retain., undoubtedly 
attained this competence. 
Calvin would not have dared to be so dogmatic. as he fre- 
quently is on difficult points where linguistic knowledge is involved, 
without having the assurance of being in possession of that knowledge 
-which made it safe for him to speak. He did not hesitate to cross. " 
: swords with 
-". "-. -,,,. r-= ý;.::., ý.... , r,:. -a. ý .:..: ýý, .ýýarý, -:,.; ý'., r.,., r:.,: - ,;, , w=: ý_ Erasmus*, who was an outstanding New Testament exe-, 
gete and pioneer in higher criticism. 65 
: ''T--There was not, of, course, -the-voluminous amount of liters-:. 
ture to, consult that. Is now 
available, 
which makes bLt1icaI exegesis 
the domain of specialists. --In his time,.. however, Calvin apparently: 
overlooked no means that were: available to get at the truth of the 
64Com. 
;ü Cor. 9: 5. 
55Hunter. The Teaching of Calvin (second edition, revised; 
": London: James Clarke and Co., 1950), pp. 20-21., -" - 
: 90 
Scripture: 66 o, r I, A 
ra.... t The emphasis which was placed on linguistic training' in his 
time, and his own extensive, study of biblical languages, unquestiona- 
bly influenced Calvl&s . use of the linguistic factor and made him = sensi- 
tive to the importance of utilizing it in biblical, exegesis. 
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The critical and logical emphasis of Humanism. ' 
1. _- Cal! s-Hr ist training. In 1523 Calvin's father sent 
him to continue his education under, Maturin Cordle'r at the College-of 
-L& Marche at : Paris. Cordier . was &' Humanist and/, 
like -John Colet. g ,_ 
was , an. educational , reformer although. he', was not as, yet an adherent of 
the Reformation. " To hi: ri -Calvin owed the command of an-elegant Lat- 
in style, which- distinguished his writings from those of his fellow Re- 
formers: ' F, Here he: was also trained in the correct use -of, the French ý 
languase. b="ý "a' r"w .. y .',. r ., -_ _-" ..,. 
* .-_,, 
Later; - at the insistence of his father, -. Calvin took up the 
study of law. =- Upon the death of Calvin's father in 1531 the parental ., 
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a month of his father's death Calvin had returned to Paris and had be- 
gun the study of the classics with all-of the zeal of an eager, disciple - 
'. '68. t_a.. .. :_:. of the. ""new, learning. 
3 ., _ . 
Being influenced by, Guillaume Buds and by Cop; both earnest 
Humanists, Francis I of France had appointed In-March. 1530, ° a: - 
group of "Royal Lecturers" to give' instruction in Greek. Hebrew. and 
mathematics. This was an important event in the history of French 
education. ; The . "now 
learning'! assumed a; new place in France. - Cal- 
vin eagerly availed himself of, this, opportunity. ', He becams'a part of 
a congenial and relatively. large circle of young-Humanists and' jurists. 
69 





Bude, to his mind, -could rank with the great Hollander; 
The significant -work 
of Erasmus had already, been done by ths'tims 
Calvin came to Paris "-for his humanistic training. -, Such works as the 
Praise of Folly, the Adages. -. and the Colloquies must have been read 
by Calvin..: Calvin knew well his critical' editions of the classicsIn 
his Commentary on Seneca's Treatise on Clemency Calvin stated" that `' 
"Erasmus, is, the chief ornament of letters. none having greater 
68Williston Walker. John Calvin' (New York; G. P. ' Putnam's 
sons; -1906). P. ', 53. ', ' 
01bid. pp. ' 54-55. 
charrm. 1#70 ... <M. r" 
Despite the fact that Calvin did not praise Erasmus after hiss 
conversion as he had done prior to his conversion. he cited Erasmus 
no less than. 150 times as a critical or exegetical authority. 
71..:: 
Perhaps the best evidence of Calvin's Humanist training is 
his Commentary on Seneca's Treatise on Clemency. ` This work re'-,., 
veals a range of reading that was most unusual for a man who was not 
yet twenty-three; for it was published in 1532. ' 
The text embraces _ci- 
tations from fifty-six Latin and twenty-two Greek classical writers, 
seven church fathers . ". and most of the Humanists of his own age. 
72. 
Certainly this. shows something of the scope of his training and Hu- 
manist Interest. As M'Crie points out, the first work of an author 
is the place where 
we'discover"the early bent of his mind and the 
germ of those talents which will be developed in subsequent writings. 
In this first work Calvin gave much attention to the peculiarities; of 
the Stoic philosophy. Especially. noticeable is the fact that he made 
. 70 cot V. 35. , 
... ý 71C0,, Lax: 76. 
-7200, V. 
73Thomas 
- MICrie, ' " The Early Years of John Calvin (Edin-- . - 




so many references to the writings of Cicero. " M'Crie74 states that it, 
was Calvin's practice; "till-a' late period of his life; töread regularly 
the whale of Cicero's'works'every year'. - - 
The extent of Calvin's' Humanist interest can also be seen, by, 
the number of references to'claisical authois in the-Commentaries 
and Institutes. - For the purposes., of "'study It 4ill nöt'be necessary 
to rnake°a detailsd'analysis°of these references: ' A. compilation, of y 
classical. authors quoted in the Institutes has been made by Nixon. 
2. Calvin's Humanist characteristics, 
(1) Calvin's "mental set. " Calvin was converted to radi- 
cal Protestantism rather late in life. He had been almost entirely de- 
voted to the humanistic ideal until he was twenty-four. ' Most young 
people make definite' religious committals before they are eighteen. '' 
Calvin, however, did not experience conversion until he had reached=` 
his twenty-fourth year,. and for a precocious person that is a'relative- 
ly late date. -= By the time he was twenty-four, he was a seasoned Hu- 
manist, as we have already noted in describing his study of the corn- 
, ? 4Ibid.. 'p. 21. 
75- Leroy Nixon, Complete Indexes to the Institutes of the 
Christian Religion (Grand Rapids. Mich.: Wm. B. Eerdsnans Publish- 
Agý Co. ''1950). = pp. 21-25. - 
mentaries of Seneca, As a result of this relatively late conversion he, 
had developed a Humanist-"mental set. 11 Having so thoroughly im- 
bibed the spirit of humanism; Calvinis conversion would not eradicate 
his acquired habits and attitudes of mind. 
7' 
_, 
It is true that Calvin's 'sudden conversion" changed his _rela-- 
tion to Humanism. The classics yielded to the Scriptures. But Cal--. 
via did not repeat of Humanism; he only graduated from it. 
?? Cal- 
vin's devotion to biblical theology never quenched his Humanism, _ 
Breen" refers to the "precipitate" of Humanism in Calvin's later 
work. It might even be called a ferment; for it was something active 
and activating. 
(2) Evidences of Humanist characteristics. His attitude 
toward tradition and the medieval doctors was undoubtedly influenced 
by his Humanist "mental set. Like other men who had undergone the 
influence of the humanistic spirit. Calvin reacted sharply against. 
much of the medieval tradition. ?9 
76green. og. cit., p. 146. 
77McNei11, P. " cit-, p. 218. 
78Breeeä. 22. cit.. p. 147.79Th1d.. 
pp. 146-47. 
c 
Calvin's zeal for restoring the true text of Scripture, even 
when it meant opposing some of the conservative opinion of the age. ---., 
in another characteristic of Hurnanism uHe gave approval to the crit-.: °" 
ical apparatus of Valla, Erasmus; and Bude. as has been shown in a 
previous, section of this study: ' Although he often challenged their 
conclusions, he did approve their method: a0' ' 
Much of Calvin's lucidity; elegaace, and sophistication. "as 
far as style is -concerned, can be traced to his Humanist background. 
A characteristic of Humanism was an emphasis on clearness' and'. ' 
good taste.,. Calvin's proficiency in classical learning surely helped 
in the purity of his style. His use of illustrations also reflected his 
acquaintanceship with classical authors. Mc Nei1181_, affirm, that he 
absorbed much of his style from Cicero. 
The close attention which Calvin gave toy words Is another'. - 
evidence of 
the _. .. -. .`:: v.;.. .-., ý::.. , influence of Humanism. ! The Humanists had been' ".. _. 
mainly philologians, who, hadcultivated words. -, Calvin gnade much of 
words, and to his mind a word had great dignity. Calvin was ,a mas- 
ter. of words. 82 
801bid.. ' p. 154. 
81McNaill. Books of Faith and Power (first edition; New ." York: Harper and Bros: 1947)#, p., 56.8ZBreen,;. 
op. cit.. p.. 157.5 f 
4... Calvin's tendency to be objective and logical 
in his interpre-., -: ' 
tation of Scripture. can also be said to be an evidence of his Humanist ..: 
background. -;, Although, -like Luther, Calvin started from 
faith; ' he ex- 
amined each book more carefully and is a more objective way than 
did Luther.. 83 ._ 
For the purposes of this study. detailed illustration of these 
characteristics is not necessary. Some illustrations relevant to this 
aspect of the study were given when consideration was given to the de- 
velopment of textual criticism and linguistic training. -Others will be 
given when Calvin's reaction to allegory is examined. -- - <. ; 
3. Relation Tofy 
Calvin's 
Humanist training to the linguistic' 
,.. 
principle of exegesis. Calvin-lived from two centers. one intellectual 
-. ' 
and the 
other essentially religious. 
-Dowey84 
has affirmed that Cal- 
vin the theologian and Calvin the Humanist scholar stood side by side. ° 
- 'The Humanist aspect of his training had a decided influence on his us*; '-, 
of the linguistic principle of exegesis. ' Such aspects of the linguistic 
principle as emphasis-on the one literal meaning, the text, importance 
of words, logical relations, and context were especially influenced by. 
83Com. Heb. "The Argument"; Com. James. "The Argu- 
ment. ' 
84gdward A. Dowey, Jr.. The Knowledge of God in Calvin's 
* Theology (New York: Columbia University Press, 1952), p. 10 
, 97 
his Humanist , 
background.. SurelyCalvinis Humanist and classical'. 
studies helped to, make him an instrument for the restoring of 
the 
principle to its proper place in biblical hermeneutics: 
In any 
study of the factors_which. influenced John Calvin's biblical exegesis 
this factor must not be omitted i 
... 1- li-a `_ ". .... . 1-i. 






IIi. EXCESSIVE USE OF ALLEGORY BY SOME 
PATRISTIC AND MEDIEVAL EXEGETES 
.... Us* of allegory, Patristic and medieval 
±exe 
etes. ' "Alle _ :. - 
gory" has, been described . as a system whereby the interpreter can 
first put any given ideas into Scripture and then, ; with an air of au- 
thority,; take them out of Scripture. ' 'Philo was one of the early and 
Aya 
prominent allegorists. He transformed Moses into a Sinaitic Plato. 
, 
ýý 
., e ". ri .] 
1iýt "k{ 
.. 
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The Gnostic. found much of their system in the parables of Jesus. 
Many of the_Fathers used allegory., 85; 
`R 
Even Augustine often ran into excessive allegorising. He &I- 
lowed four different kinds of interpretation including the historical, -: 
' 
aetiological. .. 
the analogical. and the allegorical. Some expositions 
are 
good because his own rich 
experiences and profound acquaintance 
Nash. Histor of the Higher Criticism (New York: 
1900), pp.: 31-32. 
With' the operations of the human heart'enabled him to 
comment with _ 
surpassing beauty'*` His 'exegetical treatises, however, are probably 
the least valuable of his multifarious writings i86 
In this cursory sketch-of the excessive use of aliegory, little 
= attention will be given to the-Patristic period. Not all of the Patriotic.. 
-\ - exegetes were allegorists., but it 
can certainly be'said that allegory 
-, 
ý -`was more'widely accepted than, the gramrnatico-historical method: 
The use of allegory was widespread during the Middle Ages. 
It was no longer used., however, with the originality and ecclesiastic- 
v\ cally 
dangerous freedom that marked some passages from the writ- 
'. ings' of Origen and Ambrose. - Ecclesiastical tradition. tended to, regu- 
late its' use: - The dogmas of the-church, received upon authority, 
kept chaos frosm breaking-out in, the field -of-Bible -study. --"Tradition 
was now enshrined mainly in the-writings of the Fathers. Through 
\-' 
= 
. -'. the period of Gregory the Great and the-Venerable Bede some 
meas-" 
ure of originality and independence remaiaed. Thereafter, for six or, 
seven centuries the dominant type of biblical interpretation- rested up-,, 
,. ", on direct or Indirect quotation of the Patristic . literature and was 
somewhat repetitious: From time to time; - however. 
freedom 'and: - - 
-86Mtlton S: -Terry, Biblical 
Hermeneutics (Neve York: Esstoa 
and Mains, -1890). p. 44. 
99 j ._ 
originality broke out. 87 
,. 
Gragory, the Great emphasised the spiritual as opposed to 
the literal in exegesis, , In expounding the Song of Songs, _ 
Gregory,,: - 
-. -= 
stated that' 'allegory makes_a kind of machine for the soul far off 
from, God by which it may bra raised upJto him 
88 In the Preface`to-: _: - 
the Moralia, *his lectures on the book of Job. Gregory gives us his'-- 
conception of the authorship of Scripture, Gregory-1 refused tobe-t-.; 
come involved in an investigation of the- human, authorship. of the book 
, of Job; - since it is the work., not of man, but of the Holy, Spirit: * "But -- 
who was the-writer,, it is utterly useless to ask; since at any rate the -_. 
Holy Spirit is trustworthily believed to. have been, the 'Author. of the, 
,..: book. 1189. Arcturus, -Orion,. the Pleiades., and the chambers of the 
south in Job 9: 9 represent respectively the, church, A he martyrs, the :-. _. 
doctors, and the Holy Spirit.: More than, anything else Gregory was ° 
concerned for the, reader's: ethical and spiritual, enrichment and the',. -', 
building up of his orthodox faith. 
87McNeili. "History of the Interpretation of the Bible: Medi- 
eval and Reformation Period, " The Interpreter's 
Bible (New'- 
Yorks--Abingdon-Cokesbury Press. 1952), I, 116. 
88,, Exposition of the Song of Songs, " Prologue, . 
2, Jacques 
P. Migne. Patrologia Latins (Petit Montrouge's' Latisi'ieries. --221 
Vols., 1844-65) LXXXIX. 473.. 
ao __r "-'Ibid.. p. '517. 
100 
Alcuin made as effort to confine himself to the Patriotic lit- 
erature as authoritative. Originality was to be confined to selection. 
Rabanus Maurus, Alcuin's most distinguished pupil, favored spiritual 
interpretations. Thus the four wheels of Ezekiel's chariot are the 
Law, the Prophets, the Gospels, and the apostles: 
90 -` Rabanus also 
believed in the four senses of Scripture. ' In the Preface to his, book 
Allegories on Holy Scripture he explains that these are four daughters 
of one mother, wisdom. The historical interpretation is milk. the 
allegorical is bread, the anagogical is savory nourishment. and the 
tropological is exhilarating wine. "In the house of our soul history 
lays the foundation. allegory erects the walls. ' analogy sets on the 
roof, and tropology provides the ornaments. "91 
An extreme example of allegory is- found in Bernard's ser-, 
mors on the Song of Songs*- These are mostly edification and contain 
little history. His allegorical enthusiasm carried him far beyond the 
embarrassing literal sense of the book. Tb. words "the virgins love 
thee" sent him off to elaborate the diverse reasons why God is loved' 
by angels, archangels, virtues.. powers, principalities, dominations, 
90Migne PatrologLa Latina, CX, 525'ff. 
9'11bid., cxu. 849... 
... 201 
cherubim, ', and seraphim: 92 " Bernard interpreted the two swords, of 
. 
Luke . 22: 38 to mean the spiritual, sword and the material sword, which 
are, to be wielded by the church and by the soldier, at the bidding of the 
! clergy. and at the command of the, emperor. 93.,,. Miny, other passages 
were employed to give scriptural basis to the, papal claims 
The significant commentator. Peter, Comestor. (d. about' 1179) 
was the chief author of the Historic Scholastics.. Comestor at the 
very outset, says:. "Holy Scripture is God's dining room. where the 
guests- are made soberly drunk. 1194 
{ Thomas Aquinas was. not only a significant philosophical the- - 
ologian, " but also a scholar who. was, thoroughly, acquainted with the Bi-',, 
ble. In the Summa Theologica Aquinas, gave his doctrine of sacred 
Scripture; _: c" ,-_.. _- 
. =- The author of Holy Writ is God, in whose power it is to; sig- `;. 
reify His meaning, not by words only {as man also can' do), : but al- ' 
so by. things themselves. So.. whereas ' in every, other science 
sire signified by words; 'this' science has the property,,, that 
, the things signified by the words have themselves also. a, signifi-: cation: " Therefore' that first signification whereby words signify " ... things belongs to the first sense, A he historical or literal. , That 
signification whereby' things'signified by words have themselves - 
92, Ser: »on$ on the Canticles: 11 XVI. ''1; 'XXXIV. ' XXXV. 
2, Migne, op. cit., CLXXXIII, 849,959 if. 




Latina, CXCVIII. 1053.. ' ;' 
lot 
also s signification is called the spiritual sense ... 
95 
Aquinas did have some awareness of the literal sense, however. - ns ., -. 
seen in his statement in the Summa-where he quotes with approval, , ---,, 
Augustine's statement: ". .. for all the senses are founded on one-, "' 
the literal--from which alone can any argument be drawn "96 
his worth-while book on hermeneutics, The Bible in the Church. Rob- 
ert Grant97 emphasizes that Aquinas gave more attention to the literal 
sense than is generally assumed. However, in his, Commentary on 
the Your Gospels Collected Out- of the Works of the Fathers Aquinas, 
shows preference for highly allegorical or nonliteral interpretations.. 
He prefers an interpretation such as the one which maintains that-the 
locusts and wild honey that nourished John the-Baptist (Matt.; 3: 4) :.. 
Point to the fact that his speeches were sweet as honey, but of short 
flight, liks that of locusts; and his camel's hair garment represents 
the church of the Gentiles. --; Another preference is the interpretation., 
which suggests that the four thousand of Mark 8: 9.20 are men per-_ 
fect in the four virtues; the five thousand of Mark 8: 19 are-men'en-= --- 
95Thomas Aquinas. Summa Theologica (London; Burns 
Oates and Washbourne Ltd. .. 1920), Part I., question 1. article _ 
10. 
96Loc. cit. 
= 97Robert M. ' Grant. The Bible in the Church (New York: ' 
Macmillan and Co.. 1948)" p. 104. 
103 
ulaved to the five senses. 98- The teaching- of the church. however, is 
to-be adhered. to "as an infallible and divine rule, ý'. affirmed Aquinas. 99 
After this brief survey it is possible to understand. the state-;; - 
rn out of Fulls non: 
" ... in the Middle Ages all sense for antiquity, for origins, ' for 
sources. was lost. Even the original languages in which the Bi- 
ble was -written were largely forgotten, and itwas chiefly known in the corrupted texts of the Vulgate. - The allegorical method of interpretation with its four-fold seise was supreme. The Song'of Songs was the favorite book of the Canon. Theoretically. - 
indeedi 
the Bible was still the*final authority, but 'practically. it became 
submerged under the ecclesiastical tradition which 'rolled on'- -- ,I through these ages in an ever increasing volume. ' - The Bible was a book which the Church alone could interpret and understand. 
lop 
Reaction against allegory and emphasis on the literal method, 
of exegssi During the fourth century the school of Antioch, under ': - 
the leadership of Diodorus of Tarsus, Theodore of Mopsuestia, and "_: 
_ 
John, ChTYGOStOma placed a strong emphasis -upon the historico-literal 
method of exegesis .... This group of men had astsong influence on the 
98Aquinae, ' Commentary on the Four Gospels is Collected out 
of the Works of the Fathers (Oxford: James Parker 





99Ae1red Whitacre, st al. St.,. Thoma Agquinas (Oxford: 
Basil Blackwell. 1924). pp. 125,139*-, 
100Rempe Fullerton, * Reformation Principles and Modern 
Preaching (Cincinnati: 1900). p. 4. "L' , 
104 
Reformation. 10,1 As has been suggested there were other men in the 
, Patristic, period who also reacted against allegory. '--.,, 
., 
in the ninth century John Scotus Erigena emphasised the-need, 
of a sound, intellectual understanding , of the text. He . 
examined textuäI 
variants, seeking-s. fuller understanding of the Scriptures. 
102. 
Beryl Smalley103 points out that Hugh and Andrer of St. 
Victor and other Christian ; scholars 
in the twelfth century profited by`' 
the Old Testament scholarship of Solomon Rashi and the French rab"' 
bis who followed hing. The contribution of Hugh was in the fact that he 
placed mors, stress on the literal interpretation. However, he was, no 
more literalist. He also used the allegorical and-tropological as 
well 
as the literal sense. 104 Richard and Andrew also tended to put more 
emphasis on the historical approach. ".,. ", "... 
" 
As has already been indicated. ` resistance to allegorical. ex" 
cess apparently owed much to Rashi and his Christian disciples.,; Fol 
. 101Grant, '22. , cit., p. 84. ..;.. 
10tH 
.-H.. Gluna, Histor of the Vulgate in England) from 
g 'r Alcuin to Roger 
-Bacon 
Cam eÜ ersity presp 
OS if. 
103Beryl Smalley. ' The Sue, of the' Bible in the Middle Agios ýý r ýý wry ý+ý ý. un 
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lowing in this tradition. was Nicholas of-Lyra (d; "-1340). ., His common 
terry Postillae Perpetuae in Vetus et Novum Testamentum reflected: --'"- 
the opinions of Rashi in many places. -°Although he recognised the 
tra: 
, 
ditional description 'of the four. sense*,. he- worked hard to bring out'., -, . 
the historical aneaniag'of the Hebrew and Greek: 105.. It is interesting 
to note that the Waldenses, ' who had emphasized the literal meaning, `',, 
of the Scriptures for many years. `, made considerable use of . the' 
writ-. ` 
-ings of Nicholas of Lyra. 106 '-Luther, also'used the Postillae, with ap-- 
-predation: 
In addition to Nicholas of Lyra. there-were a- number, of oth-- 
`. er scholars who paved the way for the Reformation emphasis on the 
literal and historical method in exegesis. ` - These in''cAu-, did 'Lorenzo 
Valla;. -Joh Wessel Gansfort. 'Doha Coiet, Jacques Leieýrre, Erasmus. ` 
and other Humanists. 147. Most of these men lived in"the latter half of 
the fifteenth' century and in the early part of the sizts. 
nth century; 4' 
105apicolas de Lyra-' nd Rashi: The Minor Prophets, is R she °- 
Anniversary Volume (New York: American Academy for Jewish Re" 
41). pp. 115-47. tseareh9 ,,... .., 
106Louis t. ` Newman; ' Jewish'Influence'on Christian ' Reform 
Movements (New-York: Columbia University press, 1925), pp. 74 
2I3-39.. _, .,.... 
107McNei11, ' "History of the Interpretatioa'of the Bible: k[e-. - 
dieval and Reformation Period, ýý The Interpreter'. Sable, op. it., : - 
1 123 
Calvin's, reaction to the excesses of the allegorical-method was a re- ' 
action that had been experienced by many who went before him. '- -Lu-' 
ther often pointed out that he preferred the gra matico -historical 
method, but he was not always content to follow it. 
_' 
Too often he uti. 
Used the stock allegories-of the Fathers or invented his own. "' But he 
realised that he. was wrong in so doing and admonished himself and, 
. 
'others. "And I admonish you with the utmost earnestness, seek tobe 
jog diligent in appraising historical matters. ý.,... ; .:. :- 
Calvin's -rem tion against allegory and emphasis on the literal 
method of +sxe 
nesis: 
--Although 
there had been some non-allegorical 
approsch'to exegesis among the early Reformers. one must go back a' 
cm8aAd Tears to the bist work of the School of Antioch to find so 
complete a : ejeatioa of allegory as 'is furnished by Calvin. - Allegosi-- 
cal interpretations which had bevy put forth is the Patristic period and 
endorsed by illustrious expositors in all the subsequent centuries, like = 
the interpretation of Noahs ark and the seamless 'garment of Christ, 
.: 
` were cast aside as rubbish by Calvin. 
10-9, -Although Calvin had to uý e. '. 
the literal method as a countermeasure against the assertions of the : , -, - - 





109Gilbert, op. cit., p. 204. 
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Roman Church, he did not use it as a polemical weapon as much as' , 
did Luther.... Calvin was more interested, in the literal method as a' , 
scientific method by which he could, probe the mind of the writer. '110 
Others bad, emphasized the literal senge, "but most of them . 
still retained the allegorical, tropological.: and anagogiaal sensesr1. a: 
Calvin adopted the literal^and historical senses, andlexcluded the other; 
three senses. ""ý"lt is noteworthy that the book which 
brought the- great 
est delight to the Medieval. allegorists wins the Song of Songs. Calvin 
did not write a commentary on this book' and almost completely, neg- 
lected it. This shows something of his reaction to allegory. " It is not 
surprising that a modern writer, would make the- following statement: 
If is the modern church'this old methodeof interpretation dal- ' legory) is largely discredited. although-often surreptitiously used .' 
even among into Iligent"protestants, "`ýwe probably owe that fact more to' Jobn Calvin than to any other man.,. J, Calvin ia`' a . word, was a stern and exact Literalist. '"' He hated the vague and-insecure , 
renderings of Scripture which allegory mad.: possible: - When he appealed from the Popes to the' Bible for his "authority. he had to -' 
' ==" know with steady certainty what the Bible` meant to say. 111; 
Fosdick continues by asserting that "'Calvin believed that every pas- , 
sage in Scripture had but one original avid true sense, . which allegory 
1 l0Fu11erton, Pro ec aýnd'Autho ity (New York: Macmillan 
" 
and CO. 1919). PP 195- _ .i 
' 111Harry Emerson Fosdick, ' The Modern Use of the Bible .. 
{New York: Macmillan sad Co., (1924), "p. - 83. 
108 -; 
only travestied,. and that one sense he passionatelydesired to `...;.. " 
know. H 112 .-' 
Calvin. ' reacted violently against allegory. -which was -so often -; 
tarried to an extreme and which so often turned the Scriptures `intö'a` 
"conjurer0s hat out of which anything might be brought, the more sur=.: 
priming, the better: "113 Since many of the Romaa 
"sophists'* 
utilised 
allegory, Calvin was led to say, some rather shocking things: 
_. _- -- . -. 
:ý-; ;_{. _. "ý ""ýý ý' : -ý: - :ý ; ". ;r, r 
And even if there were in the papacy a doctrine not bad and 
fully false of itself, lt'would nonetheless be necessary. to detest 
such a' style as they have invented. because by-this means the 
. v6'perverted the, true and natural use of the word of God. -11 
Illustrations of Calvin's reaction against allegory and his de- 
votion to the thesis that the Bible has one literal meaning are armer- 
Qua. ^A few representative examples will be cited, - -` y 
-. -=. At times Calvin's scorn of allegory flamed out in heated_, 
words., In commenting on Genesisl8: 2, -", "And he 
lifted up . 
his eyes and 
- looked., and to, three men stood by him: and ... 
. (he) bowed himself 
toward the ground, N he pours out his scorn as follows: _' :-- 
112 Ibid., p 84. I 
13 r The Teaching of Calvin, o .Nt... Hurte . ._... P- 
="", p. 27. 
l von on Job 12: 2 (CO. XXXIII, 709). ' cited by Doumergue, '. 
Jean Calvin., lea hommes et lea chosen de son temps (1910), ''IV. + 22. LL: 
1ß9= 
The mystery which some of the ancient writers have endeav- 
oured to elicit from, this act; namely, that Abraham adored on*, 
out of the three; whom he saw, and, therefore, perceived by -- " ,.. faith; that there are three persons in one God. since it is frivo. ' 
IOUs* and obnoxious to ridicule and calumny. I am more than con= 
tent to omit115 
Even texts whose allegorical meanings have been almost uni- 
versally accepted, were taken as literal by Calvin. An example'of, 
this is found in his comments on Genesis, 3: 15, f'. . it shall bruise 
-thy head, and thou shalt bruise his heel. The "statement is rather 
long but is well worth quoting. 
"-This'passage affords too clear a proof of the great ignorance, ' 
dulness, and carelessness, which have prevailed among all the 
learned men of the'Papacy. ý' The feminine gender has crept in in- 
$tead of the masculine or neuter. L There has been no one among them " who would consult the Hebrew or Greek Codices; or who--_ 
would even compare thef Latin copies with each other :, Therefore, 
r~. by a common error, ' this most corrupt reading has been received. Then, a profane exposition of it has- been ixtventod, ` by, applying to the mother of Christ"what'is'said concerning her seed. ` There is, Indeed. no ambiguity in the words here used by Moses; but I do 
not agree with ethers respect g their 'meanin ; for-other inter' 
preters take the seed for Christ, without controversy; as if it 
were said.: that - sosse' one would arise from the 'seed of the woman. - 
who should wound the serpent's head. Gladly would i give my_ 
suffrage in support of their opinion,, but that I'regard the' word 
seed as too violently distorted by them; for who will concede that 
collective noun is'to be understood of one man only? ''Further; ''. 
as th pe rpetuity of the contest is noted. so victory is promised 
to the human race through a continual succession of ages. I ex_ 
plain, therefore, the seed to mean the posterity of the woman 
i 15Gom' ' Gen. I8: 2. ̀ " 
110, 
generally 116 . :.. `" 
Aý 
Certain traditional proof-texts had been selected, by the Fa= 
there out, of the New Testament to. support their- allegorising: ': These., 
incliide I Corinthians 9: 9; 10: 1-13; 'and*Galatians 4: ZI-26. -- Cal iin re-- 
- jected the' inferences which the Fathers made from these text*; 
' 
In 
=> ='discussing I. Corinthians 9: 9, which refers to the muzzling of the os 
which'treads out the-corn. Calvin 
affirmed; , 
-" . °., 
`Nor is it as if he meant to expound that precept allegorically, 
as some hair-brained spirits. take occasion from this to turn ev- 
' erything into allegories. Thus they turn dogs into mmen, =. trees in- 
'to angels, and turn all scripture into a laughing "stack., 
ll7 
A further statement on the Scripture's use. of allegory is , 
found In-the, 
Institutes: -"Allegories. ought to be carried no further than Scripture 
expressly sanctions:: so far are they. 
from forming a sufficient basis .t; 
.; 
118 
' to found doctrines upon. 
_-Calvin affirmed over and over again that he did not "at to 
6s i^ 
tamper with allegory as Origen and others had. done. An fact.. be, 
Y'" 
pointed out that allegory is ; "undoubtedly a contrivance of Satan toun-: 
dermine the authority of Scripture.... The true meaning of Scrip- 
116Coan: 
-Genf 3: 15. 
k. I1 TCom. I Car. - 
9: 9, .: _ 








of the word "allegory" In Galatians 4: 24., Calvin quoted Chrysostom 
to show that "allegory" is here used in an improper sense 
( icatc xpnits --catachresis) and that Moses meant the history on-, -- 
I. y in a literal saase. 120 In his Dedication to Grynasus in his corn - 
-... 
inentary on Romans, Calvin further stated that "it is'therefore an au; ý: 
_ 
dacity, closely allied to a sacrilege, rashly to turn Scripture In any, 
_- 
way we please, and to Indulge our fancies asin sport; which has been 
done by many in former times. "121 In discussing John 1: 16, 
Calvin 
agreed that Augustine's comment was "piously and judiciously said. 
"1t2 Again in discuss- but has nothing to do with the: present passage. 
ing Ephesians 3: 18, - Calvin pointed out that 
Augustine is. quite 
delighted 
with his own acuteness, - which - 
-throws ao. light, o* the subject.. Endeavouring to di. cover, 
soane 
kind of mysterious allusion to the figure of the cross, ; he makes . ̀ : the breadth to-be love. '--the hei t,! hope. =-the 1 ,: patience, 
^ 
-- ý nth, humility. ' This is very ingenious and entertain- 
ing: but'-what has it to do with Paul's meaning? " Not more, cer- tainly. than the opinion of Ambrose, that the allusion is to' the ; -. 
figure of a sphere. 
, 
Laying aside the views of others, I shall :;... " 
'I i9Colnn. Gal. 4: 246 
120I,, oc. cit. . 
1Z1Com. 
-Rom. - "The Epistle Dedicatory. #$ 
122Coa3. Ja. 1: 16. 
112. 
state what will be universally acknowledged to be the simple and:. 
true meaaing. 123 
Calvin's "reaction to allegory was so extreme; in some cases. 
that sosse have accused him of reading biblical poetry as prose, ý124 
It was natural. in the recoil from the unprofitableness. of allegory; to,. 
tend toward an extreme position in regard to the literal sense of the 
Scripture;. -- There are some who- affirm, that this insistence on the lit- 
erat-sense- is a weakness in the exegetical work, of Calvin: Gilbert 
insists that-it is a weakness to take the stories of the early chapters 
of Genesis as pure history.. Satan entered, into, the serpent that 
tempted Eve and caused it to speak a human language. Lions, wolves. 
and tigers meekly entered Noah's ark with lambs. 
{-. 
This' extreme in- 
sistence on the letter. , 
for Gilbert, makes some of Calvin's exposi- 
tiona as worthless as though'he had been of the -school of Origin. ' 
125 
; 'ry if +f Without 
conceding that Gilbert's criticism is justified; ' it'-- 
must be said that Calvin's extreme position in regard to the renuncia- 
tion of allegory disturbed many of his contemporaries. Fsrrär126 
.is 
Sý_ 








123Com: Eph. 3: 18,. 
- 
12 4W 10, - 
. lberts ! R. 
it., pp. 209-1251bid. 
, p. 210. 
126Farrar.: p. cit. e p. 346. _ .. 
`- 
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points, out that one has -said that Calvin expounded oracles 
about the 
Trinity or the , Messiah like a Jew or a Socioian: 
Hunnius#,. a Protee. 
tart, said that Calvin had corrupted Scripture in a detestable. manner=. -,: 
and that he Ought to have been burned. Not to; be outdone, 
] the Roman 
Catholics called Calvin a Mohammedan. 
Some of this opposition came because. Calvin would not use` 
time-honored texts to prove articles of faith. For example, Calvin 
refused to regard John 8: 46 as a-proof-text for Christ's siatessness 
or complete innocence. 
"Which of you convricteth me of sin? " Yet those who think 
that Christ here asserts his complete innocence, . because he. 
alone surpassed all men, so far as he . eras the Son of God. are mistaken.,. -Forthis defence must be restricted to"w, hat belongs, ;.. 
i to the passage, as if he had asserted that nothing could be : °, 
. 
brought forward to-show that he was not a faithful' servant 
God. .... . The only object which he has in view is to give, autho -° 
," ity. to. his ministry. as appears more clearly from what fot-- Iowa. 
Another example of Calvin'. exegetical literalness is found in 
comments OR John 10: 30. 
.°,.. _ 
"1 and myFather-are one. " -The ancients, =ade a, wrong use:. 
of this passage 
: 
to prove that Christ is (6 1ooUCFt oq) of the 
same essence with the Father.: `: For Christ, does not argue about 
--. the unity. of substance. -but about the agreement which he has -. with -.,... the Father, so- that whatsoever is done by Christ will be con- -, - . firmed by, the'power of his Father. lt8 F 
. 127Cosn; `ýa. 
8: 46. :.,. ". 
.. 
1 ý8Coca. a. 10: 30. 
I 
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Calvin also objected to the traditional 'interpretation that would identi- 
fy the four chariots of Zechariah 6: 1-3 with. the Four Gospels, 
But as the vision is obscure. interpreters have gives it dif= 
ferent meanings. They who think that the four Gospels are desig- 
nated by the four chariots; give a very frigid view. I have else-, 
where reminded you. that we are to avoid these futile refine- 
Meats which of themselves vanish away.. Allegories. I know; " de- 
light many. but we ought reverently and soberly to interpret the.; 
prophetic writings, and not to fly Litho clouds; but ever to fix 
our foot on solid ground' IZ9 
Calvin likewise refused to use Isaiah's trisagion in Isaiah 6: 3 as an 
argument to quell the Arians. 
The ancients quoted this passage . "in they_ wished to prove,, that there are three persons in one' essence of the Godhead: I do 
iý'aot 'disagree with their ' öpinioi i; ' but if I bid tö csiitend with here- 
°tics, I would rather chöose'to employ-stronger proofs; for they 
become` more obstinate. ý and assume an air of triumph'when ill-, 
Conclusire arguments are brought' against'them. .'. 
.' 
deed, this repetition rather points "out unwearied perseverance, .., 
as if the prophet had said, " that the angels never cease from their, 
'melody in singing the ' praises' öf God.: -as tho'holii ss of God sup---': - 
, plies us with inexhaustible reasons for them. 
130 
Such standard references as Genesis l: l; psalm 18: 2; and 23: 6 are, 
not accepted by Calvin as legitimate proof-texts for the doctrine of:.. 
the Trinity. -This is seen 
by his comments on Genesis 
Moses has it Elohini, ' a noun of the plural number. Whence -' ' .' 
the inference is-drawn, that the three persona of the Godhead ". - 
129Com. tech. 6: 1. :., 
130Com. Iss. 6: 3.. 
Als 
are' here noted, but since., a. a proof of so great inBetter, , 
it app: -. 
pears to -me to have little solidity, f will not insist upon the word; 
but rather caution readers to beware of violent glosses of this, 
kind. They think that they have testimony against the Arians to- 
prove the Deity of the Son and of the Spirit: but in the meantime _ - they involve themselves in the error of Sabellius; because` Moils 
afterwards subjoins that the Elohim had spoken. and that the 
Spirit of Elohim, rested upon the waters;: If we suppose three'*-'-- 
persons to-be here denoted; --there will be no distinction, between 
them. For it will follow, both that the Son is begotten by hih' 
self, and that the Spirit is . 
not of the -Fathe 
r; but of himself. >: For 
we it is sufficient that the plural number expresses those powers 
"-; which God exercised in cleating the world.,, ; "- .-:: But those ab- - 
surdities, to which I have alluded, forbid us with subtlety to dis- 
rv: -tort what Moses simply declares concerning God himself, by ap- 
plying it to the separate Persons of the Godhead. 131 
In contrast with those who believe that Calvin reacted too far 
and became too literal are those who affirm that Calvin, was often in 
danger of letting allegory in by the back door of typology. 132 It is 
"true that Calvin used typology to- mark the relationship between the 
Old Covenant and the New; for instance'- in making the laud of Canaan 
-a figure of the eternal inhe ritance. 
133- Schaff contended that Calvin'.,, -. " 
=ade an excessive use of typology. especially in his Sermons. and 
saw not only in David but in every king of Jerusalem a "figure of 
I31Cor. - Gen. ` 1: 1. 
_ 
. 






-... - :... a . 
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Christ. ""134 On the other hands- George Adam Smith affirmed that 
Calvin is very judicious in his' use of types. `Y 
He examines -every alleged type and prediction; 
therefore, when he does admit a type or prophecy of Christ, he 
rakes us sure of it. We know that he seeks to learn what God 
means rather than to find what bis own inequity can prove. He 
is jealous to serve his Lord with truth. 13 -: = -. -- -: -' 
It must also be remembered that-even in'commenting on 
I. Corinthians-10: 1-13, which is a passage which involves typology, - 
Calvin protested against the allegorizing of the Old Testament refer=` 
once as if it were not also to be construed as literal history. Calvin 
did believe in the messianic 'prophecies, but he first perceived that 
they, had a primary bearing and, practical application to their own "- 
times and an ulterior fulfillment in Christ, " thus serving a present as 
well as w future use., ýHe-thus explained Psalms ý 2. _-22, -40, ' 45. 
= 68, and 110 as typically and indirectly messianic., - A more' complete 
consideration of the question of accommodation will be given in the 
section devoted to the study of the problem of religious authority: -. 
Apart, from this discovery of "types" of the gospel in the 
rites and narratives of the Old Testament, Calvin was firm in his 
134p hilip Schaff. `History of the Christian' Church (NewYork: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1923), VII, 534. "- . 






avoidance of non-Uteral meanings., 
_ 
Undoubtedly. ft was difficult for Calvin's subtle mind to over-- 
come the temptation. to, follow the example of so many, prominent exe- 
gete* and churchmen and give his imagination free play in disregard 
of the context and the literal meaning of the original. Sometimes he 
mentioned these suppositions, with a regretful tone. Aa example of 
this I. seen in his discussion of John 9; 7. 
But some inquire what is meant by the clay composed of dust 
and spittle, and they explain it to have been a figure of Christ, 
because 
. the 
dust denotes the earthly, nature . of 
the flesh, and the 
-pit le, which Caine from his mouth, denotes the Divine essence 
of the. Word.. For my part, f lay aside this allegory as being 
more ingenious than solid, and am satisfied wlth'this simple 
view'. that as man was at fiat made of clay. so In 'restoring the 
eyes Christ made' use' of cam, showing that he had the same pow- 
er over a Part of. the body which the Father had displayed in ,;. forming the whole an. ° Or, perhaps, he intended to declass, . 
by 
i' sign" that it. was. not more difficult for him to remove the ob" 
struction, and to open the -eyes of the blind man, than to 'wash 
away 
. 
from any man whatever; and. on the other hand., that ; it Was, as much in his power to restore ' sight to the" Haan as it was 
-. 
to anoint his eyes rith clay. I prefer the latter interpretation. 
136. 
Regardless of the disagreement as to the extent of Calvin's 
literal emphasis, -- it can be said that Calvin's emphssis on the floae 
literal meaning"" was conditioned by his reaction to the excessive alle- 
gory of Patristic and medieval exegetes. The linguistic 
'Principle-of, 
exegesis, ' of erhich attention to the literal meaning isa part, ' 'was of 
136Com. , Ja. , 9: 7. ::,;. 
Zl primary importaac" to John Calvin. 36 
CHAPTER IV 
FACTORS INFLUENCING CALVIN'S USE OF 
THE HISTORICAL PRINCIPLE 
, 
L. INTRODUCTION 
In Chapter II the historical principle of biblical exegesis was 
defined as that principle which involves a consideration of the hi. tori- 
cal setting and background of the biblical books, chronology. and the 
historical differences and relationships between the Old Testament 
and the New Testament. It was further shown that John Calvin recog- 
nixed the existence of the historical principle of exegesis äs thus de- 
fined. _. ; 
In this chapter some possible factors influencing Calvin's 
use of this historical principle will be considsrsd. The three factors 
suggested and their influence on Calvin's use of the historical princi- 
ple of biblical exegesis are all considered under the general beading 
of religious authority. 
II. THE PROBLEM OF RELIGIOUS AUTHORITY 
General statement of approach. Calvin was faced with the 
problem of the Roman Catholic emphasis on the importance of tsadi- 
120 
tioa, the Apocrypha of the Old Testament and church dogma. the "m- 
phasi" of the radical sects on private revelations, aad the humanism 
and rationalism of the heretics. Calvin realised that if the Protestant- 
Reformation were to succeed. It would be necessary to confront and 
solve the problem of the final authority is the realm of religion. ', 
There is evidence that suggests that Calvin's constant involvement in 
these controversies conditioned his use of the historical principle of 
biblical exegesis 
In combating the Roman Catholic utilisation of the Apocrypha 
and tradition. Calvin was compelled to give consideration to the can- 
oa, the historical background and setting of the biblical books. Rad 
Chronology is a way which perhaps otherwise world have been neglect- 
. d, Although the traditional canoes was acc. pt. d by Calvin, primarily 
on the basis of the inner witness of the Spirits he did find it s. c. ssary _ 
to give sozn" attention to the historical background and validity of tbo .. 
individual books of the Bibl.. , In view of his controversies with the 
"Roman Church. it became oven mors urgent for him to sack to sstab- 
lieh the fact that chronologically and historically Scripture was prior 
to the church and was the foundation of the church. 
In combating the Romanasts. - rationalists. and radical sects. 
Calvin attempted to establish the historical iasrraacy, infallibility. 
and finality of the contsnt$ of the sixty-six books of the Bible.,, -, " Ia 
121 
".. king to achieve this purpose, Calvin explained the relationship b. - 
tween the Old Testament and the Now Testament and the many seem- 
ing inaccuracies and discrepancies in the Bible by the principles of ac- 
commodation and progressive rnrslatioa. It has been suggested that 
the problem of the relationship between the Old Testament and the 
New Testament was a part of the historical principle of biblical exe- 
26s18s1 
In the latter part of We chapter consideration will be given 
to the evidence for the assertion that the controversies with the Ro- 
In+& Catholics, radical sects, and heretics caused Calvin to adopt a 
1"iaUstic approach and proof-tud method is his biblical ixogsaia. 
There is evidence that tho. e controversies caused Calvin to depart 
from time to time, to a greater or losses doss, from his soaozaUY 
In utilised and often avow. d historico"S ram matical principl.. t h., 
heat of controversy and because of the suisssciss of the banes. thsrs - 
was great pressure on Calvin to forsake the essential aspects of the., 
historical principle of biblical szegosis. 
Ths p ble presented the Roman Catholic emphasis On 
the Apocrypha of the Old Testament and tradition. 
1. , Problem o f religious authority rsssntsd y the Roman 77 
Catholic Church. An official statement of the Raman Catholic priaci" ._ 
122 
pls of religious authority was made by the Council of Trent. The 
Council of ? rsat, whose avow. d puspos" was to heal the divisions of "_ 
Western Christendom. convened on December 13,1545. It adjourned. 
convened again. and finally closed on December 4.1563, '& few 
months before Calvin's death. ' 
In the fourth session, which was hold in 1546, the Council of 
Trat settled the burning question of the rule of faith in favor of th" 
existing Roman system and against the views of the Reformers.. 
Pauck2 point@ out that is establishing this "tradition, of the fathers of 
Tr. nt attirmed as normative that part of ancient and medieval Chris- 
tlauitp Which could be road in the light of the teachings of Thomas 
Aquinas. The council worded its decrees with great caution and cir- 
cuznspection; but it decidedly condemned the protestant doctrine of the 
supremacy. of the Bible. 
his Acts of the Council of Treat: , with 
the Antidote Calvin 
stated the decrees in the words of the council before refuting theca, 
In order to understand the problem of religious authority presented by 
the Roman Church, it will be helpful to give the dec roes, which relate 
'Philip Schaff. History of the Christian Church (New York:.. 
Charles Scribnsr's Soas, 1923). VII. 60. 
2Wilhela, Pauck. The Heritage of the Reformation (Boston: 
. Beacon Press. 4 
1950). P" 183., 
M 
'to religious authority. -, ', The first decree of the fourth session of the', ', "". 
Council of Trent,, which was held on 'April 8.1546, " is the decree con- 
cerning the canonical Scriptures. 
The Holy. Ecumenical, and General _Council of Trento law- 
fully met in the Holy Spirit, under the presidency of the foresaid,; 
- three Legates of the Apostolic See, keeping it constantly in view 
that by the removal of error-the full purity of the Gospel maybe 
preserved in the Church :.: '. -following the example of orthodox-.,., Fathers, the -Council with like pious affection and reverence re- : '. 
ceives and venerates all the -Books both of the Old and New . Tests- 
ments, seeing that one God is the author of both--and likewise a1-. 
so the traditions pertaining both to'faith and manners, as dictated' 
either by the lips of Christ or by the Holy Spirit 
and press fyod by 
uninterrupted succession in the Catholic Church. - It has been 
thought proper to subjoin a list of the Sacred Books to this decree. 
that no doubt may arise'as: towhat the-Books are which'the Coun- 
cil receives: 3 
The decree then named the traditional books of the Bible plus the 
- book s known as the Apocrypha- of the Old Testament. -_, The remainder 
."- 
of the first decree isQ quite controversial. 
Whosoever shall not receive these entire Books, with all 
their parts,,. as., they are accustomed to be read in the Catholic 
Church. and are contained in the old Vulgate Latin edition, -, as 
-sacred and canonical, and shall knowingly and 
intentionally"de-, 
., r 
spise foresaid traditions. let him be anathema-', 
Wherefore;: it 
all understand the 'way and order in which the 
Council, after Isy_= 
ing the foundation of a Confession of Faith is to proceed, and 
= what testimonies and supports it will chiefly employ 
in Bonfirm 
ing doctrines and renewing discipline in the Church. 
4 
3Calria's Tracts: III. " 
64. Also cf. Schaff, 
TheM 
C. " 
_ reeds of Christendom (New "Yorri 




:,. 4Calvia's Tracts, III. 65. 
'ý ,ý.. 
1Z4 
Portions of the second decree of the fourth session are also' 
relevant, to. the problem at hand. 
Besides. -in order to curb petulant minds; the Council de- 
cress that no man trusting to his own , wisdom, , in matters of faith`, 
and discipline pertaining to the edification of Christian doctrine. -'_ 
twisting the Sacred Scripture to his own. asnss; - dare to interpret. 
the Holy Scripture contrary to that sense which the holy mother.: 
Church, to whom it belongs to judge of the true sense and inter=' 
pretation of the Holy Scriptures. has held and holds, or even 
contrary to the unanimous consent of the Fathers, even though 
-these interpretations are never to be published. fi. Let those who 
contravene be denounced by the ordinaries, and punished with the 
pains appointed by law.. -.... Moreover, wishing to repress 'the 
temerity by which the words of Holy Scripture are turned and 
twisted to all kinds of profanity--to buffoonery, -, fable-vanity, ad- 
ulation, detraction, impious superstitions, diabolical charms; 
-divinations, casting of lots, and also slanderous libels, the Coun- 
cil commands and ordains, in order to put an and to such Irrever- 
"= - ence and contempt, - and prevent any one from daring, in future, in any Tray to. use the. words of Scripture for these and similar - 
PurPoses; that all persons of this description, all corrupters and Ylolators of the Word of Cod. -shall be coerced by their bishops '... by legal sad discretionary punishment. 
5- `-- -; 
Tb. fore going decrees are the most important decrees- relat- ' 
ing to the problem of religious authority. Acting through its hierar- .'. 
chical leaders, the , 
Roman Catholic community crystallized their doe 
trine of authority into definite form. , . 'ý:.. .. -,. ...: 
ý,. 
, :.. 
2. Evidence that Calvin was eatly. concerned with the teach- - 
Ing on religious authority presented by the Roman Catholic Church. ". 
`Ibid.. PP"' 66-67, 
.. 
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Calvin was one of'the first to write against these decisions of the. 
Council of Treat on authority. He granted that a council might be-of: --, 
great helpfulness,,, provided it was truly ecumenical, Impartial., and . ; 
free. But Calvin denied that the Council of Treat had these necessary_ 
characteristics. =. The evangelical groups and the Greek Church were-- 
not represented at all. , .. 
It was a Roman council under, the control of ; .. 
the Pope. The members., only about forty. - were mostly Italians who ' 
were not distinguished for, learning, but were churchmen , 
'garrulous' 
and audacious ... some of whom hunt after mitres, and others after 
cardinals, hats, ' while all of them sell their prattle to the Roman Pon- 
tiff. 16. They merely-, agreed to the wish of the Vatican and than issued ' 
the decrees as responses of the Holy Spiirit. ' __... _, _-. .... 
;. 
'The'notary reads over what no one dares to disapprove, and 
the asses shake their ears in assent. --Behold the oracle which 
imposes religious obligations on the whole -world 
I The proc 
lamation of the Council is entitled to no more weight than the cry 
of an auctioneer. ý. -. _. _-. 
1, Calvin carefully analysed and dissected the decrees. He 
first stated the decrees, in the words of the council and then gave what 
he calls the ""antidote.. 14, Having already given the relevant decrees, 
Calvin's concern over this matter can be seen by noting his reply to 
ry: 
61bid., p. 34. 
Ibid., p. 36. '-, 
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the 'Rist and second decrees of the fourth session of the Council of 
Treat: °.. _,... 
. There is an 
old pröverb; -the Romans conquer by sitting.:. 
Trusting to this, those degenerate and bastard sons of the Roma 
See, 'i: e.; "the=great harlot, ' sat down to conquerwhen they app 
pointed the third session.. For what hinders theca from raising a 
' -trophy; - and coming off victorious to their hearts' -content* 1 If 
concede to them what they have comprehended in one decree? 
There are four heads: ' First. -- they ordain that in doctrine we are 
not to stand on Scripture alone, ; but also on things handed 
down by 
tradition. '' Secondly, - in forming a catalolue, of Scripture, -thiy <"_- 
mark all the' books with the 'same chalk. and insist on placing the 
Apocrypha in the same'rank'with the others., `Thirdly: repudiat- 
ing all other versions whatsoever, they retain the Vulgate only. 
end' order it to be authentic; -Lastly., in all passages either `dark - 
or doubtful. they claim the right of interpretation without chal- 
louge. "" These four things being' established, - who can deny that 
the war to ended? . -, Wherefore. - 
their after discussions were more 
for ostentation than-from any necessity for them, for'. whatever. . 
= 
they produce; ` if supported by no authority of Scripture, will be 
Classed *mong traditions, which they insist should have the- same 
authority'as the Law and the Prophets: - What.: then. -will 
it be `.. 
permitted to disapprove ? for there to no gross old wife'i dream, 
- 
which this pretext will not enable them to defend: say.: there is 
no superstition, however. ' monstrous; in front of which they may-. 
not place it like* & shield'of Ajax. =Add to this. " that they provide. ' -_` 
themselves, with new supports when they give full authority to the 
Apocryphal books. Out of the second of the Maccabees they, will 
prove Purgatory and the worship of saints; out of Tobit satisfac-; ' 
lions, 'exorcisms and what not. . 
From Ecclesiasticus they rill 
-borrow not s little. -- for from whence could they better draw,, , :, j 
their dregs ?ýI am not one of those,. who would entirely disap-, - 
prove the reading of those books, - however, but in giving them an. - 
authority which they never before possessed, what and eras sought 
but just to have'the use of spurious paint is colouring their, er. 
.., yore? 
81bid.. pp. 67-68. 




" One thing still was ranting; 
for disagreeable men were a1-. _. " 
ways springing up, -. who, when anything was brought into question, : 
could not be -satisfied without 
Scripture proof l There are othess 
too clear-sighted, mince even in this, Vulgate translation they find = 
ý 
.: weapons wherewith to annoy the Papacy. That they may not sus taro loss from this quarter#° they devise a 'most excellent remedy, -when 
they adjudge, to themselves the legitimate interpretation of 
Scripture.. - Who can now imagine any improvidence in them? By 
one article they have obtained the means of proving what they: ,. "" 
please out of Scripture, ' and escaping from every passage that 
might be used against them. 9, .. _ _ .. __.. _` 
Calvin's brilliant skill in polemics is seen in the next paragraph: 
_, Against opposing arguments they will set up this brazen wall. " 
--Who are you to question the interpretation of the Church? 
This. ` no doubt,, is', what they mean by a sailing common among - 
them, the Scripture is a nose of wax. because it can be formed 
into all shapes. If postulates-of this kind were given to mathezna- 
ticians,, they would not only snake an e11 an inch, but prove- 
mile shorter than an ell, till they had thrown everything into con- 
fusion. 10 
. 
After rejecting the. statement of the" Council of Trout as to the value: _ 
of the 
aypacpa` (unwritten) as the source of doctrine, Calvin 
-cussed the' canon... 
Of their admitting all the Books promiscuously into the Can-;. 
oa, I sa. y nothing more than it is done against the consent of the'" 




9Ibid. pp. 68-69. 
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-common opinion of earlier times::, And. Ruffinus, - speaking-of the '°. 
matter as not at all controverted. declares with Jerome that Ec- . clesiasticusi - the Wisdom of Solomon, Tobitr' Judith. ' and the his-'" 
tory of the Maccabees, were called by the Fathers not'canonical 
but ecclesiastical books,: - which'might. indeed be -read to the -peo- " 
'pie; " but were not entitled to' establish doctrine. 't I am : not. ' how- 
ever, . unaware that the 'same view on which the' Fathe rs of Trent 
now insist was held in the Council of Carthage: ": -The sanme too 
= --was " followed by Augustine in his Treatise: on Christian Doctrine-, -- 
'but as he testifies that all of his age did not take the same viewi 
" lot us " as sums that the point was then undecided.: , But if it '., vie re,, 
to be decided by arguments; drawn from the case itself, many 
things beside the phraseology, would show that those Books-which 
the Fathers'of Trent raise so high must sink to a lower placer . Not to mention other things, whoever it was that wrote the his 
Cory of the Maccabees expresses a wish; at the end, that he may 
have written -well and congruously; but if not, he asks pardon. - 
How very alien this acknowledgment from the majesty of the 
Holy Spirit! 
TS" .r,., ,... i. w. ' ,.,  ".. s -" v. 
:.. 
,... 
e' .. o r.. , 't.: c'.: } .. 
ýv-i. ic'. "E Y" -. 
Next'Calvin'dsalt with the-important question of the right of interpra- 
tation. ..... , ... -J .. e.,... .nr °r 
ý. 
="; -' I come to the sight of interpreting, '. wbich they-arrogate to .::.. ' themselves whenever the meaning is -doubtful. It is theirs, -they 
say, to give'the meaning of Scripture, ` and we must acquiesce. "- 
' 'For everything which they bestow upon the Church they bestow. . 
upon themselves. - -I acknowledge; indeed, ' that as Scripture came 
not by the private- wif of man. - (Z Peter i. " 2l, 
) it is. unbecomtag "" 
to wrest it to the private sense of any man.. Nay, in the case of 
an obscure passage. when it -is doubtful what souse ought to be '" -- 
adopted. - there is no better way of arriving at the true meaning, 
than for pious doctors, 46 make common Inquiry., by. engaging 4n 
religious discussion.. ' But-that is not now the question.,,. They: °'` 
wish. ' by their` tyrannical edict, to deprive the Church of all lib= ", 
arty, and arrogate to themselves a boundless license; "for, "" by ,: =.. '. `-the meaning which they afflx'to Scripture what it may, ' it must be 
1 libid. 
, pp. 70-71. 
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immediately embraced. Except themselves; `: moreover, no`man :- 
will be permitted to prove anything_outof Scripture. Would, that'. <_. ` 
they; were squal, to the performance of so great a task, -,, But, öaea. 
usurp the reins, . or,. rather, asses the 
lyre.. fa short, their sim: is 
to, rnake, all revere a Scripture hidden in darkness like the mys- 
teries. of, Ceres. , and lot none presume to aspire to the under . 
, standing of it. 
12 
.r,. y. `... 
Most, interesting and somewhat amusing are-the examples-of distorted_-. -. 
which Calvin listed in his polemic against the, papists; '' 
There would be no end were I to collect all , 
the'examples'_ 
which would make it plain'to my. readers, what fetters , of 
iniqui- 
t :.. tous, and intolerable, slavery are forged by this, decree. ,I will, 
therefore give a specimen, . in the, case. of only. one Council. 
." 
About the: year: 800 was. held a Council of Nice, which both. re' 
stored Images that had been. overthrown under Leo and decreed 
that they, were to be worshipped.. That Council, because it sup-. 
ports idolatry, = the Papists deem holy and lawful.. Hence, accord- 
. -ing 
to, their axiom. it cannot have erred in the expositiöa of 
Scripture. il But ff. such interpreters of sacred things are to bs ,. 
listened to, : (it is abominable to say they are, ) the, religion of the 
Egyptians will be preferable to the , Christian. To prove from ..: ,. Scripture that churches were properly 
, 
adorned with images und .. '' 
pictures, - the. following passages, were adduced: --'God created 
man after, his, own image and likeness; " "Joshua erected twelve,,,., 
stonss; *f. , "No man Iighteth a=candle and putteth it under, a, bushel. -" from whence they inferred that images . were. to 
be placed upon i1= 
tars #. Again, :, "The 
. 
light of thy countenance has been stamped up- 




. "0 . Lord.. I have loved the beauty of thyhouse; t*, "Skewme thy facei ; for 
lovely. N` In support of adoration. _, 
they, wrested the following pas- 
sages: --"Abrahamworshipped the people of the land; w ýJaeob sit ý'` ap an ascription' and blessed. '! Again, _"He worshipped the , 
top 
.. a., 
of the : staff of his son Joseph; N '#All the rich among the people , 
will deprecate thy, countenance; " "`Worship his footstool; ":. "God is 
. to, 
be`admired in his saints. ", -And. that nothing-might be, wainting: 
..,,. to crown their effrontery; `they appended out of another psalm, 
LL 
'-=- 1zlbidpp' 74 
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"His saints who are on the earth, "'This they applied to Images x 
I aas aware that the narrative I now give will scarcely poem,,. 
credible, I was myself asna: ed when I read it, though our ears. 
should long ago have been trained by them; to any. absurdities 
however enormous. Were Ito collect all their interpretatioUb ' "` 
which even children would' laugh at. and not even all, but those _. -: 
which are distinguished by some notable absurdity. I would re-, 
quire to form a volume thrice as large as the Bible. 
13 
In the concluding paragraph of the Antidote to the decrees of 
the fourth session. Calvin revealed something of. the extent of his agi.. 
tation over the matter of authority. 
" -The sum 
is, that the spirit of Treat wished,. by this decree, 
that Scripture should only, signify to us whatever dreaming monks 
'"might choose. = For what else _do 
they mean by the Church? .-" 
""'They'cry. out that the-whole authority of the Church-must fail if it 
is -denied the right of interpreting Scripture'--that a door would 
thus' bo thrown open to lascivious minds. ' allowing them to. break 
through "every_restraint. Nay, In order to cast obloquy upon us, - 
they are wont to charge us -with arrogating the interpretation of - 
-' 
Scripture to, ourselves, in order that there may be no', check on 
our licentiousness. '- Modesty, will not allow-me to speak, of our- 
selves' as fact would justify; and yet I will most. truly declare that. 
we have thrown more light upon the Scriptures than all the doc- 
-tore who have appeared under the Papacy since 
its commence- 
sweat. This praise even they themselves dare not deay"us. Still 
there' is none of bs'who does not'willingly, submit his , lucubration 
to the judgment of the Church; nor do we give loose reins to men. 
to dare what they please. =. I wish they would show us such a' 
Church as Scripture itself portrays; we should easily agree as to. ' 
the respect due to But when, -falsely assuming the name' of Church; they seine upon the spoils of. which they have robbed it, 
what "else can we do than protest? 
14, t :..: 
,`... l3lbid.. pp.. 75-76. 
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Closely connected ºith Caivin's criticism of the Council of 
Trent was his criticism of the : 'Adaltero-German Interim: " , 
After de- 
feating the Smslkaldian League, -Emperor Charles Y imposed on the 
Protestants in Germany a compromise confession of faith to be used- 
until the final decision of the General Council.. It was drawn up by 
two Catholic bishops and was proclaimed with an earnest exhortation 
by the Emperor in 1548. It expressed the whole Roman Catholic sy - 
tern of doctrine in a mild and conciliatory form and without a definite 
condemnation of the Protestant views. 15 
Calvin published the imperial proclamation and the text of 
the "Adultsro-German Interim'* in full and then answered it. ,r The 
portion of the "Interims which deals more directly with religious au- 
thority is chapter 11. In order that Calvin's reply maybe appr. ci- . - 
,: ated, portions of chapter 
11 of the "Iaterbn's are given. 
Although the Scripture, as Christ says. cannot be broken, 
and is therefore imnnovable, and greater than all human authori 
ty, still the authority of distinguishing between true and spurious 
Scriptures belonged to the Church. * - Hence is that Canon of Scrip 
ture which distinguished the genuine from the false writings, 
which were obtruded under the name of the disciples and apos- 
ties of the Lord. 
And as the Church always had power and authority in this 
.,. matter, so had it also of interpreting, and so of exploring and ex= 
1, %chaff. History of the Christian Church, op. cit., pp'; ' 602-. 
03. 
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tracting, ý doctrines from the : same" Scriptures, ' as she sever; i` -` 
without the Holy Spirit to lead her into all truth., as Christ hian"`' : ', 
self kath promised. -Hence the words of Pster; "No prophecy of > -- 
Scripture is of self-interpretation; but holy men of Plod 'spake as _ 
f Ahey were inspired by the Holy Spirit" And this power of Inter. 
preting is most necessary in those matters which are difficult to--: 
be-understood, as the thing itself teaches. -" (John, xiv.;: 2 Pet, `, -I. )', ", 
Tb. - Church, - besides, , has traditions brought 
down from ._.. ' 
-Christ and his Apostles by the hands 
of the Bishops. -- even to'önr 
own times 6. -. Me -who tears them up denies that she is the pillar 
and ground of the truth. - Of this class are the baptism of infants, 
16 etc. 
Omitting the section on excommunication, the remainder of the elev= 
fnth chapter, of the . -"iota 
rim"- follows:. 
And if doubtful questions. arise In the Cburch,,, she-has the 
power of judging of the same, and decreeing, and that by a-Coun-, 
cil.: and what this. Council lawfully assembled in the Holy Spirit, 
decrees, the Holy Spirit himself seems to_ decree*-' according to -- 
£ .,:, the words of the' Council of Jerusalem: "It seamed good to the, - t
Holy Spirit and to us" (Acts'-sr. ) Therefore, that the authority 
of Councils is most salutary, ne man ought 
And as-is perceived from the. sarne"Council of Jerusalem, 
the Church has also power to frame Canons, and that for the, ad- - 
vantage of the Church. twhose power. is. all for edification and'not 
,.. . .. _. w; 
:. 
-,.:; r. - ...: { .. for destruction. 
17 
In his reply to the ''Adultero-German interim" which is en' 
titled The True Method of Gib Peace to Christendom and Reform- " 
= ink the Church, Calvin concerned himself with the problem of reli- 
16Calvin's Tracts, III. 206. - .ý 
17lbid. , pp" ' 




gious authority as well as other problems. The following statements 
illustrate Calvin's concern over the Roman Catholic claim in the,: _ . ,; , ". 
field of authorit 
When they come to the authority'of the Church.,, whatever be 
the ' false' colours' with 'which our mediators 'delude the eyes of the 
ignorant. they are at last reduced to this, - that instead of the 
word'of Cods' human license alone I. to prevail: Their threefold . 
chime is well known. ` lt-belongs to the Church to' discriminate 
between spurious'and'genuine Scriptures: she'also has the right' 
of interpreting Scripture her traditions have the force of osa- -" ̀ 
cles. '- Where 'these foundations have been laid; ' it' is plain that the 
power of which'God has'been robbed is transferred to horns and 
aaitres Be their conduct what it may, provided they are adorned 
'with' an episcopal title, they constitute the' Church. 
'Moreover. " boundless license will be'given them, ` if they are 
interpret Scripture at'will, 'fra ne'Articles of Faith, and im- pose laws 'on the conscience. -, fn' such a case. what will' be left 
"for God? '" This is' more than manifest treachery to''the' kingdom 
of Christ, sound doctrine, '' and our salvation: ' And will they cry_, -' out' that we are' fomenting' discord' ; hindering and disturbing .. peace, if we do not forthwith assent? That it is the proper office 
of the Church to distinguish genuine from spurious Scripture, - I 
deny not. - and for this reason. that the' Church obediently'em- 
braces whatever is of God. _ 
The sheep hear the voice of the shop - 
" herd; ', and will not listen to the voice of strangers. : But to-sub- . 
mit the sound oracles of God to the Church, that they may obtain -. 
a kind of precarious "authority among men, is blasphemous Impi- 
ety. -"The Church is, ' as Paul "declares, 'founded on'the " doctrine 
of Apostles and `Prophets; but these 'men speak as, if they iznag-. .. r iced that the mother'owed her birth to the daughter, l8 ; 
Calvin's reply continued with some statements in regard to the canon 
äsºd the right of Interpretation: " -.:. 
181bid.. pp, :. 266-b7. ' 
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The-object they aim at is notorious: -.,. They refer to, a canon., --.: First. - I ask, at what time' they suppose it to have been published? " 
`There is no mention of it in the" Council of'Nice; and yet the Holy ".,. ' 
Fathers then, were armed with strong enough weapons' against 
Arius, as they had the Scriptures in their- hands . Secondly. --what `_= 
will'become of the law and the prophetical books, if their autbori-_ 
ty continued in suspense till a decision was pronounced two thou-- 
sand years after the law was given? ' They insist that the books of 
the-Maccabees,. Tobit,. and others of the same stamp, are to'be', 
held authoritative; because they are contained in their vulgar 
Cason; .. But in regard to the Canon itself, which they so. supercil', 
'lously intrude upon us,. ancient writers are not agreed. Let the= 
mediators,. then, ' enjoy their own as they please, provided we are.,, 
at liberty to repudiate those which all men of sense, at least.: 
when informed on the subject, 'will perceive to be-not of divine . 
original. 
Next comes the right of interpreting, 
iä support of which, 'es 
belonging to their fancied Church, the mediators adduce the , 
testi- 
- mony of Peter,. that no Scripture is of private interpretation, be" . - 
cause the Prophets did not speak of themselves but as they were . 
impelled by the Holy Spirit.. Their inference will avail them lit- .. 
tle with intelligent men. , Peter admonishes us 
that the prophecies: 
can now be no more understood by the perspicacity of the human 
mind than they could at first have been composed by_ it. " He' 
therefore exhorts, 
. 
that as they came down from heaven, so we 
should pray to have their genuine meaning opened to us by the 
Spirit of God. ' Nothing is to^ be given to ambition--nothing to 
'. 
. ".. 
rogaace. -. But does it thence follow that a right of interpreting, 
has been conveyed to a- few? " They also bring forward, that the'-'., 
Spirit was promised to the Church to guide her unto all truth,, ', '. 
and bring to mind whatever Christ had taught. '; But while they. is .. the ee, a rob the Church"of. what was given her by Christ. does not their deceit deserve to be exposed? '9 --" 
The last part of Calvin's reply to the "Adultero-German Interim"is - 
concerned with tradition. It is as follows, -' - 
l bid. -& pp.. 267-68. ."-_. 
\"i 
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The third part of ecclesiastical power our mediators place, - .,, °. in the sanctuary of doctrines as well as laws; The former, asps- 
cies they . call 
Traditions, . which, 
'ü any one disowns, " he. in their', ':. '
opinion, denies that the Church is tli. foundation of the truth. By 
this trap miserable souls are ensnared; and dare not reject. any_; - 
superstition whatever 
-which 
has prevailed for a long period "of ." 2° = time, 
There is still another dispute in WhichCalvin was involved'-, 
which dealt with the problem of 'religious authority and which revealed 
Calvin's concern with the teaching of the Roman Church on religious" 
authority. In'March of 1541 the theological faculty of the University 
of Paris published a summary of the most obnoxious doctrines. of the 
Roman Church in twenty five articles. These articles were sanc- 
tioned byan'edict of the King of Fsance and were to be accepted by 
. 
*11'cändidates for the priesthood. 21 
f 
_- Calvin republished these twenty- 
Live articles: and ' aftereachi article wrote an ironical defense and 
then a scriptural antidote. - "Included In. Calvin's' refutation of these 
article, were some examples of his'attitude toward the problem of re- 
ligious authority. In the introductory section Calvin had an ironic~ 
comment on the general subject of authority 
First,,, the place ought to'have very great authority in the 
20 d. p. 268. 
x; 
ZlThs French_text of these articles is found in CO, VII. 




Church; and although our =astern . are 
deficient in proof, from., ".: 
Scripture, ; they. compensate the defect by. 
änother, authority which 
they have, vi:. that of the Church, which is , 
equivalent to Scrip-`.: 
tore, . or even 
(according to, the Doctors) ; surpasses 
it 
, 
in certain; -t 
In his antidote to the introductory section of the articles, Calvin made" 
much tue. of the Scripture" to .. refute the papist idea-of 
authority:.: 
_ oreover, 
be (Paul) plse'where declares,. that "faith coxneth : , ';, by the word of God, " (Rom. x, 17, ) -For which 
reason, he, ' in an- 
other- place, also teaches that believers ought to be built ! *upon 
the foundation of the Apostles and Prophets. '! (Eph. - ii. 20. ) "And'-",, 
he, exhorts the Colossians to continue , 
ins the faith grounded and 
settled, and not to be moved away from the hope of the gospel,,. 
which they had beard. (Col. L. 23. ) Hence.. too, the,, Thessaloni- 
ans are deservedly commended by Luke. (Acts : vii. 11. } be. -, 
cause, . though they 
had with great readiness of mind embraced :.: . 
the doctrine of Paul, they, notwithstanding, 
brought it to the test 
is this wbich the Lord eom*nands, by 
Jeremiah, -'! Ise that kath my word, let him speak my 
worth faith- 
t fnlly, '!, (, Ier. xxiii.. 28ý. ; Likeadse 
by 'eter, ý"'if any, mum speak, let him speak-as the oracles of God. (I.. Pet. isr. 11. ) The: e- 
fose..: whenever. any controversy arises, the proper course is not---. -' 
to settle or decide it by the will of : roan, but to set it at ssst by 
ý< "-: ýr 
_ the authority of God only.:. Paul gives intimation of this when he srms us against Satan with no other sword than the "word of God, (EPh" ; vi. . 
17. ) ' Christ also points. out the same thing tons by hü 
own example. -'_ When assailed by Satan, the only resistance which-", he opposed to him, wa. passages of Scsipture.: (Mattb.. iv. 4. _. ".. - Nor otherwise would the eulogiurn which Paul pronounces upon it', --' 
. , 
be true, when he declares that it is profitable not only for doc= 
trins and-reproof, but for 
. correction, 
(2 Tim. iii.: 16. ) Now, -: therefore, that the, world is is tumult from ' contending opinions, 
this is the only remedy-that we must use:. ' We must, I say,. flee 
to'Scripture,. or, as Isaiah calls it, - (Is. ' viii: 20, ) "to the law and 
to the- testimony. "t as i sacred anchor, that., in accordanci with 
. the Apostle's precept.: "'we may be like minded one toward 
22Calvin's Tracts, ' I. ý. 71-72. Ev 
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other, "but still "according to Christ Jesus, " (Roue. uv. 3. ) In 
the admirable words al Auguittiie, -"1'Wheä an obscure c- ettss ti. 
under disputeº, no aid being offered-by clear and certain passages 
of sacred Scripture, hum, presumption, IiPhich' gaini'nothing by,, 
leaning to either sides ought to restrain itself, ". (Lib. ii. De t 
Peccator. Merit. et Rinnies. iii fin. ). Therefore, " In the contro. , 
verwest on . orh., prossat daýº, let us follow the counsel : 7. 
1which',, 
according ' to Thsodoret, Lib. I. Hist. ' Eccles. cap 
Constantine gave to the 'Bishops at the Council of Nic.. -let us 
seek their determination from the pure oracles of God. 23 
Article 19 contends that the visible Church has` the' right to 
define doctrine and to settle any controversy which arises -with regard, ',, 
to anything in the Scriptures,, Calvia! s answer to this article is poa- 
. 
itive and, to the point... 
, 
A"definite rule, as far as regards particular Churches, is 
prescribed to us by Paul,, whin he says, (I Cor. xix., 29: 
prophets speak two or three. and let the others, judge. If any the 
' ,. " thing be, revealed to "anothe r that ittteth by, ö let thi first hold, his 
"a 
 ,; peac! W1 If. any dissonsion arise among the 
Churches. we ac-, 
knowledge that the legitimate- method of establishing concord, 
which has 'always been observed. - is for the: pastors to assemble said define from the word-of God what is to be followed. " Buil 
.; we 
are to hold the determinations of the visible Church for, ora- :' 
cles, ''it was the visible Church which )Aicah'stood alone in resist= 
ing. 
, 
Kings xxdi. 10. ) 'It was also the risible Church which said; ; 
"Come and let us 'devise devices against Jiremiaht "forr the" law' 
, shall, not, perish from the priest, - nor the counsel from the, wisi 
nor, the word from' the prophet; '. (der., xviii. 18. ) - In short; -'in the "' 
time"4of. Christ, the visible Church was represented by the'highF 
priest and his council (John, uviii. 28. ) For their hierarchy was' 
much better, founded, and was `confirmed by a`surer testii6ony, 
than that', on, which those who in the present day usurp the title of 
Church phone themselves. "; -Those , therefore, :, who will have` '. '" 
their definition`of the`visible Church'to be received indiscrimi= 
::, 
_ 
Z3Ibid. ".. pp.: 
'7Z-73. ', . 
_ 
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nately, and nithout exception, lay the faithful under the, necessity 
of denying Christ, abandoning the truth of God. and öftentimes -" 
adhering to impiety, 24 :.. . 
The twentieth article proposed by the'. theological faculty of 
Paris affirmed that tradition is to be accepted along with the sacred 
Scripture.. -Calvin's vehement protest is another example of his con- 
, tern over the Roman Catholic emphasis. in the-realm of authority:. 
r we ought, therefore, , to stand 
fast in the 'doctrine in which 
we know that all the fulness of heavenly wisdom is included: 'On 
this very ground does Augustine decider that nothing not delivered 
in the Scriptures is necessary to salvation, ', (Lib. - ii. +De. Pecc. ' 
Mar. at Remiss. cap. ult. ) For,. -if it"were necessary to be 
known,, odd , would not 
have omitted it; -" There is also a remarks- 
ble sentence of. Chrysostom, (De Sanct. - at Ador. In Spiritu. ) 
! 'As Christ declares that he spoke not . of 
himself, because he-, -' 
spoke from the law and the prophets; so, . if any thing beside the 
gospel . 
is obtruded upon us under. the name of. the Spirit, , let' us -not 
believe it. For as Christ is the fulfillment of the Law. and the 
.sr. Prophets, ; so, is the spirit the' fulfillment of, the Gospel: 
 On the 
whole, since the certainty of faith should be nought from none but, '- 
God only. we conclude that true faith is founded only on. the Scrip- 
tures which proceeded from him, since therein he has been . y` :" 
pleased to teach not partially,,, but fully, -. whatever he wished us to -" 
know, and knew to be useful. ZS 
--- That Calvin was greatly upset by his controversies with the 
Roman Church over the problem of religious authority is attested by -;. 
numerous statements in many of his other writings. -. Chapter 8 of the 
24 ibid. 104. 
25Ibid., pp. 105-06. 
"-- . 
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fourth book of the Institutes is largely devoted to the question of the. 
unbridled license of the Roman Church in destroying purity of doc. - i. 
trine.. -A good sample of Calvin's thought can 
be found in the tenth 
section. 
Meanwhile, at their own caprice. -- and in contempt of the 
word of God, they coin doctrines to which they in this way de=, 
mind our assent., declaring that no man can be a Christian un- 
less he assent to all their dogmas. affirmative as we11 as nega= 
tire, if not with explicit. yet with implicit faith, because it be-, 
longs to the Church to Pram. now articles of faith: 
26 
Chapter 9 of the fourth book of the institutes considers the 
question of councils and their authority. Chapter 10 of the fourth 
book deals with the problem of tradition and the cruelty of the Pope 
and his adherents in tyrannically oppressing and destroying souls 
through traditions. In this chapter another evidence of Calvin's agita- 
_ 
tion over this question is seen. _ _' 
Our aim is to curb the unlimited and barbarous, empire 
usurped over, souls by those who would be thought pastors 
of the .,. 
Church, but who are in fact its most cruel murderers. They say 
that the laws-which they enact are spiritual. pertaining to the :,. 
soul, and they affirm that they are necessary to eternal life,. f only ti , They. must acknowledge Christ their 
deliverer, - as their 
king. "-and be ruled by'ths only law of liberty--namely. the sacred 
-. word of the Gospel--if. they would retain the grace . which they have 
once received in Ch t: they must be subject to no bondake, "be bound by no chains. 
261y" viii, - 10. 
271V. x. 1. 
In the Commentaries Calvin gave many examples of the way 
in' which his controversy with the Romanists aroused his anger.: in 
commenting on Galatians, 4: 26, - Calvin maintained that 
... the papists are fools and twice children, who expect to 
give 
us uneasiness by producing these words; for their mother is an 
adulteress; - who* brings'forth-to death the children 
of the 
and how foolish is the demand, that the children of God should 
surrender themselves to ber'ta be cruelly slain! " Might not the 
synagogue of Jerusalem at that time have assumed such haughty, 
pretensions; - with far higher plausibility than Rome at the pres- 
ent time? And yet we see how Paul strips her of every honoura- 
ble distinction, and consigns her to the lot of Hagar. 
28 - 
Another striking example of Calvin's attitude can be seen in "The, 
Epistle Dedicatory" of the commentary on Acts. This epistle was 
dedicated to Lord Nicolas Radsiwill of Lithuania and was written 
in 
1560. Following areflexcerpta 
from this dedication: 
on the other side. 
the-ungodlines. of other enemies 
ought to', sharpen your study (and iaraestuess, ) I mean the = 
-preachers of Antichrist of Rome, who, to the end they may 
de-.. 
ceire the ignorant, do continually, ý with shrill voices sound out 
the name of the Church. `.... - , they, reader 
false colour of honour, , do make the shadowish. name of the Church subject to their lusts; ., 
-we 
do's* reverence the Church from our, beart, that . we, account 
it great wickedness to profane the sacred name thereof,;.:. =, .. _ 
The hireling flatterers of the. Pope do cry out, that they have the ", 
'Church; but. we can know, by no means better, -. whether this be 4 .". _ 
true or no, than* when we look unto. the head.. As for that, : jt is: 
-manifest that it is cut off by their_sacrilegious violence::. For ..,.:. 
:: 
how shall Christ- retain the -place of the bead ,: being despoiled of 
all his power. thrown down from 
his government.. deprived of his 
28Com.: Gal: 4: 26., 
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dignity?,. , ,- But if the. Pope,., oppressing' men's 
consciences., -, - _ :. 
with his fierce and more cruel tyranny, have disannulled äad tak- 
en away Christ his government; if he have invented a new lad=; _:. =.. 
strange priesthood., that he may thrust is himself, being but 
mortal moan, to be the mediator, between God and the world; if he 
have forged daily sacrifices, . that 
he may put them in Christ's - . - 
place; if he have invented a thousand satisfactions for sins; if he, - _ have brought feigned washings from the lake of hell, - to make. dry 
the blood of the Son of God; If he have put in his place infinite psi- 
troas; if he have torn in a thousand pieces that righteousness 
which must be set (sought) wholly from ham; it, instead of the Y ... Holy Ghost, he has erected man's free-will; it is, without all.. - 
question, that the true Christ is banished from Papistry. For 
this cause have I said that the Papists make boast of a dead car= 
case instead of the lively body-of Christ, because, . 
though they 
have extinguished the doctrine of the gospel, (which is the true 
soul of the Church, and which duly doth quicken the same. ) yet 
they do greatly boast of a shadowish and trifling kind of Church. 
29 
As if this would not be enough, Calvin continued in "The Epistle Dedi- 
catory" of Acts to discuss the church councils and the apostasy of 
Rosa. "K= 
And now afterW that the Pope 
Vhath 
gathered together the bran', 
and chips of his unclean and filthy rotten flock. shall the repro_. 
seatative Church suddenly appear there? And are they not yet. 
ashamed to call that an holy, general. and lawful Council, which ' Both not deserve so much as to be called a vain and comical vis'- .. 
or of a Council? = But as for us. to whom the. prornise Is made. ',: " 
that Antichrist, who sitteth is the temple of God. shall be de- 
stroyed with the breath of the Lord's mouth; 1. t not us (I say) '. 
cease to refute this filthy and whorish iaapudency, with that most 
sacred word which they so boldly mock. ' that all mss may see:, " 
what difference there is between the chaste spouse of Christ and 
the stinking whore of Belial; between the sanctuary of God and the 
brothel-house of Satan; between the spiritual house of the godly'- 
29Göm. Acts. "The Epistle Dedicatosy. " 
-;.. `! ̀and the! stye of bogs; 'and, finally, -between the true Church and =_ 
the court of Roche. There can be'no more certain or plain dem.. 
onstration' brought concerning this: matter either by. Euclid;; I ei-; - 
then yet by Archimedes, than if the Church. as Luke describeth 
. be' compared with , the . 
Popish synagogue. 30 
Although' many other examples could be : cited. = it is : believed 
that the' illustrations given: reveal that Calvin was indeed. concerned ; ý"ý 
with: the teaching on' religious authority presented by the. Roman Cath= 
olio" Church. - Involvsn, ent in auch a controversy could not help but at.. - 
feet his =utilisation of the historical principle of biblical exegesis. 
3. The problem present býº the emphasis of the radical 
sects on private revelations. . 
(1) Problem of religiousýauthoritypresented by_theradi- 
eil 'setts. ` The task of differentiating " between the `different types of, *-- 
radical sects which-were existent, in the sixteenth century, is, very dif-" 
-_ ficult yet very important. , Carew Hunt3l: points out that "Anabaptism" 
as a name is' no ignore than & -general term which covers a number, of-. -. 
heterogeneous sectarian tendencies. Bullinger32 enumerates thirteen 
30Locscits 
`. _ 3-1 R. N,. Carew Hunt. ' Calvin (London: Centenary Press, 
1933). ' -- '_ _ °; .. ' :-w, ". 
', 
~ y' =32Heinrich Bullinger: ' Der =Wiederhufer U'rsprung (Zurich: 
1560), pp.. 17-55: " . .. 
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distinct sects. within the Anabaptist body. Newmaa's33 classificatioxný", 
of the Anabaptist parties is based, upon the different types of life "and 
:.; thought exemplied by them: the Chiliastic Aeabaptists+ the soundly 
Biblical Anabaptists. the Mystical Anabaptists, the Pantheistic Ana 
baptists. and theAnti-trinitarian Anabaptists, :-_.. 
Thus it is seen that the radical sects differed considerably - 
among themselves in spirit, aim, ' and points of doctrine. To a large 
extent, Calvin disagreed with the Anabaptist teachings on Individual 
responsibility to God, . 
freedom of will, the. church, the state, magis" 
tracy, oaths, war, communism, organization, worship, ordinances. 
Christology, and eschatology. However, '. in. this section on religious 
authority the primary interest is in the emphasis of the more extreme 
radical sects on private revelations and the inner light and the. possi- , 
', ble influence which"these emphases had. on. Calvin's use of the histori- 
cal principle of biblical exegesis. , ,., _; 
Undoubtedly the majority of the Anabaptists held that the 
Scriptures constituted the supreme rule of, faith and practice. '"' The 
°. '. 
majority also maintained that the believermust test the supposed 
voice of the Spirit in the soul with. the teaching of thm, written word. 34 . 
A. 'H. +Newman, 'A Manual of Church History (Philadelphia. , 
1903). II. " 256: , .rý 
.ýý, __. ___. ____ "y-^-., 
._ 
::.; :.... R. J. ` Smithson. The Anal 
sts {London: James Clarke 




sadly astray: ' Strictly speaking, ' the; 
Zwickau Prophets, were not Anabaptists.; 
35 
-, 
They were., however.,, the. ̀ e°. 
forerunners of some of the extreme Anabaptists. The Zwickau Proph. 
ets advocated a. wild millenarianism: "- Closely associated with tho'- 
Zwickau Prophets was Thomas Munser (b. .. 
about 1490).. He was. 
cidedly psychopathic.: given- to 'visions, '+-and conscious of immediate 
"inspiration. ýý36 Melchior Hoffman (d.: 1543jwas another leader. of 
the apocalyptic type. He Interpreted Bible texts by far-fetched -alle- 
gorses and believed himself inspired. He had & 'revelation that the' - 
New Jerusalem wa-a to come in the city of Strasbourg. 
37 
One of the- chief things which distinguished Hans Denck 
j. 
"_ _ "' _. __. P: < _1 =_, 
N... 
.. - rte, 
-y 
`- 
M1 sn _. 
(d. 1527) from some other Anabaptist leaders -was 
his teaching on the, -,, 
inner light. He denied depravity and taught that there is something 
..: divine in every man. Scripture is not the one and absolute rule'of-,, ' 
faith. 38, An important insight into Denck'sviews on private revels- 
35j 
. -. Mackinnon, Luther and the Reformation 
(London: ' 1930)*. " 
, IV, 41. 
36Rufus M. Jones,: Studies in Mystical Religion (London: 17 Macmillan and Co.. 1909), p. 389` . _. _... _____- ý.. 
..:. 
37Ibid.. pp., LL 390-91. `. Also cf. ' Herrman Krohn, 'Essas cur is .:; vie et les eer sit de M. ' Hofmann (Strasbourg; 1852). ---^- ` 
38Alfred Coutts, Hans Denck (Edinburgh: Macniven and 




tion and the inner light I. given in Denck's dying testimony Widerruf. 
The Holy Scriptures I consider above every human treasure,, 
but not so high as the Word of God which is living, powerful.. -. and 
eternal, for, it is God Himself, Spirit and no letter, written with.. 
out pen or piper so that it can never be destroyed. For that rea- 
son,, salvation is not bound up with the Scriptures. however nec- 
essary and-good they maybe, for their purpose, because it is üxm- 
possible för the Scriptures to make good a bad heart, even though 
it may be a learned one. --A good heart, however, with a Divine 
Spark in it is improved by everything. and to. such the Scriptures 
will bring blessedness and goodness. 39 
Closely akin to Hans Denck in their teaching on the inner 
light were Johann Bund. riin40 and 
Christian Entfelder. 41 In the first 
half of the sixteenth century it was generally agreed that the Scripture 
was the only basis of authority in religious faith and practice. These 
two men, ss did Denck, challenged this emphasis as a dangerous re- 
turn to a lower form of religion than that to which Christ had called 
men and asF only legalism and scribisrn in a new dress. - They insisted 
that the eternal Spirit is a real presence in the depth of men's con- 
sciourness' and is ceaselessly voicing himself there as a living word. -'.. 
39Hans Denck, _, Widme (1527), p. i--quoted by Jones. 
Spiritual Reformers in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries (Lon.. 
don: Macmillan and Co., 1914), pp. 2 -29: 
40Alwcander Nicoladoni, -Johannes Be nderlin von Lins und the 
rý oberösterreichischen Taufergemeinden in den Jahren 1521531 " (ger- :; 
ldenaonitisches Lexikon (Frankfurt: `1913=--j. I. ` 594 f. = ::; 
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whom it is life to`obey and death to disregard and slight. 4 
The chief reformers held both Testaments tobe authoritative 
as the 
. 




ation. of. this orthodox : view, ens the view held by Menno Simons.: (d; -; "", ". -, - 
^-=... 
ýF'v. i.. : 
'_.., "'' :. 
": i . 'x'7.1. -T. :. ". "1 .. 
-..:: ! ". y: ' 4 




1561). ' He held that the church must conform itself not . to the 
Old. Tes'- 
tament, " but to the New . Testament standard. 
' 3 
In the year 1534 the Münster uprising took place. As de--" 
tails became public, thef name "Anabaptist" became. a synonym for vi- 
olence, -outrage, " rebellion, and sensuality. -`A common designation'' 
was given to all preachers, of the Anaabaptists--rotgeesten (riotous 
spirits) . 44 The fanaticism reached such a height that some thirty" 
.+- 
thousand Anabaptists had been put to death in Holland and Friesland 
: by 1546. 
Enough evidence has been given to show that in the first half 
42Jones, Spiritual Reformers in the-Sixteenth and Seven- 
teenth 2E. Sit., -pp. 44-45. 
43 
eaao Simons, Complete Works of hlenao Simons (Elkhart, 
Ind.: ', 1871), Part One... . ..,., " .. _:, " 
44Smithson, 
off. eft., pp. 85-86. ':. 
T. 'Buckle, Histo of Civilization (London: 1873), I, 
. 189. Also cf. ' E. ' Belfort' Bax, The Rise and Fall of the Aqaba tists (London: 1903); and"Richard'Heath. -ffa sm--from its se at Zwickau to its Fall at Mutaster, =-1521-153 (London: 1895j. 
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of the sixteenth century the emphasis, on private revelations and the 
inner light by the extremists among the radical sects presented a def" 






perturbed by this problem was John Calvin. 
(2J Evidence that Calvin was greatly concerned with the 
emphasis of the radical sects on private revelations and the inner 
light. From Calvin's own writings it is quite evident that the teach- 
fing of the radical sects on religious authority greatly aroused him. 
In the Institutes, chapter 9 of the first book is entitled "All the Prin" 
ciples of Piety Subverted by Fanatics, Who Substitute Revelation for 
Scripture. " Excerpts from this chapter reveal Calvin's concern. 
Those who, rejecting Scripture, imagine- that they have some ' 
peculiar -way of penetrating to God, are tobe deemed not so much 
under the influence of error as madness. ". For certain giddy men 
have lately appeared, who. while they make a great display of tho',, 
superiority of the Spirit. - reject all reading of the Scriptures -_ 
themselves, and deride the simplicity of those who only delight in 
what they call the dead and deadly letter. But I wish they would -_ -= tell me what spirit it is whose inspiration raises them to such a'... 
sublime height that ? ey_dare despise the doctrine of Scripture as = 
mean and childish. 
4a 





What an infatuation of the devil, ' therefore, ". to fancy that 
Scripture#- which conducts the one of God to the final goal, is of 
... transient and temporary use? Again, I should like those people,, ' 
to tell me whether they have' imbibed any other Spirit than that', 
which Christ promised to his disciples ," Though their madness'- is extreme, it will scarcely carry them the length of making this ; 
their boast. 47 
Calvin next defended the view that the Spirit does not lead beyond the -, -. 
Scriptures. 
But they say that it is' insulting to subject the Spirit, to whom 
all things 'are tobe subject; to the Scripture: as if it were die. 
graceful to"the Holy Spirit to maintain a perfect resemblance 
throughout, and be in all respects without variation consistent 
with himself. 48 
Calvin concludes this discussion by pointing out that one cannot have 
true illumination apart from the Word of God. 
Their cavil about our cleaving to the dead letter carries with 
'it the punishment which they deserve for despising Scripture: 
How is this answered by those swelling enthusiasts. in whose 
idea the, only true illumination consists. in carelessly laying' 
aside* and bidding adieu to the Word of God, while, with no less:, 
confidence than folly, they fisten upon any dreaming notion -which 
may have casually sprung up in their minds?, Surely a . very 
differ- 
snt sobriety becomes the children of God. ' As they, feel'thit with- 
out the Spirit of God they are utterly devoid of the -light of truth',,, 
so they are, not ignorant that the ' word is the instrument by ' which"ý 
the illumination of the Spirit is dispensed. They know 
"of 
no other 
Spirit than the one who dwelt and spake in the apostles--the Spirit 
by whose oracles they are daily invited to the hearing of the', 
Word. 49 
47Loc cit. 
481 , 2ý" ,. 
A49 
In chapter 7 of the first book of the Institutes another stab- 
iaent is found which apparently was provoked by the teaching of the 
radical sects. -"But since no daily responses (oracles) are given from 
heaven, .:: the Scriptures are the only records in which God has, -.: 
been pleased to consign bis truth to perpetual remembrance. .:.:? 
O 
. 
In his sermons on Deuteronomy. Calvin pointed out that un- 
der the Anabaptists. liberty had been perverted and had degenerated 
into license.. The Anabaptists are like brigands, he affirmed, -and we' 
must reckon them the enemies of the ralvation of Men. They wer on 
each other and come to a horrible confusion. 51 Calvin demonstrated 
a his concern even more forcefully in one of his sermons on I Timothy. 
It is true that they pretend to be spiritual; but they are devils 
who attempt to pervert all humanityo, and throw it into such horri- 
.= ble 
confusion that it would be better that men should become = 
brute beasts or men-wolves than to have such a mixture. 5Z = -: 
The strong emphasis on civil order,. which is found in the 
writings of Calvin& undoubtedly is partially accounted for by his con-" 
troversiss with the- radical sects. One example of this emphasis on 
civil order is found in his sermons on Deuteronomy. Although this 
50x. vii, I. 
5IC0 XXVII. 409-10. 
5ZCa Lug. -135e, 
`150- 
emphasis -4s not directly related to the problem-'of, religious authority. ' 
it does show how Much Calvin' was aroused by the fact that the Ana- 
baptist* failed to abide' by what he considered to be a clear scriptural,: 
teaching on, civil order. 
. )ý Our Lord takes so nnuith interest in earthly polity 
that He: -; 
means for it to be maintained and he means to see justice 
in the. 
life of men. ': ý Hunan blood is -precious to Him, , 
for men, are 
formed in His image; but He does not spare a man who has. -- 
-' turned against civil order-. :: 
53 
.. -.;:... 'ý 
Another. example of this 
_emphasis 
on civil order isfound in his Komi-_ 
lies oa I Samuel. Evil and non-Christian governments ars both in- 
cluded in his demand for obedience to divinely"authorized rulers; The, 
state and church are "not contraries like water and fire, but things ',. 
-: conjoined. "54 'This 'emphasis on civil-order is also illustrated 
by Cal- 
vin's comments on Romans 13: 1. He calls attention to the fact that 
the apostle Paul urged obedience to a power that ' persecuted religion. _" ' 
And it seems indeed to me. that the-Apostle intended by this 
" -, . word to takeaway the frivolous curiosity of men, who 'are wont':.: 
often to inquire by what right they who rule have obtained their 
authority; - but it ought to be enough for us, that they do rule; . for '. 
they have not ascended by their awn power into this high-station.. 
: but have been-placed thereby the Lord's band. '. And by mention= , 
ing every soul. - he removes every exception, -lest any one should' 
clai an immunity from the common duty of obedience. "The rea- 
53CO, =VII., , 455. `" - 
co, 54XXIX,, -659. 
sonwhy,, ws ought%to, be subject. to magistrates is, because they 
are,, constituted by , God's. ordination. 
, For since, it_pleases God : -s thusto govern. thie world, , 
he who attempts-, io invert theoirder-imf 
God and thus to resist God himself, - despises his power; since to 
despise the providence of him who is the founder of civil power= 
is to carry on war with him. 55_ 
in-commenting on i Timothy, : 1-2 is connection with the apostle 
Paul's,. exhortation that "supplication.. "", be ýinade . 
ýwF.:, a for king., 
and for all that are in authoritCalvin revealed this concern over, 
the teachings of the radical sects. 
Hence we conclude, that fanatics, who wish to` have magis J. 
tratea taken away, are destitute of all humanity, and , breathe ., - - 
aothing. buL cruel barbarism. Hoer different is it to say, that we - 
ought to pray for kings, in order, that justice and decency may 
prevail, and to say, that not only the name of kingly power, but 
. all government. is opposed to religion! We have the Spirit of .=a=.. -.. J_- God for the Author of the former sentiment, - and therefore the 
latter- raust be from the Devil. ý6- 
Calvin's concern over the teaching of the Anabaptists on ref- 
ligious<authority6can, be seen In the Prefatory Address of his Insti- 
os. "which was addressed to -Francis I of France. 
Lastly they, are far from candid , when 
they invidiously aom - 
beir up 
, 
thy disturbances, tu ults# and disputes, which the ', - 
preaching of our doctrine has brought is its. train.., and the fruits ° -: 
;- 
...;. whtch, F in many irýstances, y it 
now produces; forr, the octrine it-=` 
self is undeservedly charged with evils which ought to be ats- 
., cribed to the: slice of Satan. It-i is one of the characteristics of 
ýý. 55Co ä. Röori. 1321: k_ 
Cosa. -I'Tim. Z: 2. ' °.. .'...:. -. _ .. 
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the divine word, that whenever it appears; Satan ceases to slum-. 
ber and sleep; This is the surest and mo. st, unarring-test for dis--. ` 
tinguishing it from false doctrines which readily betray them= 
selves, while-they are received by all with willing ears; and wel-': 
corned by an applauding world: :' And first he stirred up the' 
hands of men; that by therm he might violently suppress the-. 
dawning truth; but when this 'availed him not; '- he turned to snares . 
exciting dissensions and disputes about doctrine by means of his -- ;. 
Catabaptists, and other portentous miscreants; that he might thus 
obscure; and; 'at length; ': extinguish the truth. And now he per-' 
sists_in assailing it with both engines, endeavouring to pluck up 
the true seed by the violent hand of man, and striving, as much 
as in him lies; ' to choke it with his tares; that it may not grow 
and bear fruit: " But it will be in vain if. we listen to the admonition- 
of the Lord, who long ago disclosed his wiles, that he might not" 
be taken unawares, _ and armed us with full protection against all 
his machinations. But how malignant to throw upon the word of 
God itself the blame either of the sedition which wicked men and 
rebels; or of the sects which Imposts ss stir up against it157 - 
The anxiety, aroused in Calvin's" mind by the activities-of the 
Anabaptists is readily seen in the last portion of the Prefatory Ad- 
. dress of the institutes. 
Be not moved by the absurd insinuations with which our ad-' 
verseries are striving to frighten you into the belief that nothing 
11 else is wished and aimed at by'this new gospel (for so they term 
it). ', than opportunity for sedition and impunity for all kinds of 
vice; Our God-is not the author of division, ` but of peace; and the 
Son of God; who came to destroy the works 'of the devil, is' not 
the minister of sin. -'. We, too, are undeservedly charged with de= " 
sires of a kind which we have never given even the-smallest sus- 
picion.: we, v forsooth, `meditate the subversion of kingdoms; we, 
whose voice was never heard in faction, and whose life,, while 
passed under you, -Is known to have been always quiet and simple; 
571. #*The Prefatory. Address. t' 
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even now, , when exiled 
from our home, we nevertheless cease.:. ; : f;. 
not to pray for, all prosperity to your., person and your kingdom 
We.: forsooth; i are. aiming after an unchecked indulgence in vfcei 
in whose manners, , though there is much. to be blamed, -there-is 
nothing which deserves, such an imputation; -nor (thank God) have'--'. 
we profited so little in the gospel that our life may, not be to theie 
slanderers an , example of chastity,, 
kindness, pity, temperance.:.. 
patience, moderation,, or any other virtue. "-It is 
plain., Indeed, 
that, we fear God sincerely and, worship. him in truth. " since; 
whether by life or by, death; - we desire his same to, be. hallowed; %" 
and hatred herself has been forced to, bear testimony. to the inno- 
cence and civil , 
integ rity, of some of our. people on whom death... - ._. 
vas inflicted for the very thing, which, deserved the highest praise: ` 
But if any, 
": 
under pretext of the gospel, -excite 
tumults (none'such "A 
have as yet been detected in your realm), ` if any use the, liberty of 
the. grace of God, as a cloak for licentiousness'(I know of numbers 
who do), -" there are laws and legal punishments by which they may 
be punished up to the measure of their deserts--only, '. in the: `;, 
mean time; '. let not the, gospel of God be evil spoken of because of 
the iniquities of evil men. 58 
Although the Preface to Calvin's tract, "Psychopannychia, N 
is concerned primarily with introducing his treatise on "soul sleep---' 
ins. " it also contains some indirect evidence of Calvin's agitation' ', '. 
over the teachings "of the Anabaptists , on 
the problem of. religious au-. 
thority. 
.y... - .t-y,. ' { '! m. i". 
F '" 
wish;.. therefore., to warn such beforehand not to take any- 
thing said as as" affront to theme elves. but to understand that, =. r 
"whenever I use some freedom of speech, '. I am referring to the ;, "; _. ' "" 
nefarious herd of , Anabaptists. " 
from ". whose fountain this. noxious 
stream did, as I-observed, -first flow., and against whom nothing 
I have said equals their deserts: --If I am to have" n-future fight ', -, 
with them, -I am determined they shall find an*, 
'. if not a very ''- 
58Löc. cit. 
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skilful,., yet certainly, a firm.. and as I dare promise,, by,. God's`-. I 
grace,. an invincible defender of the Truth. And yet against them 
I have not given immoderate vent to. my bile, having constantly 
refrained from all pertness *ndApetulance of "speech. tempering 
my pen so as to be fitter for teaching than forcing. " and" yet able' 
to draw, such as are unwilling tobe, led. It was `, certainly , much,, 
more my intention to bring all back into the'right, ' than to pro- 
yoki 59 'them to aagir f 











there is' only one source of religious authority y '4 "t. 
Let us always hang on our Lord's ' lips, and neither 'add to 
His wisdom' nor mix ^up with4it anything of our own, lest like leav=` 
on it corrupt the whole miss, and, make even the very salt which 
Is within, us to be without . savou Ir: - Let -us 
" show ourselves to be 
such disciples as our Lord wishes to, have--poor,. empty, and void "of self-; wisdom; eager to learn by knowing nothing, : and even 
ýýarishing to knownothing but what He has taught; 
shunning every- 
thing of foreign growth as, the deadliest poison. w.. _ 
I would here obviate the objections of those who will blame 
any present undertaking, charging iris with stirring uprfieres eon- 
tests about nothing, and ' making' trifling differences the source of 
silent dissensions: for there are not wanting some who sore-- .,. preach My answer i that sahen Divine`Truth is 
avowedly 
- attacked, -. we must not tolerate the adelte 'ration of one, single 
iota 
öf it. It ' is certainly no trivial matter to see God's light extin 
_ ;. guished by the 
devil's `darkness; and besides, ` this matter is of 
greater moment than many suppose. ' Nor is it true,. asthsy al- 
legs, , that he who` does not acquiesce ia'the ! rrors of 
others, : -' 
-, shews. deadly hate by dissenting from them. I have censured the ,j 
-- cariosity of 
those who would agitate questions which are truly " ." 
nothing else than ' mere' tortures to' the intellect..:, But, after, they 
have stirred this ' cantariaa: ° their temerity must be repressed,: 
lest it should prevail over the truth.. Whether I have succeeded 
in this I know not,, it was certainly my wish, and I have done the 
"Calvin's Tracts, in. 416. 
iss 
best I could. If others can do better,. let them cone forwardfor 
the public good! 60 
Calvin even called for a public as well as a private test of, ", -,,,  
doctrine in order to combat the teachings of the radical sects. -This "= .
emphasis is found in his comments on I John 4: 1. 
Public trial refers to the common consent and polity of the, 
Church; for as there is danger lest fanatics should rise ups who., ;" 
may presumptuously- boast that they are e deed with the Spirit of 
God. it to a necessary remedy,: that the faithful "meet together 
and seek a way by which they may agree is a holy and godly man-, 
John Calvin was constantly, engaged is combating the eaipha- 
sis of radical sects on private"revelations and the inner light. This . 
unquestionably affected his utilization of the historical principle of 
biblical exegesis. n. _. .: __'_... ... 
»_ . 
4. The problem presented the humanism and rationalism 




of religious authority presented by the hei= 
manisai and rationalism, of the heretics. Calvin Was involved{in ciian ` 
theological disputes with heretics. This study'does not call for a de= 












d: I v1Cozn. Y fin. . 
I 56 
thority the primaryinterest is, in the humanism and rationalisji , of: the; - 
heretics and the possible influence -which 
these heretical emphases -v 
had on Calvin's use of the historical principle of biblical exegesis''-_. " 
`'Many of Calvin's controversies, ` such as the one with Bolsec, ýwül not 
even be mentioned since a representative survey is all that is at- - 
f tempted in this study 
Sebastian Castellio (d, 1563) isa representative scholar of 
. 
the 'sixteeüth century who helped to bring the question of humanism 




Iigiousy authority. In -1551 
Castellia completed a Latin translation of 
the Bible. ' 
_His'object'was-to present 
the Bible in 'classical Latin ac- ::. 
cordinj`to the'taäts"of the lats'Humanists-and intellectuals. -He sub-- 
stituted classicaflterms for biblical terms. Style was important, ', and' 
to aöme accuracy of content was sacrificed and Hebraisms were re 
moved. This translation. was severely criticised by'Calvin and Besa: - ... 
'They said that it tended'to-secularize and profane, the sacred book, 
6Z 
Castellio combined a mystical with a skeptical tendency., He. was 
known as a'rationalist before Rationalism. -", Castellio's system of re- 
ligious knowledge is based on three sources: sense experience, rea- 
62Schaff, History of the Christian Church, - 0P. cit., VU, p. 
; 623. Also cl. Ferdinand-Busson an ä lloýa sä 
vie'st son'. ' 
oeuvre (Paris: 1892), 2 Vol. 
son, and revelation. Assuming that Castellio. wrote the famous, book ý'. 
Concerning Heretics. 63 we have a good defense of the validity of roa- 
, son 
by Castellio"in the, section entitled "Concerning Doubt and Belief, 
Ignorance and Knowledge. " ;,.. 
Then I should like to know why they do use their reason 
against the plain words of God..... Christ said, "Resist-not 
evil. " Why then do they, . contrary to the Anabaptists. approve 
of the magistrate when he resists evil? Why, do_they not rather ; 
twist the passage favorable to the magistrate Into accord with the 
plain words of Christ? . -I 
do not see what they can answer, nor . T' 
do they answer anything. to my knowledge. _. 
in their ser-; : ". 
mons and books, other than that reason 1s to be followed against. 
these words-lest an absurdity be admitted. -= They are right.:. But- - 
if, then.,, the judgment of -reason 
is to be admitted in this and oth- - 
er, matters and is to be preferred to the words, where the case 
falls within the scope of reason, then they should grant us the 
same privilege elsewhere if we can show them the case is sub- ."-- ject to the judgment and reason and sense. For reason is; : so to 
speak, the-daughter of God. She was before letters and ceremo- 
nies. - and after 
the world is changed and renewed she will endure 
and can no more be abolished than God Himself.: Reason.. I may*. 
is a sort of sternal word of God, much older and surer than let--tars 
and ceremonies, according to which God taught His people,, 
before there-were letters and ceremonies, -, and after these have 
passed away He will still so teach that men may be truly taught,, 
of God. 64 .Y, 
In this same work, Concerning Heretics. Castellio has still another- 
section which praises reason., ' eas  , It is easy to see 
from his statement .. ý} 
63 Sebastian Castellio, Concerning Heretics, trans; ," Roland -- H. Bainton (New York: Columbia University ress. 1935). Cf. pp. 
3-11 for discussion of authorship and occasion:: 
- 
64 Ibid.. - pp" 
^296-9T: 
Iß8 
why he to considered a rationalist. 
'. ' First we must inquire whether man's sense and intellect 
were corrupted by the sin of Adam. ., .' As for the first, I-fear,, 
that we are dealing with a general and hoary error, -rather, thýin: 
with the truth. There is neither authority nor reason for it. 
Someone rashly proposed it and then it was, kept as an oracle by__. '
a blind posterity following the blind. Let our opponents tell 
which sacred author hands this down?. ". None ; ". I What reason _: --,.; 
teaches it? - None. -, Experience 
and history teach the contrary;, 
: As for experience. - we find man's senses of mind and body, whole -_.. 
and sound as we have abundantly shown. History, that is, Moses# 
records that men's eyes opened after tasting of the fruit of the 
tree of knowledge and they became aware of their hitherto anno- 
ticed' nakedness.. And -rightly, for the tree' was, properly and not 
inappropriately called the tree of knowledge. ', I am positively as- 
'tounded as to what has corns Into 'mien's-minds, that they'should ' 
ýxmake out of the tree of knowledge a tree of ignorance. What 
sense was corrupted? Of the'body or of the mind? ". Not-of the'-*' 
body.., With their eyes our first parents saw that they were naked 
,. "and with their ears heard the-voice of God. " Had their senses 
. Ibsen corrupted they would not have soon nor heard or would have 
"_". seen and heard incorrectly, which was not the case. = Nor -wer i';. ths senses of the mind corrupted.. The judgment that they were 
naked was 6 judgment. of the mind, seeing and judging through the 
eyes.. ' .S 
Many of Castellio's teachings were similar to those. of Cicero sad the 
SWIM, 6 His emphasis on reason led him into biblical criticism. 
-. Here it is_that Castellio came into conflict with Calvin in an area -, 
which involved religious authority., Castellio anticipated the rational=_ 
, "istic 
criticism of the Song of Solomon and described it as an obscene, '., 
6 5Ibid., p 
- 
66mid., ý p. 301. 
: k i ' :.: ';, ; 
-r.. .. 
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erotic poem . which should be removed from the canon. 
67 For this and, 
other reasons Calvin opposed the ordination of Castellio. Castellio 
became an object of further suspicion because of his translation of 
Ochino's Dial s which contained opinions favorable to Unitarian-'.: 
ism and polygamy*! Upon his death three Polish Socinians erected-s,.. 
monument to his memory,, and Faustus Socinue edited his posthumous 
works. 68 
--- 
Among the Italian Protestants who were compelled to leave 
Italy because of the Inquisition were some skeptical and anti-trinita-: 
rinn scholars. - . Calvin called them "skeptical academicians. ". _ 
Däo$t . 
" of them went to Basel. They gave the churches in Switserland a great 
deal of trouble. Among other thin go they rebelled at the orthodox - 
doctrines of the Trinity. Christology., total depravity, and predestina- 
tion. Some of the more prominent men in this group were Laelius and 
-Faustus Socinus. Ochino, Gribaldo, ' Aleiati. and Gentile. 
69 
Laelius Socinus (d. 1562) was constitutionally a skeptic. He 
was too independent to submit blindly to authority, and yet too reli- 
6'co. 
. . 673 -76. > 
b8schaff, Histor of the Christian Church; op.. it.. vu. 
626-27. 
691b1d. 
,. "pp. 628-30. _--_ ;k 
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gious to run into infidelity. 70 Beginning in, 1549#-, Socinus began a cor- 
respondence with Calvin on various doctrinal questions. 71 ' At -first -"-_ 
Calvin answered fully but soon he began to suspect that Socinus had 
merely an idle intellectual curiosity. about speculative details. 72 Cal--'', 
vin warned him about the dangers of his skeptical approach. ?3 , '-Final- 
ly Laelius Socinus. signed a confession of faith which was composed 
of 
.,. 
vague and equivocal phrases and which does not reveal either what he 
believed or disbelieved on any of the disputed points. ' This seemed to 
protect him against further attacks. 74, Faustus Socinus, who was the 
Foal founder of Socinianism, did not come into personal contact with .' 
Calvin. He spent most of his time working among the scattered Uni- -,: 
tarians and Anabaptists in Poland. 75 : . n-. 
. 
Bernardino Ochino (d... 1565) began to lose faith in the Roman 
Church after the age of fifty. At fifty-six he became a Protestant. 
70Cf. Eugene Burnat, Lelio Soda (VeTsy: 1894). ... 
- 71C0, ]CIII. Z72 ff.. 336 ff. 
72CO. XIII., 307 ff.. 464 ff. 
73CO, X111,484-87. 
74Esrl blosse Wilbur, A Histo of Unitarianism (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 19 5). p. 245. 




His last works;., Labyrinths (1561) and Thy Dialogues (1563j)#`-were, :. " 
translated into Latin by Castellio and published in Basel. 
76 In these 
books Ochino deals with the doctrines of predestination, free will, the . 
Trinity, and monogamy in a skeptical and latitudinarian way so- that 
the heretical view seems to be stronger In the argument than the on 
thodox view. 77 His dialogue on polygamy seemed to defend polygamy. 78 
In 1563 Ochino was banished from Zurich. 79 . 
Ochino is often mentioned 
in the 'correspondence of Calvin and Bullinger. 
9 idatteo Gribaldo was another Italian scholar from Padua., He 
held heretical views on the Trinity. 'It was charged that he believed in 
three Gods. He seemed to vacillate between this tritheism and'a fora: 
of Arianism. 8 Gribaldo criticised Calvin. 81 Calvin wrote to Wolmar 
76Karl Benrath. Bernardino, Ochino of Si nnaa (London: 1877). 
77Cf. Daniel Bertrand-Barraud. Les idles Oilosophiques de 
, :, Bernardin Ochin de Sim (Paris: 1924). Chap. iii. for fuller diseuý- 
sion. 
78Bernardini Ochino Sensnsis, Dialogs xxx, duos libros divisi 
, _'(Basslese: 1563j., Vol. 11" 
. 79 Coll xx. 145. 
80Co, - XV. 246 if. 
81co. XXI. 80. _ 
,. 
and warned him about the heretical views of Gribaldo.. 82 
Gisnpaolo Alciati. another Italian " exile. '; was also heretical - 
" in his 
ydoctrine 
of the Trinity. -He made the' sacrilegious statement 
that in the Trinity "we worship three devil., worse than all the idols 
of the Papacy, because we mike it three persons. *#83 i&ti was 
d by the Geneva Council 84- banish* 
ý` . Giovanni . Valentino Gentile 
(d. 1566)1 another Italian, con- 
tended that Calvin's view of the Trinity was sophistical and involved 
a quaternity--adding-a general divine essence to the three divine es- 
sences of the rather. Son, and Spirit. Gentile maintained that the Fa- 
' ther was the only divine essence. ß5 These were essentially the ideas 
of Servetus.. ` Later at Lyon Gentile wrote a book entitled Antidota In ' 
which he opposed Calvin's doctrine of the Trinity and his 'doctrine of 3-f,; 
the two natures, of Christ. He also held that the Son was subordinate 
to the Father. 86 
82CC?, XY. 644. 
= 83CO. XIX; 40. 
CO. XXI. 704,708. 
85C0. IX. 389 f. 
86Cf. Benedictus Aretius, Short Him of Valentiaus Genlilie 
the Tritheist (London: 1696). 
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The best known theological dispute In ' which Calvin was 
gaged was the dispute with Michael Servetus (d,. '1553)& It' is not'nec-` 
essary for the purpose of this study to' give & "detailed account of this 
controversy. 87 Only enough details will be given to* show the problem 
in the realm of religious authority that was presented by, this contro-' 
versy. The heretical views of S. rvetns on the . 
Trinity and the ' divinity' 
of Christ were openly declared at Hasel in" 1530.88 , In 1531 Serretus: °ý' - 
published Errors of the T ria_ty. 89, - This 
book was considered tobe 
blasphemous by both the Protestants and the Catholics. Servetus 
found endless points in Calvin's writings which he said were hopeless- 
ly wrongs 90_ His chief theological work. The Restitution of Christian- ! -- ,",. 
_e--.. - . ý. 
"h' 
W, -, evidently an answer to Csävin's Institutes. 
++ 
In the R. stitntiaa 
Servetus affirmed that he must overthrow the tyranny 
of both the papal 
and Protestant antichrists `and restore Christianity to its primitive pn-- 
_ 
87For the literature on Servetua, cf.. Baiaton.. "Tb. Present 
States of Ssrvotns Studies. of Journal of Modern Him. IV (1932), 
CO. 
89EnglishTranslation by Wilbur (Cambridge, 193 Z)., 
9000.. VIII. 481. :.. 
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rity, 91, To his contemporaries The Restitution of Christianity . ap- 
peared to be a confused compound of 
Sabellian. Samosatenic,, Arian, 
Apollinarian, and Pelagian heresies mixed with Anabaptist er! ors 
and. Neoplatonic, : pantheistic speculations, 
92 Servetus' regarded the 
Bible as the source of religious truth but promulgated interpretations 
which were considered humanistic and radical by, the other reform.! -, Iv, 
ors. 
(2) Evidence'tbat Calvin was'greatly concerned with the 
humanistic and rationalistic emphases ''of the heretics. - In the presen- 
tation of ... a.. the problem is the ' rest n of religious authority created by 
the humanists andrationalists, ` some indication of Calvin's concern 
was seen. '-It will be helpful to giveY some additionnal reprssintativo "-. ` 
examples to indicate ' the extent of Calvin'. concern 
-Calvin thought of 'Castollio' as the center of aeons racy, o 
-, liberals. 
He saw Castellio as a beast as poisonous as hs was wild 
_A3 and CasLelliof answered in his Contra Libellum stubborn. _.. _ . _.. _... _, _ 
91Z'ho nor* important aspects of The Restitution of Christi. 
amity are summarised in 
Smile Doumergue.. Jean Ca 1risaý 
homrnes et Joe ehoses do son teams! (Neuilly-sus-Seisoý 19 ý0' VIA 
: 224-33" ., 
9? ýchaff. ` Histor of the Christian Church; off, cit '°- 
- -- --- 






Calvini94 and pointed out Calvin's inconsistencies, self-contradictions.; 
forced interpretations in his own interestand preference for the rigid- 
Old Testament law "over the Christian law'of love. 95 Calvin gave his 





Castillo, believe me,, is a crreature not less malignant` than 
unmanageable and contumacious. '-Under the maik of charity and,, ' 
even of modesty, he, dissembles the Innost inconceivable arro- 
gance' , ', He and some others patched up that 
pamphlet stuffed with 
the most atrocious outrages against men with the intention of its 
, 
causing some sudden attack to be : made upon me. They have been 
egregiously mistaken, for the senate voted that the work should. 
be given to inne for my perusal, and It was an easy task for met 
not only to dissipate those clouds of, slander, ' but even to make. re-- - 




. In a letter to Tossanus on October 15,1554,, Calvin srºealed 
his concern about bis Controversy with Caatellio and his other diffi- 
culties 
##If you knew only a tenth part of how distressed I am by vio- 
lent abuse, " he wrote to the minister at ldontb"lia " "your hu- 
man feeling would make you groan at the afflictions to which I 
have had to harden myself. The dogs are yelping at me from ev. 
ory quarter. - On all sides I am being called a heretic. - Every 
941Buisson, Sem Castel et son otuv e,.! p. cit. 
ü; ' 32. 
95Wilbar. f' Cit. # p. 203... ... 
96Jn1sa Bonnet. Letters of Joha Ca1yin 
" bptosiaa Bosom of P+sblieation, 
1eSÖý 




slander that can be invented I. being heaped upon me. " Envious. 
and spiteful men even of our own flock are attacking me More out- 
rageously than our open enemies "among the Papi$ts. ý'97 ' 
Calvin's concern over. the speculations of Laelius Socimu is 
seen in a' letter written to Socinus in 1551. 
'±- 'Would that you also, " my dear Lelio would learn to regulate 
your powern with the same moderationl , you have no reason, to ,;.. _ expect a- reply fromme so long is you bring 10r ward those won- 
= strous questions: - If you are gratified by floating among those .,. " 
aerial speculations, permit me'. I beseech you, ' an humble diirci- . pie of Christ, to meditate on those things 'which" tend towards the 
building up of my faith. - And indeed I shall hereafter follow out 
my wishes in silence;. that you may not', be troubled by me. "And 
In truth, .I am very greatly grieved that the fine talents' with 
. 
which God has endowed " you, `should be occupied' not only with 
= what is vain and "fruitless, but'that they should be also injured by 
pernicious figments: '"What I warned you of long ago: " Imust -: ' 
, 
again seriously repeat, -" that unless you correct in time thia itc 
ing after investigation. ' it I. to be feared you will bring upon your- . 
9181f seigre söffe: ._I "hou1d be cruel towarda`poa 
did I treat 
W'ith' ashow of indulgence what I believe to be a' very dangerous 
error. Iahönld'Pretar, accordingly, offending you a little at 
present by my severity rather than allow you to indulge ua- 
checked in the fascinating allurements of curiosity. The time 
Will come, I hope, when you will rejoice in having been so vio- 
lently_ admonished. 98 
'" = 
The correspondence' of Calvin also reveals bis 'agitati 
n over , 
the teachings of Gribaldo. In a letter to' the Count of Moatbeliard on 
-- ... - may 2.1557, 
GaLrIa statsa: 
-: ._... '. _97Qaotsd by Wilbur, OP- p. 204. 
_- 





But. it has also pleased you at the present Moment to mike' `_ 
törne enquiries about Matteo Gribaldi. I 'shall briefly explain to 
you how. he, conducted himself here. .:.:. i 
But as he was in the 
habit of corning here every year, Lt -is 'possible he was among us ,;. 
at the tlm. when Servetus was thrown into psison. t. - And at that 
time dissembling his participation in the impious- errors of that-'-` 
man, ' he contented himself with insinuating, - in the conversations 
which he held,. that punishments, ought not to be, inflicted on men 
for holding false opinions,, for that every one should be allowed 
liberty of conscience. When we saw that our man could not', 
be appeased by friendly demonstrations, we decided, that being 
cited to appear in the council chamber he should give an account . ,.. 
of his faith:. There be not only shuffled; -but showed evidently-- 
that hews. unwilling to profess openly what were his , real semi= - 
sments. - After a short interval; - however, some expressions es- 
caped him from which we had no difficulty in concluding in what .' 
perniciötee errors he had been entangled. - When we counselled 
modestly, ' he showed by his vainglorious' boasting, that nothing is 
more audacious than ignorance. --Thus with such perverse obsti- 
nacy our pious and useful admonitions were of no avail.... As. 
he betrayed by a writing in his own hand the kind of doctrine'' : 
which we condemn is him, your highness will thence judge whether 
we Ought to' suffer the impious man who so perversely rends asun-, 
der the essence of Göd, ' and pretends that Christ is a newly in-' 
rented divinity, different from the Father. and of a different es- 
sence from the Father.: - But as it is not'my purpose at present to 
-; refute 
his impieties, less the prolixity of my letter should tire 
out your patience, I conceived I should best discharge my duty, 
and in a manner most conformable to your sentiments, by sending ; 
-to your highness the confession written and signed with his own'- hand, - in which he attempts to exculpate hi self to his Italian brethren... Whence the most Illustrious prince 'your nephew will 
sufficiently, and more than sufficiently, perceive how profanely 
and wickedly this wretch'saps and perverts the chief article of our faith. 99 
Another item of evidence which reveals the alarm created by 
99Ibid. 
, III. 326-28. .='. . 
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Gribaldo is 'a letter written by Calvin to Wohnar. which' warned of 
G ribaldo! s heretical viewä 
l Oß1 -s 
The heretical confession of faith'prepared by Gentile so 
up- 
set', Calvin that be and the Geneva ministers', made a lengthy and rath- 
er. bitter reply; 101 Something of Calvin's attitude can be seen in his 
letter to the Marquis De Vice on July-. 19,1558, .:. 
... but this did not last long,, - for Valentin, 
-*who is now in pris- - 
`, on an false and disloyal. has kept in secret a kind of school for' 
the propagation of his errors,. which at* . on 
one point, as, detests- _ ble, as those of Servetus, ' as, in facts. there is scarcely any dif- ,".. ference between them.. Since, he has been handed over to justice, 
he has sufficiently demonstrated to all of us, that for, 'pride. Mal- 
ý: 
ice, hypocrisy,. and, obstinate impudence, he has his fuU share 
- of them. ' At leait ho has not spared me, nor 'ceased to coves. me 
y with'äs ; many scurrilous, outrages,,, as, a man in despair can vomit 
forth; - and that too. , 
In writing. I know not what will be the issue 
Of it; but the commencement greatly annoys me, 102 
An extensive amount of material is available which reveals 
Calvin's concern, over Servetus. The purpose of this 'study necessi- 
tates only, a few representative examples. Calvin was so aroused by 
the 
_ 
implications of the teachings of Se rvetu. that he wrote to Fa rel. 
stating that if Servetus came to see him and if he had any authority, 
he would never let Sesvetns away alive. 103 
.j.. 
100' -XV*, 644a 
101Co'`IX. 411. 
=.. 102Bonnet, `2 .' cit., - III.. 443 -44. '... : r. . 
103CO XII. 283. '" :'` 
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Servetus lately wrote to me. and coupled with his letter'a 
'long volume' of his delerious fancies,, with the Thrasonic boast, 
that I. should see something astonishing and unheard of. -. He tikes'-., 
it upon him to come hither, 'if it be agreeable to me. But I am ', 
-unwilling to pledge my word for his safety. - for-if he shall come, 
I shall never permit him to depart alive, provided my authority ?, F: 
-be of any avail. 
104 
_ ... -. -;:. ;. 
Servetus made insulting remarks on the margins of the pages of Cal-- 
vin's books-and then sent them to Calvin. Calvin said not a page. was '- 
free from thevomit. of Servetus. 105. In the trial of Servetus. Calvin 
pointed out many heresies in the writings of Ssrvetus; 106_ : 'Calvin. -'" 
found thirty-eight statements in the books of Servetus which were 
wholly foreign to the Word of God. 
107 After the death of Servetus; 
Calvin wrote a defense of the death sentence and a 'refutation of the 
errors of Servetus. 108, In this work Calvin sande a plea for the sight 
and duty of the Christian magistrates to punish heresy by death. 
hauch of Calvin's' evidence is drawn from Jewish laws "and the exam- 
ples of kings of Israel. At this point some-of the influence which the 
controversies with the heretics had on Calvin's ns* of the historical 
,. - 
104Bonnet. p. cit.. II, 33. 
` 105C0. VIII. 748.481 
10600, VIII. 479. 




principle of biblical exegesis can be seen. 
Additional evidence that Calvin was greatly concerned with ,. '- 
the rationalism and humanism of the heretics can be found in the Conte 
mentaries:: =An example of Calvin's attitude'is'clearly seen in his ; 
comments on Galatians 5: 12. 
But how can such an imprecation' be reconciled with the mild-`- 
noes of an apostle, who ought to wish that all should be saved; --- 
and that not a single person should perish? So far as men are 
.. -concerned; " I admit the force of this argument; 
for it is the will of 
God that we should seek the salvation'of all men without excep- 
tion,, : as Christ suffered for the sine of the whole world, But de- 
Tout minds are' sometimes carried beyond the consideration of 
men. - and-led to fix their, eye on the' glory 
of God, ' and the kingdom 
of Christ., -The glory of God, which is In itself more excellent ' 
than the salvation of men, ought to; receive from us a higher; de- - 
gres of esteem and regard. Believers rnestly desirous that 
the glory of God should be promoted. --forget 
, 
men, and forget the . 
world, and would rather choose that the whole world should per- 
ish, rthan that the smallest portion of the glory of God should be 
withdrawn. *, 
Let us remember, - hciwever, that such a prayer as this pro- ' 
coeds from leaving men wholly out of view,,, and fixing our atten= 
tion on God alone. Paul cannot be accused of cruelty, ' as' If he '.. 
were opposed to the law of love. Besides, -; if a single man or a 
few persons be brought into comparison, how immensely must 
- the church preponderate 
t It is a cruel kind of mercy which pre- 
fers a single man to the whole church. On One side, I see the' 
flock of God in danger; on' the other; - I see & . wolf ""seeking""., like 
Satan, . "whom he 
may devour. " (I )Peter V. 8), Ought not my care 
of the church to swallow up all my thoughts, and lead me to de- 
sire that its salvation should be purchased by the destruction of -, 
the wolf ?, And yet I would not wish that a single individual should , 
Perish in the way; but my love of the church and my anxiety about 
her interests carry me. away into a sort of ecstasy. , so that I can- 
think of nothing else. With such a seal as this, every true pas 
: -: tor-of the church, will' burn, 
Another example1from-the Commentaries-of Calvin's conviction that, -:., 
the humanism and"rationalism of the heretics. was ` dangerous'is"found 
In his " comments -on Acts 13: 10. = ._ 
It was ; not, without 
i cause that Paul was thus hot and angry; 
for he had no hope to do any good if he should deal after some , 
moderate and mild sort, '--, We must always begin' with doctrine, 
and those are also to be admonished. " exhorted. - and pricked for- 
ward, who do not as yet'appear to be altogether öbstinate. "" Nei- 
their doth Paul so'vehemently inveigh against the sorcerer at the. 
first'dash; but when he seeth him maliciously and manifestly 
fight against the doctrine of godliiness; ' he handleth him like a` 
bondslave of Satan. Thus must we deal with the desperate sae- 
nies of the ' gospel, , in whom appeareth open contumacy and . wick- 
ed contempt of God, especially when they, stop the way before 
others., And lost any man should think that Paul was out of 
measure angry, Luke-saith plainly that the Inspiration-of the-: - 
", spirit was his guide.: ' Wherefore, this hest 'of seal is not only not 
to be reprehended ---but it ought to- make the profane condemners 
of God sore afraid. who fear not to rebel against his word; foras- 
much as this judgment is given upon them all not bj mortal man, 
= but by the Holy Ghost. by the mouth of Paul. ',. . 'For we see. 
with-what sacrilegious boldness they despoil God of all honour; 
with what filthy corruptions they profane all religion; how cruelly 
--they throw 
miserable souls headlong into eternal destruction; 
-how unseemly they mock Christi how filthily they disfigure all the 
whole worship of God; with what cruel reproaches they, rend the 
holy truth' of God; --with-what barbarous " tyranny they lay waste the 
Church of God; so that you would say that they tread God under 
foot. And yet thsre be many crabbed philosophers who would have 
= firious giants flattered and clawed by the back. But forasmuch* as 
it 'doth evidently appear that such did never taste what that moan-, 
eth, ° "? he zeal of thine house kath eaten up, " (Psalm lxix. g; ) lot 
us, bidding adieu to their coldness, or rather sluggishness, ` be "- =. 
",. 109Coin. Gal. 5: 12. 
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most hot, as beeozueth us. -'in maintaining the 
'glory of God. 110 
John Calvin gras engaged in many controversies with the her:: 
etics over their rationalism and humanism and the relation- of this., ' 
attitudes to the problem of religious authority. `- There is evidence 
that these controversies affected his utilisation of the historical prig-,. 
ciple of biblical exegesis. ' 
5. -- Increased emphasis on the Canon. historical background 
of the Bible and biblical books. and chronology of the books of the Bi- 
ble caused bZ the necessity of combating the Roman Catholic utilise-: : 
Lion of Apocr ha and tradition and the' emphasis of the radical secto 
on rp ivat. revelations. .... j,,. _. 
Looking at Calvin's writings as a whole, he appears to have ." 
'_. 
solved the problem of the canon by his principle of the inner witness 
of the Holy spirit. - . 
Warfield111 contends, however, that Calvin con- 
structed the canon on historico-critical grounds and then sought to, see, ' 
if the Holy Spirit approved. An amplification of this idea by, Warfield 
affirms that Calvin solved the problem of the canon on the basis of. 
:,.. - 110Cöm. Acts 13: 10. 
'2118. B: Warfield, Calvin' and Calvinism (New York: Oxford 
U iversity'Press, 1931), p. 92. 
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"scientific investigation. 
, and appealed 
to the testimony of the Spirit "" ,' 
only to accredit the divine origin of the concrete, v, thus put into- 
,e 
his hands. ý! l lZ field 13 admits, however' that such ardent Cal- 
vinists as pannier, Reuss, and Leipoldt disagree with him on this 
problem. 
Despite Warfield'sarguments it would seem that the inner 
witness of the Spirit answered the general problem of the canon for 
Calvin and gave him the canonjof sixty=six traditional books. In the ' 
.' 
Institutes 'Calvin clar`ified this position. 
As'tö the question, How shall we be persuaded that it came, ' 
from, God without recurring to a decree of the Church? It is just . .; the sahne as if it were asked. How shall we learn to distinguish '; -- light from darkness# white from black, sweet from bitter? - Scripture' bears upon the face of it clear evidence- of its truth, as 
white and black do of their colour, Br et and bitter of their taste. 114 
This same position is accentuated by Calvin in another statement in.., ', 
-the 
institutes. 
Let it therefore be held as fixed, that those who are Inwardly 
'- taught. by, the Holy, Spirit 
. 
acquiesce implicitly in Scripture; that 
Scripture, carrying its own evidence along with it., deigns not to , 'submit- to<'proofs and arguments, but owes the full' conviction with 






which we ought to receive it to the-testimony of the Spirit: 115:. -: M 
In discussing II Maccabees, Calvin pointed out that whoever it was 
that wrote the book expressed a wish that he may have written we11, 
but if not. ' he -asks pardon. Calvin exclaimed. - "'iiow very alien' this 
at from the majesty of the Holy Spirit. u116' This is in 
keeping with Doumergue's appraisal of the teaching of Calvin. For 
Calvin :.. 
:°.. the -divinity of the Bible is directly- sensible to the heart of 
the faithful; certainty is immediate and divine, the most certain, ` 
of certainties and the only sufficient one; in a word. the testi- 
mony of the Holy Spirit. 117 
Thera is found in Calvin's writings; however, a somewhat 
paradoxical attitude toward the canon. In writings other than the Ia- 
stitutss. Calvin often met objections to the validity of certain books 
of the Bible on the merits of the specific individual books. in this way 
Calvin dealt with the canonical problems of such books as Hebrews, 
James. and II Peter. -- Be expressed concern over the book of Revela- 
tiön. = John Bodig gives us Calvin's attitude toward the book of Revela 
tion. '. -.. 
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1 thoroughly approve of the reply of Calvin, not less polished 
than sagacious, when he was asked his opinion about the book of 
the Apocalypse:, -., He candidly answered that he was totally at 
loss regarding the meaning of this obscure writer; ' whose Identity-, 
was not agreed upon among the erudite. 118 , 
:... - +ý Regardless of whether the historico-critical 
study of the in-',,. 
dividual"books. of the canon or the inner witness of the Spirit came":: 
first, L it is true that Calvin utilized the historical principle of exegesis 
, 
in considering the historical background and merit of individual books, 
Evidence of this. Is sera in such writings of Calvin as the Argument of 
his commentary on Hebrews and in the Argument of his commentary, 
" 
on James., "A representative example of his emphasis is found in his . 
discussiöä of U Peter. 






. 1, iRA. " 
ý_ 
-ý°-What Jerome writes influences me somewhat more, that 
some, , induced by a difference in style., did not think that Peter 
was the' author. ' For though some affinity may be traced, yet I 
;. w confess that there is that manifest difference which distinguishes . - 
°"' different writers. "= There are- also other probable conjectures by 
--, which we 
may conclude that it: was-written by another rather than 
by Peter. -, ̀At the same time, : according to the consent of all, - it 
, has nothing unworthy of Peter. as it shows everywhere the power 
and the grace of an apostolic spirit. If it be received as canöni- 
y....:.. cal, , we must allow Peter to be the author. since it has his name 
inscribed, and he also testifies that he had lived with Christ: and 
it would have been a fiction unworthy of a`minister of Christ, to 
have impersonated another individual., So than I conclude, that if 
the Epistle be deemed worthy of credit,: it must have proceeded 
118 John Bodin, Method for the Easy Comprehension of His- 
trans. by Beatrice Reynolds (Now Yorks-Colombia üaivers 
. 
Press, 1945), p. _ 241. -_. 
,. i, -- 
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from Peter; not that he himself wrote it, but that some O" 'of his-, ̀ 
-disciples. set forth in- writing, -- by his command, those things y : 
=" 
which the necessity of the times required. For it is probable that 
he was now in extreme old-age, "-for he says,,! that he was near h" 
end. "; ". And it may have been that at the. request of the godly, he, &I-" -lowed this testimony of his mind tobe recorded shortly before-, 
his death. -because it 
_might 
have; somewhat availed, - when he was. ---_, dead; to support the good, - and to repress-the wicked. Doubtless. -, -, 
as in every. part of the Epistle the majesty of the Spirit of Christ'., -. 
appears, to repudiate it is what I dread, - though I do-not here rec- : 
ognise_the language of Peter. But since it is not quite evident, as 
to the author. I shall allow myself the liberty of using the word 
-, 
Peter or Apostle indiscriminately. 119. 
Differences in individual style and the fact that the biblical' 
authors wrote in historical settings were recognised by Calvin. An 
example of this . 
is found in his comments on Psalm': 19: 4. 
Hitherto have I explained the true and proper meaning of the spired writer. ' Some have' wrested this part of the psalm by-'. 
hitting up©n it an allegorical interpretation; but my reader. will 
easily, perceive that this has been done without reason. --I have - 
shown is the commencement, '. and it is. also evident from the'Vcope 
of the whole discourse, that David. -before : coming to the law, `; :"' 
sets . before us the fabric'of the world, . that 
in it we might behold 
the glory of God.. 
_ 
Now, if, we understand the- heavens " as meaning 
the apostles, and the sun Christ., there will be no longer place for 
thedivision. of, which , we 
have spoken; and, besides, ', it would be 
sn-improper arrangement to place, the gospel first and then the 
law. It Is. very evident that the inspired poet here. treats. of the .. ' a ". µ knowledge of God,, which is naturally presented to all men in this. ' 
world as in a mirror; and. therefore. I forbear discoursing long-- 
er. on that, point., As.. however, these allegorical interpreters 
have supported their, views from the words of Paul.. this difficulty 
u ust be removed. Paul. In discoursing upon the calling of the 
Gentiles, Jays down this as an established principle; that, "Who`-' 
-I 19Com. II Pets "The Argument. 
4 
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over shall call upon the name of the Lord, shall. be saved: 
" and 
_°.. 
then he adds, that it is impossible for any to call upon him until . _. , 
they know hire by the teaching of the gospel. But . 
as. * seemed to;;:, 
the Jews, to be a kind of sacrilege that Paul published the promise 
. of salvation to the Gentiles. ', he asks, whether 
the 'Gentiles them- 
selves had not heard? "And he answers., by quoting this passage. 
that there was a school open and accessible to them. , 
in which 
they might learn to fear God, : and serve him, inasmuch as "the 
writing of the heavens has gone 'forth through all the earth, and 
their words unto the ends of the world, of (Rom,. 18. 
But Paul ':.. 
could not at that time have said with truth, -that the voice of the 
gospel had been beard through the whole world frond the mouth of 
"' ._. the apostles. since it had scarcely. as yet reached even a 
few, ':, 
couatries. L,.. The preaching of the other apostles certainly had not ,. 
then extended to far distant parts of, the world. -but was confined 
within the- boundaries of Judea. -... 
The design of the apostle it is 
not difficult to comprehend;, -, He intended to say, that . 
God, from, '°. 
ancient times. had manifested his - glory to the Gentiles.. and that 
this was, a prelude to the more ample instructions which' was one 
;... day, to bs published to them.. And although God's chosen people for a time had been in a condition distinct and separate from that 
of the Gentiles, it ought not to be thought strange that 'God at",: "'° : length made himself known indiscriminately to both, seeing he 
had hitherto. united them to himself. by certain means which ad dressed themselves in comaaön to both; as Paul says i=i another passage. --that when God,.. pin tunes 'past, suffered all nations to walk in theis own ways, -he nevertheless left not himself without, _ a eºitue.., :" (Acts xiv. 16,17. ) - Whence we conclude, that those " who r° imagined that Paul departed from the genuine and prop-. 
. °- er sense 
of Davids; words are grossly mistaken. The . reader ".. Will- understand this still mors clearly by reading my comments- 
., 
riss on the. above passage . of 
St.. Paul. i 20. `. 
Another illustration of the attention which Calvin gave to historical 
background is, found in his comment on Ephesians 4: 8. ,.:, "- ,. 
'.:.:. 
. 
... . The Jews 
go still farther, snd, for, the sake of. giving to their 
: 120 Co .; Ps": t9: 4" 
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accusations a greater air, of plausibility, maliciously pervert the 
natural meaning of this passage., '- What is said öf God. is applied 
= by them to David or to the people. "--ý "David, -or the people, "", they, " 
say, "ascended on high, when, in consequence of many victories, 
they rose superior to their enemies. " But a careful examination'. 
of the'Psalm will convince any reader'that the, words, -he ascend- ed up on high, " are applied' strictly to God alone. 
! "The whole Psalm may be regarded as sa En 'Y ti xt ov ,a song. 
of triumph, which David sings' to God on'account of the victories 
: which'he had äbtained; but, taking' occasion from the narrative of . his'own exploits; he makes a-passing survey of the astonishing 
deliverances'which'the'Lord had formerly. wrought for'his people. 
'His object is to show, that we ought to contemplate 'in the history of the Church'the glorious power and goodness of God; and among 
other things he says, 'rhou hast ascended o'n high. , (Ps. luviü. 
Perceiving' that it, is 'a song of triumph,, is ahich"David Gele- .,. brate. a11'the victories which God had wrought for the salvation 
of his Church,; Paul very properly quoted the account'given of-, -, 
God's ' ascension, '-and-applied it to the person of Christ;, The no- blsst`triumph which' God'ever gained was : when. Christ, -after sub-'='- duing7sin: -'conquering-death, and putting Satan to flight. " rose ma- 
_ : ". << jsstically. to heaven: that he might exercise his glorious : reign 
over the Church. ' " Bfitherto there is no, ground for the objection, ;"' 
the Paul has applied this quotation in '& manner-inconsistent with -- 
the design of the Psalmist. - The continued existence of the Church 
is' reprsssnted by David to be a manifestation of the Divine glory. 
But no ascension of God more triumphant or memorable will ever 
occur. - than that which' took place when Christ was carried up to 
the right hand of the Father, ' that he might rule over all authori- 
ties and powerst- and might become the everlasting guardian and' 
protector of his people - 
Although it is subordinate to the inner witness of the spirit, 
the place of argument, observation, ; and discussion was recognised 
. "'=179 
by Calvin in relation to the various biblical books,., He. recognised that 
after, one has, once, received the Scripture religiously 
become most appropriate helps, t! j. zZ In the remainder of chapter '8 of 
the first book of the Institutes Calvin listed such secondary helps is 
the antiquity of the books, of Moses, 
. 
the public ..., attestation , of unirseles, - 
fulfilled prophecies, preservation of the books as intact. harmony of. 
the evangelists, the conversion of Paul, and the proof of church his 
tory. Although these arguments, are helpful. they do not compare with 
developments in modern historical method and historical criticism of 
the scripture. It is also obvious that some of the chronology and his- 
torical material is outmoded. The main concern in this study.. how- 
°1e! " Is with the fact that the Roman Catholic Utilization of the Apoc- 
rppb'4 and traditioä accentuated Calvin's emphasis on the validity of 
the canon and the historical background of the books of the Bible. And - 
let it be romemb ersd that attention to the canon and the historical .. 
y 
background of the' biblical books is an aspect of the historical priaci- 
yof 
L' 
pie of biblical exegesis. it might be added that the modern insistence 
on the_fact thatChristianity_is a historical religion and closely bound 
to its documents owe" not a little to Calvia. 123 
1221, viii. 1. 
123A. Dakia, Calvinism (London: Duckworth, 1940), pP. ' :. '. 
206-07. 
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It is evident that Calvin was answering the radical sects, 
_f 
Y 
with their emphasis on the New Testament to the neglect of the. Old 
Testament, in his comments on Romans 15: 4. `_ 
This is an interesting passage, by which we understand that,, 
there is nothing vain and unprofitable contained in the oracles of', 
God; -and we are at thesame, time taught that it is by the reading } 
of the Scripture that we make progress. lu piety and holiness. of_ 
life': Whatever, then-is`delivered in Scripture' we' ought to strive' 
to learn; for it were a reproach offered to the Holy Spirit to 
think, - that he has taught anything. which it does not concern us to 
know; let us also know, that whatever is taught us conduces to 
s . 
thä'advancement of religion. -- And though he' speaks of the ' Old 
Testament, the same thing is also true of the writings of the 
.. -! Apostles* for'since- the Spirit of Christ is 'everywhere' like 'Itself#, 
there is no doubt but that he has adapted his teaching by the 
; Apostles ; las `formerly by the Prophets, to the ` edifieation' of his-, 
people. Moreover, we find here a most striking condemnation 
"of, those -fanatics who vaunt that the Old Testament is abolished, 
and that it belongs not in any degree to-Christians; for with what 
front can they turn away-Christians from those things ' which, ; as-- 
Paul testifies, have been appointed by God for their salvation? 124 
Another example of Calvin's concern over the fact that some of the'-% 
radical sects disregarded the Old Testament is found in his comment, 
on Luke Z4. -Z7. 
This passage shows us in what ýnnanner Christ is toads known '. ' 
to us through_ the Gospel.: lt is 
. when light is. thrown on the knowl- 
edge of him by the Law and the Prophets. " For never was there a 
more ' able -or skilful teacher` of the-Gospel than our Lord himself 
and we see that he borrows from the Law and the Pro ets the _ 
proof of his doctrine. if it be' objected that he began with easy 
lessons, that the disciples might gradually dismiss the Pro ets. 
124Com 
. Rom .! 5: 4. 
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and passon: to the perfect Gospel, this conjecture is easily- re- 
futed; for we shall afterwards , find it stated ;' that -all the apostlei ..: ° ' 
had their understanding opened, not to-bewise, pithöut the assist» `; 
ance o the Law, but to understand the Scriptures. -.. In order that: '-',,, 
Christ may. be made known to us through the Gospel, it is there . 
fore necessary that Moses and the Prophets should go before as .- 
guides; to show us the way;,:, It is necessary to-remind readers, of 
, this, that they may not lend an ear -to fanatics; 
`'who, by supres. - , -, _ ing the Law and the Prophets; "wickedly mutilate the Gospel; - as if . 
God intended that any testimony which he has, ever given respect- =- 
i.. : ing his Son should become useless: IZ5 :; 
Perhaps an even stronger, emphasis on the importance of the Old Tes-_ 
taenent 3s found in Calvin's comment 
"In short. ' Peter, reminds us that as long as we, sojourn in this 
world. - we have need of the doctrine of the prophets as a guiding ; light; " which being extinguished, we, can do nothing else but wander 
in darkness; for he does not. disjoin the prophecies from, the gos- 
. pel, when 
he teaches us that they, shine to- show. us : the way,,., His-, 




be guided, by God's word; for. ' otherwise we must be, involved on 
every side in the. dsrknoss, of ignorance; and the Lord does not" _ý = shine on us, except when we take his word as our light. -126 
Calvin always sought to explain any text which might mini- 
miss the validity of the biblical books and furnish a basis for the ' radi- 
'; '. " cal sects to defend their doctrine of private revelations. He expl*iavä 
", -, I Corinthians -7: 40 in this way. rt: 
As to what he adds--according to my judgment. be does not 
mean by this expression that his opinionwas doubtful; but it is is 
125Com . -Luke 24: 27. 
f1Z6Com: 
Ii Pet., 1: 19 ". 
-; 
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:=. if he had said that such was his decision as to this question; for 
he immediately adds that he has the Spirit of God, which is suffi- 
cient to give. full and perfect tb rity.. There appears. at'the - := 
sane time, to be somewhat of irony when be says I think, _ 
For as, 
the false apostles were ever and anon boasting in high-sounding 
" terms-of their having the Spirit of God. for the purpose of arro-. --,, ý' 
gating to themselves authority,, and in the meantime endeavoured ;. 
' 
to derogate from that of Paul, he. says Iti 
t he thinks that he is not 
less a partaker of the Spirit than. 
The apocalyptic sects tended to minimise the historical back-!, - 
of the Bible. Visser-. 't Hooft12 points out that Calvin's reac- 
tion to this emphasis of apocalyptic sects was so great that he became { 
overcautious in dealing with the problem of eschatology and the -book 
of Revelation.. ' Bainton'29 also emphasizes this fact. 
In many of his writings Calvin was careful to point out that, 
Scripture is prior to the church... The doctrines which the church 
through its pastors and doctors teaches are derived entirely from the 




was amplified by Calvin when he stated that no one can obtain true doc 
127Com. I Cor. --7: 40. 
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1281. A. Yisser, 't Hooft, The Kingship of Christ (New York'- 
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- trine except from the Scriptures. -131 Fý e 
are, ", nothi g needful is 
omitted in the Scriptures. 132 ' In commenting on-II Peter-1: 20, 'Calvin 
affirmed that anything men bring into the realm of religious authority 
apart from. the Scripture is profane. 
only. ire the prophecies read profitably, when we renounce- 
the mind and feelings of the flesh, and submit-to the teaching'of 
the Spirit, but that it is an impious pröfanation -of it, when we ar- 
rogantly rely on our own acumen, deeming-that, sufficient to en- ,. able us'to understand it, -}, though the mysteries , contain 
things hid.;.. 
den to our flesh, and sublime treasures of life far surpassing our 
capacities. And this is what we have said, that the light which 
shines in it, comes to the humble alone. 
But the papists are doubly foolish. when they conclude from 
this passage, that no interpretation of a private man ought to be 
deemed authoritative. For they pervert what Peter says, " that- 
they may claim for their 'ovnaº councils the chief right of interpret- 
ing Scripture;, but in this they act indeed-childishly; for Peter 
calls interpretation private, . not that of every Individual.: in order 
to prohibit each` one to interpret, but he shows that whatever men 
bring of their own is profane. -1iýere, thew, the whole world unan--- 
imous. and were the minds of all men united together; ' etiIt' what' - t.. 
would proceed from them,. would be private or their own; for the. 
word is here set in opposition to divine, revelation :.;. 133 
Another illustration of Calvin's' emphasis on the sole authority of the 
Scriptures and his rejection of tradition, -is' found is his comments on. -, 
11 Peter 1: 19. 
13 11 
13y 
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,, ' The Papists 
have ever and anon in their mouth, that the 
Church cannot err. Though the. word Is neglected, they yet, 
agins that it is, guided by the Spirit. But Peter,, on the contrary.,,,, - 
intimates. that all are immersed in darkness who do not attend to 
the lightpof. the word. ý. -Therefore, except 
thou art resolved wit-, . fully to east thyself into a labyrinth, especially beware of depart-' 
ing. even in the least thing from the rule and direction of the-word. - 
Kay, the Church cannot follow God as its guide,. - except it ob- °.. ' 
serveswhat the word prescribes. 134 . _;. . 
Still another ; 
illustration of Calvin's -conviction 
that papal tradition. 
and private, revelations are worthless. is'seen in his discussion. of- 
I Peter: 1: 25,.. 
what, then, Is this word of the Lord, which gives us life? 
Even the Law, the Prophets, the Gospel.. Those who wander be-- 
yond these limits 'of revelation., find nothing but the impostures 
of Satan and his dotages, and not the_ word of the Lord. We 
ought the more carefully to notice this,, because impious` and Lu- 
ciferian anon. = craftily allowing to God's word its own honour, at 
thel same time,, -attempt to draw us sway from the Scriptures, as 
that unprincipled man,. Agrippa, who , 
highly extols 
. 
the eternity of :. 
:'` 'God'. word., and yet treats, with scurrility the Prophets, -and thus 
indirectly laughs to scorn the -Word of-God. 
short, as I have already reminded you, no mention is here--. t 
made of the word which lies hid in the bosom of God, . but 
of that 
. ý_ which has proceeded from his -mouth.. and 
has come to us. So 
again it ought to be borne in mind, that God designed by the Apos -; 
1es and Prophets-to s p" oak-to_us,, and their mouths is the mouth of-'- 
the only true GOA. 135 
Calvin's disdain of papal tradition- and emphasis on the priority of the . -:. 
Scripture are. further, seen in his interesting comment on Acts 17: 11, 
134Com ! -II pet. 
135Cöm .I Pet. - 1: 25. - 
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Unto the -first `objection I answer', that Luke's words. ought' 
not so. to be understood, " aas' if the Thessalonians took, upon them 
to, judge, ' or as "though they disputed whether the truth of God. were _ 
;. to . be "received; they did onlyi examine' Pauli doctrine: by the rule.,,. 
and square of the-Scripture, `even as gold is tried in the fire; ' for ; 
the Scripture is. the true" touchstons whereby all doctrines reust be 
tried:., If any man say that this kind of trial is doubtful, foras- 
, much as 
the Scripture is oftentimes doubtful, and is interpreted, -`- 
.:, 
in divers ' ways, '. I say.: that we must also add the judgment of the 
-Spirit, who: iso, ' not without cause. called the Spirit of , 
discretion, 
. 
(discernment: ) But the faithful Must-judge 'of every doctrine not 
otherwise'than out of. and according to, the Scriptures, having 
the Spirit for their leader and guide. " And by this means ii re- 
futed that sacrilegious quip (quibble) of the Papists, -because 
there can be nothing gathered certainly out of the Scriptures, 
faith doth depend only upon the determination of the. Church. - For 
when the Spirit of God doth commend the men of Thessalonica, - he 
prescribeth to us a rule in their example. And in vain should we 
search the Scriptures, unless they have in them light enough to 
teach us. 
-Therefore', let this remain' as a most sure maxim. that no doctrine is worthy to be believed but that which we find to. be 
grounded in the Scripture. The Pope will have all that received.. 
.. -without any more ado, whatsoever be ' doth' blunder out at his 
:. '. pleasure; but shall he be preferred before Paul. concerning' whose-. 
.; ' preaching it was lawful for the disciples. to make inquisition?: "And- let us note that this ' is' not spoken of any visured (pretended) Coun. 
cal, 'but of a small assembly of amen, ̀ - whereby'it doch appear that-. - 
every man is called to: read the Scripture. - So likewise . making of 
. search 
doth not disagree. with the'forwardness of faith; ' for so, soon 
as any asan. doth hearken, -and -being 
desirous to learn,: doth show. *, ', 
himself attentive; she is now bent and apt to be taught, though he 
does not fully give his consent. - For example's ' sake, an unknown'° 
teacher *hall profess' that sie doth bring true doctrine; I will come,. 
being ready to hear, and my mind shall be framed unto, the obediý - 
once of the truth.. '_, NavertheleI will weigh'with myself what.. - 
manner (of) doctrine it is which he bringeth; neither. will I em 
brace anything but the certain truth, and that which I know to be 
the truth. 
, 
And this is the best moderation., when. ' being fast 
bound with the reverence of God, we bear that willingly. and quiet-'_, 
ly which'is set, before, us, - as proceeding from him., Nevertheless; .. '. 
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we beware, of the seducing subtilty, of men; neither do our minds 
throw themselves headlong with a blind rage to believe every 
thing without advisement. " Therefore, '' the searching mentioned .. by Luke doth not tend , to that end that we may 
be slow and unwill- 
ing to believe, "but. rather -readiness with judgment is made the:.. 
mean between lightness and stubbornness. 13 
Attempting to explain any text which would allow room for. papal tradi- 
tion, Calvin has a trenchant discussion of tradition in his exegesis, of 
I Corinthians 7: 25. 
He says that he gives. advice, not to if there wer. anything 
doubtful in it, and that it had little-or no stability, , but, as being 
certain, and deserving to be maintained without any controversy. 
The word,., too, that be employs, 'vcä4srL , signifies not merely ad- 
vice, but a decisive judgment. Papists. however. rashly. i: ifer, 
from this. that it I. allowable to go beyond the limits- of God'a ., -_. 
word, since nothing was farther from Paul' a,. intentions than to go 
beyond the: limits of God's word:. for if any one attends more 
closely, he will see, that Paul here advances nothing but what is 
included is-what Christ says in Matt. -; v., 32,, and xix. 5; but in'the, 
way of anticipating an objection, he acknowledges that he has no, ' 
express precept in the law,, pointing out who ought to, marry, and, 
who not. ý'.. ' '. 
Havin obtained mercy to be faithful. , 
'He, secures authority'., ' +r fox Ms deC1sionn, that no, on may th iaiself. at liberty to re 
jsct it, if he chooses. For he declares that hedoes not apeak`sim- 
ply as a man, , but, as a faithful teacher- of the, Church, , 
and as `,,; 
Apostle of Christ. ' According to his custom,,, he declare's himself . '. ̀ . to be indebted. for , this to . the m. e rcy of God, ; as it was no common s honour, nay superior to allM man morst , Hence; it. 
appeare, 
-'< that whatever things have been introduced into the Church'by hu- 
man authority; have nothing in common with" this advice of Paul: 
But faltfoul here. means . tru_ thful-. one, who, doea 
Fnot'4do what he 
does merely from pious sealbut, ia. also'endowed with knowledge, ' 
136Com. Acts 17: 11. " '. 'ý 
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-: = so as to teach with ' purity and faithfulness. For it is not enough 
fors. teacher to be conscientious, if be has not also prudence and 
acquaintance . 
with the truth. 137 
If it had not been for the Roman Catholic attempt to utilise 
the Apocrypha of the Old Testament and tradition: `plus, the emphasis 
of the radical sects on private 'revelations. Calvin probably would not 
bave emphasised the canon, -the priority of Scripture, the historical 
`" 
' 
'background of the biblical books. and the chronology-of the biblical 
books as-much as he did. - 'T'hus it is seen that Calvin's controversies 
tended to cause him to give more attention to some aspects of the his- 
torical principle of biblical exegesis than' would have been the case un- 
der different historical conditions. 
6, 
- Increased emphasis on the historical inerrancy. 
bi Imo: and of the contents of the Bible caused by the necessity 
of combating the Roman Catholics. heretics.: and radical sects:: - 
- =' In opposing both tradition and private revelations, Calvin was 
77 
driven to put an increasing amount of emphasis on the historical finer.:. _ 
rancy, infallibility, and finality of the contents of the Bible. Thora is 
a dispute among scholars as _to 
the extent of Calvin's emphasis on the 
literal inspiration of the Bible. It is not necessary for the purposes '; . ,. 
137Cozn. 
-, I : Cor., -7: 25. 
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of this paper ' to seek to resolve this controversy over : whethe r or not' . 
Calviii held ä mechanical, (Utsral) dictation theory of the inspiration 
of the' Siblä: 
_#x Dowey138 contends that Calvin hold the' literal or. dictation 
ew of inspiration. To substantiate his viewpoint,: -Dowey cites, Cal- .. 
4 
`"-: vin's comments on Jeremiah 36: 4-6. - In this ' passage, Calvin is, appar- 
ently describing the actual mechanics of inspiration. 
Here the Prophet declares that he dictated to Baruch., a serv- 
ant of God, whatever he had previously . taught. But there is no doubt but that God suggested to the Prophet at the time what 
might have been erased from his memory; for all tha things 
which we have some time ago said, do not always occur to us.. 
Therefore the greater part of so many words must have escaped 
-the Prophet. had, not God dictated them again to him. Jeremiah 
then stood, ` as it were, between God' end Baruch; for God, by his 
Spirit, presided over. and guided the mind and tongue of the 
Prophet. Now the Prophet, the Spirit being his guide and teacher, 
= :. recited what God had commanded,. and Baruch wrote down. and 
then proclaimed the whole summary, of. what the Prophet had 
taught.. -: He therefore, , says that"he called to hire -Baruch the on of. Nerla, =-who- wrote from his moutl; 7'and hä wrotee all the words of Jehovah.. Jeremiah repeats again that nothing camas m him- 
- se1f. 7- We hence see that he did not dictate, ý according to his own '-- 
will, what, came 
. 
to his mind, but that God 
, 
suggested whatever he 
wished to be . written by Baruch. 139 
A similar statement is found in Calvin's discussion of Jeremiah 36: 8. _. ." 
So also the words which God dictated to his servant were 
138Edward Dowey, ` Jr. -'The Knowledge of God in Calvin's' 
Theology (New York: Columbia University Press, 1957. )" P99., _ 




called the' words of Jeremiah; yet.. properly speaking, they .. were =. not the words of max. for they did not proceed from a mortal e .. 
man$ but from the only true God., 140 
The Scripture narrative states that Jehoiakim burned the roll which Jer,, 
emiah 
had dictated to Baruch..., Calvin give. an account of the replace- 
ment of this roll in his discussion of Jeremiah 36: 28.. 
The first thing is, that the prophet was bidden to write anoth-. 
er roll, dater" the King Jeboiakim vented his : age against ýbhe roll 
read before him; and hence he carefully repeats the words, `-Take = 
to thee another "roll, and write in it the same, words which-were ýý +ýrý ýwýr wrýý rrrýw 
iä the first book; as though he had sarid. "Let not a syllable be 
omitted, but let that which I once proclaimed by thy mouth, re- 
main unchanged; and let thus all the ungodly' knowýthat' thou sisal 
faithfully delivered what thou didst receive from my mouth. 141 
Thus, on evidence such as this which has been quoted from the com-= 
meats on Jeremiah. Dowey affirms that Calvin held that the original 
text of the Bible contained no errors In agreement with Dowey's 
general viewpoint are R. Seeburg, 243 O Ritachl, 144 and A. M. Hunt- 
er. 14ý' Calvin's comments'on II Timothy 3: 16 seem to support those 
14OCom. 
- 
Jer. 36: 8. r; 
141Com. Jer. 36: 28.. 
142Dowey, p. Sit., p. 100. 
143Reinhold Seeberg, Lehms der Do , mongeschichte (sec- ' 
and edition; Erlangen: 1920), IV (part 2), 9ö- 
- 
144+0tto Ritschl, Dogmengeschichte des Protestantismus '. 
(Gottingen; 1926), III. 63 f.. 
145 A. Mitchell Hunter, The Teaching of Calvin (second edi- 
tion, revised; London: James Clarke and Co.. 1950). pp. 
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who hold the view that Calvin believed in the literal inspiration of the-` 
Moses and the prophets did not utter at" random ,, what. we' have 
received from their baud, -`. but, -speaking at the suggestion 
of Göd; '_,:.. 
they boldly and fearlessly. testified. what was actually true, that'-: {... 
it was the mouth of the: Lord that spoke: 3#6 <ýr 
Even stronger is Calvin's statement is his commentary on Acts 1: 16. '-'. , 
Such manner of speeches bring greater reverence to the 
Scriptures; whilst we-are taught by them that David and all the. 
rest of the prophets did speak only, as'they were directed by the 
Holy Ghost; -so that they themselves were not the'authors of their 
prophecies, but the Spirit which used their tongues as an iastrü- 
meat. 147 
There are other'scholars who contend that Calvin hold is d y= 
gamic-view of inspiration. J: -, Pannier affirms "Calvin has not writ.; 
ton on., word that a person can'  Invoke in favor of literal inspiration 
-Henri Clarisx; 149 
in a careful'study of Calvin's biblicism, finds a dis_ 
tinction between the Word and the Scripture. ' Doumergue154 Insists that 
I46Com. iI Tim. 3: 16: 
147 Coin'. Acts 1: 16. 
". 148 Jacques Paämi*r; Le Teriaoi na ee du Saint-Esprit (Paris:. 
1893). P. zoo. - .' 
enr1 Clavi®r; Etüden stir is Calvinisrne`(Paris: Fisch- 
bache; . 1936), ' p. " 108. 
--- 
`1 ODouxnergue. Jean Caivin, 'les homnnes et lee choses'do 
son tein s, =ö., cit., -IV" -72-74. ' 
191= 
the statement that the Scripture "is given to us from; the: very mouth; of-; , 
GodIBIS" should be interpreted in the' light of 'such" illuminating' remarks ' 
as this:. "Prophets- and pastors are In the, church of God as the . eery; 
::;. 
mouth. of God. : ft. seems possible to apply-the- term "! "mouth of God'! 
to Old Testament priests and to all. pastors,., as well asta the special. ;' 
instruments-of inspiration., Dournergue further contends that the term '. 'x 
.i 
"dictate" is, changed to "iaspire"_ In certain instances in the original-,; 
1 French translations., , 
53 
". Thus Clavier and Doumergue insist that for 
Calvin the doctrine, rather than the words. is. inost frequently do--:.. 
scribed as inspired. 
154 
; Others insist that: Calvin's. oft-quoted, designs.. 
tion of the apostles as ", "'authentic amanuenses of the HolpSpirit. 55 
and his statement-that Scripture is "given to us by the very; mouth of .; _... 
Gods+156 : must be read in the light of Ca1v' 
-' ý ý: ' ä... ̂., ' : "-(: ' whi iri s, corýamentaries, - eh do= 
I SIIýý". vii; 3, °4:.:. . ý... 
152Homilies, ox I Sam, 4.2 CO, XXIX. }'? O5. '"- 
155Doumergue, - Jose Calvin, " lee hommes et ies ch©sss de 
son tee, op.. cit., IV" -72-74. 
154Clapier,, 'Ecit., pp. 27. ̀  81-84, I1ß f, and Dournergue, 
Jean Calvin,, lee homaies 'et Its ehoses*de son tezn 
I551 -V , 
156x, vii+ ` 5+ 
. -.: -192 
not show theverbal infallibility-which these words seem to imply°ý':. 
Warfield has an interesting solution to the problem of Gal- 
vin's view of inspiration. _. . -, 
It is not unfair to urge, however, that this language is Figur: ative; sad that what Calvin has is mind is not to insist that the 
mode. of inspiration was dictation, - but that the result of Inspira- 
tion' is as if it were by dictation, vie. the production of a -pure .,. 
word of God free from all human admixtures, The term "dicta- 
tion" was no'doubt in-current use at the time to-express rather 
the effects than the mode of inspiration, 157 
Whatever the exact answer to the controversial problem of 
Calvin's doctrine of inspiration, it can be said that his conflicts with 
the Roman Catholics. heretics, and radical sects tended to cause him 
to emphasise the fact that the original series of biblical` documents 
were errorless in the form iä arhich thor wer, written by the prophets -_ --' 
sind apostles : 
In-order to substantiate- the inerrancy and Infallibility of the 
contents of the -Bible. Calvin's 
+exegesiss was filled with a groat deal of 
harmonizing, ex iatuiýig, and' interpreting of passages which on the 
surface appearto be contradictory, or inaccurate. 
"Some'of the difficulties were explained by blaming them on, --, 
an incompetent or ignorant copyist. In commenting on a; seeming mis- 
take in Acts 7: 14, Calvin used this method. 




. Whereas he saith that Jacob came 
into Egypt with seventy=^ 
five souls, -it agreeth not with the words of Moses, for Moses 
inaketh mention of seventy only. , 
Jerome thinketh that Luke set.!.. 
teth not down, 'word for word, ' those-things which Stephen had '"., 
spoken, or that he took this number out of the Greek translation' 
of Loses, (Geri. xlvi. 27, j either because-he himself, being as 
= proselyte. bad not the knowledge of the Hebrew tongue, orýbe= .,... 
cause he would grant the Gentiles this, whoused to read it thus.. -..: - 
Therefore. I think that this difference came through thä, er- 
ror of the writers 'which wrote out öf the booka. 
158 
Another example of Calvin's-'e , xplanstion of an apparent inaccuracy by 
ascribing the error to a`copyist is found in his discussion of Matthew 
Comparing the inspired history with the succession described 
by Matthew. It is evident that be has omitted three kings. Those ` 
who say that he did so through forgetfulness, cannot be listened to 
for a moment. Nor is it probable that they were thrown out, be--,, 
cause they were unworthy to occupy a place in the genealogy of :4'. 
Christ; for the same reason would equally apply to many others,.. - who are indiscriminately brought forward by Matthew, along with 
pious and holy persons. A more correct account is, that he re- 
solved to confine the list of each class to fourteen kings, and gave' , himself little" concern in making the 'selection, because he had an- 
adequate succession of the genealogy to place before the eyes of -_" 
his readers, - down to the close of the kingdom.. As to 
-there 
being, 
only thirteen in the list; it probably arose from the blunders and 
carelessness of transcribers. Epiphanius, -in his First Book 
against Heresies, assigns this reason,, that the name of Jeconiab 
had been twice put down, and unlearned persons ventured to strike -, 
out the repetition "of it as'superfltious; which. he tells us. I ought 
not to have been done, because Jehoiskim, the father of King Je- 
hötakime had the name Jeconiah in common with his son, (IwChron. 
111, , -17; Z Kings xxiv., l5; Jer. , xxvii.. 
20; xxviii. 4. ) ; Robert... _., 
-, 
Stephens quotes a-Greek : manuscript, in which the name of is- 
-, ý ý_ _ 
-- s 
158Coni. Acta 7: 14. 
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hoiakim is introduced. 159 
One of Calvin's most frequently used methods to maintain 
the inerrancy. infallibility, and, finality of the contents of the Bible is 
the principle of accommodation. 'Calvin oftentimes represented `Bible 
f writersas accommodating their messages to the mental capacitieso 
their original, readers { In this way the PrindPle of accommodation is 
" 
used by Calvin to explain away irregularities' that' might otherwise be 
simply accepted as inaccuracies. 'Examples of such an'approach could 
,, be multiplied, 1: few, representative illustrations; will suffice for the',. ' 
purposes of this study. In a discussion of Matthew 5: 1; Calvin ob-' 
serveds 
Matthew-takes no notice of the' time, but "only mentions the 
'place. ' It_ is probable;,. that this discourse was not delivered until 
Christ had chosen, the twelve: ". but in attending to the order of 
;" time... which I saw that the Spirit' of God had-disregarded; -1 did 
not wish to be too preciso. Pious and modest readers ought to 
be satisfied with-having & 'brief summary of the doctrine 
Christ placed before their eyes. collected out-of his many and 
various, discourses. the first of which was that in which he- spoke 
160. to his disciples about true happiness. 
Another example is found in Calvin's attempt to explain an apparent er-`, 
t: ý. Aü vor in Matthew 
., The scribes quoted 
faithfully. -. n. o doubt; -the words of the pas 
:.. 159Com. - Matt. , 1: 6. 
160Com:: Matt. 5: 10 
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sage in their awn . 
language, is it is found in the prophet. Spit 
Matthew reckoned it enough to point out the passage; and, as he . ,. 
wrote in Gseek. he followed the ordinary, reading. '-. This passage, ` 
and others of the same kind, readilysuggest the inference, that ".. 
Matthew did not compose his Gospel In the Hebrew language . It 
ought always to be observed that, whenever any proof from, Scrip--' - 
ture is quoted by, the apostles, though they 
'o 
not translate word 'ý' 
for word. '. and sometimes depart widely from the language;, _ yet , 
it ý -- 
is applied correctly and appropriately to their subject. Let the 
reader always consider the purpose for 
which passages of Scrip.. 
ture are brought forward by the Evangelists; `So as not to stick. ', J. 
too closely . to the particular words. ` but to be satisfied in this. _' 
that the Evangelists never torture Scripture into a different meaa- 
ing. but apply it correctly in its native meaning. . .. It was"., 
intention to supply with milk children and "novices"" (1 Tim. 
6. ) in faith, who 
1 
were not yet able to endure "strong moat". 
(Heb. v. 12, j ... 
An excellent illustration of Calvin's use of the principle of accoinmo- 
dation is seen in his discussion of the Genesis, account of creation: A 
difficulty appeared in Genesis 1: 7: ! 'And God-. .'. divided the waters 
which were under the firmament fro=the waters which were above the 
= firmament: and it was so. " ,? he 
difficulty found in this verse is ax-', 
plained by the use of the principle of accommodation. -,,., 
For it appears, opposed to common sense, : and quite incredi- _ ble, that there should be waters" above the heaven. Hence some ,: -, - resort to allegory;. and philosophise concerning angels; but quite:.:;;. 
beside the purpose. For ,: to my mind, - this 'is a certain principle,; 
that nothing * is,. here treated of but the- visible form of the world:. 
He who would learn astronomy, --and other-. recondite arts. ' let him 
go'elsewhere.:, Here the Spirit of God would teach all men without.:, 
exception; and therefore what Gregory declares falsely and is 
161 Corn. Matt. 2: 6. 
,'.. _ 
196: - 
vain respecting statues and pictures is truly applicable to the his »., 
tort' of the creation, - namely, that it is the book of the unlearned. `, = 
The things, therefore, which he relates, serve as the garniture of 
that theatre which he places before our eyes. - Whence I conclude, 
that the waters here meant are euch' as the rude and unlearned may 
perceive. The assertion of some, that they embrace by faith y; :: - =` 
what they have read concerning the waters above the heavens; not. 
withstanding their ignorance respecting them, Is not in accordance 
with the design of Moses. 162 
In commenting on Genesis 1: 14, Calvin stated: 
It must be remembered, that Moses doss not speak with phil-, 
osophical acuteness on occult mysteries, -but relates those things =. _ which are everywhere observed, even by the uncultivated, -, and; ., - which are in common use. 163 _= 
An even more striking illustration of his use of the principle of accom-- 
modation is found in Calvin's exegesis of Genesis 1: 15. 
It is well, again to repeat what I have said before, that it 
not her. philosophically discussed, how great the sun is in the. - 
heaven. and how great, or how little, - is the moon; but how much. - -- light comes to ins from them. -. For (doses here addresses himself to our senses, that the knowledge of the gifts of God which we en=:. 
joy may not glide away. Therefore, in order to apprehend the, "", - _:. __ = 
meaning of hoses, it is to no purpose to soar above the heavens; 
let us only open our eyes to behold this light which God enkindles - =_ for us in the earth. By this method (as I have before observed) 
the dishonesty of those men is sufficiently, rebuked, who censure `-. 
Moses for not speaking with-gr"ter exactness.. For as it be-: 
came a theologian, he had respect to us rather than to the stars. 
Nor, in truth, was he ignorant _of 
the fact, that the moon had not -. 
sufficient brightness to enlighten the earth, '.. unless it borrowed, 
from the sun; but he deemed it enough to declare what we all way ;. _. 
plainly perceive, '- that the moon is a dispenser of light to us. That 
it is, as the astronomers assert, an opaque body. I allow tobe 
-- - 
16ZCOm" 
Gen. 1: 6-8.. 
163Gom. Gen. 1: 14. 
197. 
true, while I deny it to be a dark body., - For, ` first, since it is ',. ', 
placed above the. element of re, it must of necessity be a fiery, '_. 
body. :. Hence it follows.: that it is also luminous; but seeing that: 
it has not light sufficient to penetrate to us, - it borrows what is ., 
wanting from the sun:. He calls it a "lesser light" by comparison; ': 
because the portion of light which it emits to us is small com 
pared with the infinite splendour of the sun. 164 
. To 
illustrate further Calvin's use of the principle of. accommodation, ' 
consideration will be given to his exegesis of Genesis1: 16. 
I have said, that Moses does not here subtilely descant, as a 
philosopher., on the secrets of nature, as may be seen in these ,, 
words., First, he assigns a place in the expanse of heaven to the 
planets , and stars; 
but astronomers make a distinction of spheres, 
and, at the same time. teach that the fixed stars have their prop- 
er place in, the firmament. Moses makes two great luminaries; 
but astronomers prove, by conclusive reasons, that the star, of, 
Saturn, which, on account of its great distance. appears the least 
of all, is greater than the moon. Here lies, the difference; Moses . 
wrote in a popular, style things which, without instruction,: all or- 
dinary, persons endued with' common sense, are able to under-. 
stand; but astronomers investigate 'with great labour whatever the. ",, 
sagacity of the human mind " can comprehend. Nevertheless this 
study is not to be reprobated, nor this science to be condemned; 
because some frantic persons are wont boldly to reject whatever,.. 
is unknown to'them.. For astronomy is not only pleasant, but'al- 
so very useful to be known; it cannot be denied that this art un- . folds the admirable; wisdom of God. Wherefore, as ingenious ' `men 
are to be honoured who have' expended useful labour on this 
subject, so they who have leisure and capacity ought not to neg-' 
lect this kind of exercise; 'Nor did Moses'truly wish to withdraw 
us from this `pursuit in omitting such things as are peculiar. to the 
art; but because he was ordained a teacher as well of the un- 
learned and rude as of the learned.,, he, could not otherwise ý fulfil'-, 
_ his' office than by descending to this grosser method of instruc= 
tion., 'Had he spoken of things generally unknown, the 'uneducated 
might have pleaded in excuse that such subjects were, beyond their'. 
164Gom. Gen., 1: 15. 
capacity,,, Lastly, since the Spirit of God here opens -a common 
school for, alit it is not surprising that he should chiefly choose 
, 
those subjects which. would b. ' intelligible to i 
-all. 
` - If the 'astrono-" , 
, mer , 
inquires ,, respecting the actual: dimensions of the staffs; - 
he 
_. -, 
_.. wU1 find the moon to, be less than Saturn; but "this' is. something i "; " 
abstruse, for: to the sight it appears differently.  Moses. 'there- - 
fore; rather adapts his discourse to common'usage. For since 
the Lord stretches forth, as it were, his hand to us in causing us'.. 
,. to enjoy, the, brightness of the sun and moon,, how-great would be; -J. - 
our ingratitude were we to close our eyes against our own experi= - 
ence?, = . There is therefore no. reason why janglers should deride 
the unskilfulness of Moses 'in making the moon the second lumina- 
ry; for he does not call us up into. heaven; ' he only proposes - 
_° 
things which lie open. before our eyes. '. =Let the astronomers'poi- 
sess . 
their, more' exalted knowledge; but, fa the meantime. - they ." 
who perceive by the moon the ; splendour of the' night, , are -convicted 
by its use of perverse ingratitude unless they acknowledge the be-'' 
neficence of God. 165 ._, 
Calvin made a somewhat different use of-the principle of accommoda'= 
tion in explaining Isaiah. 19: 5-6: "And the waters shall- fail, from the °. = 
sea, "snd the river shall be: wasted . and dried up,. =. -.. and the"brooks of. ý., ' 
`. defence shall be emptied and dried up. --.:. '` . "! -The explanation 
which ,; "' 
"k. . 
`5... 
.... ,,.. -. - 
upholds the inerrancy. of the Bible is found in Calvin's commentary .. on 
14 
Isaiah 19: 6. 
'.: Now,, it . is -certain that the Nile was not' laid dry, and yet the Prophet did not, foretell-what was not accomplished. - We must 
therefore call to. remembrance'what we have: already, said, --that on 
account of our stupidity those calamities are represented to us in :;. 
a lively manner,,. which places them as it were before our oyes; 
for we need to have a representation made to us which is 'fitted to, ' ; - 
impress our. minds, and to arouse us to consider the judgments of . 
165Corn. Gen. 1: 16. 
God, which' otherwise awe 
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The principle of accommodation was used by Calvin in his discussion 
of Genesis 3: 1 in order to explain why Satan was not mentioned in the, 
Genesis account of 'creation: 
The question, however, is not yet solved why Moses has . =::. kept back the name of Satan: I willingly subscribe to the opinion'. - 
of those who maintain that the Holy Spirit then purposely. usod ob. . scure figures; because it was fitting that'full and clear 
should be_ reserved for the, kingdom of Christi - In the meantime; -. ̀', : 
the prophets, prove that they were well acquainted with the mean- 
ing of Moses,. when.. in different places., they cast the blame of : 
our ruin upon the devil. -; . -We 
have elsewhere said,. that Moses, ýby 
a homely and uncultivated style, accommodates what he delivers ' -" 
to the capacity of the people; and for the best reason; for not only . had he to instruct an untaught race of men, but the existing age 
of the Church was so puerile, that it was unable to receive any 
._r higher instruction. There is. - therefore. nothing absurd in the = 
supposition, that they. whom, for the time, we know and confess 
to have been but as infants, were fed with milk. or (if another 
comparison be more acceptable) Moses is by no means to be 
blamed,, if he& considering- the office of schoolmaster as imposed'-: 
upon him, insists on the rudiments. suitable' to children. -: , They .,; .:,.. - who have an aversion to this simplicity must of necessity condemn 
the whole economy of God in governing the Church. . 
This, -how-- .. a 
ever. may suffice us, , 
that the'Lord, by the secret illumination of- 
his Spirit, - supplied whatever was wanting of clearness in outward :. 
expressions; as appears plainly from the prophets, who saw Satan. - to be the real enemy of the human race, the conniver of all evils, -, furnished with every kind of fraud and villany to injure and de-'': 
stroy. . Therefore, though the impious make a noise., there 
nothing justly to offend us in this mode of speaking by, which Moses -. describes Satan, the prince of iniquity, : under the person of his 
servant and instrument, at the time when Christ, the Head of the.,. '. " 
VU J" lWs" "7iw" 
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Church and the Sun of Righteousness. had not yet openly shone 
forth.,,, 
Even in discussing the vision of Isaac, Calvin' emphasised the princi- 
- ple of accommodation, as seen in his exegesis of Genesis 26: 24; ',;: 
Yet God did not fully minifest his glory to the holy fathers, 
but assumed a form by means of which they might apprehend hence 
according to the measure of their capacities; for as the majesty. 
of God is 'infinite, -it cannot bs comprehended by the human mind. ',. 
and by its" magnitude it absorbs the whole world. '. Besides, - it fol- 
lowrs of necessity that men, on account of their infirmity, ', must 
not only faint .' but' be altogether annihilated in the presence 
of 
,' 
God. - Wherefore, -Moses-does' not mean that` God was seen' its his 
true nature and greatness, but in such a manner as Isaac was 
able to bear the' sight. 168 
In explaining Jacob's experience at Bethel, as -recorded in Genesis 
35: 7, Calvin 'gives us a further statement about accommodation. - '. -- 
The Papists act foolishly in affecting the praise of humility; 
.. by a -Modesty which is most-degrading. '- But the humility of 
faith'- 
is praiseworthy, --seeing it does not desire to know more than God- 
permits. And as when God descends to us. ' he, ' in` a certain sense, 
abases himself; and stammers -, with us. -so he allows us` to stain- '': 
=er , with him. - And this'is to be truly wise, -`when iss embrace God _ in the manner in which " he' accommodates himself to our capacity.; ' 
For in this way. -'dacob'does' 
not keenly dispute concerning the es= 
Bence of God, but renders`God familiar to himself by the oracle 
which lie has' received. ' : 
And because he'applies his-senses to the° 
revelation, this' stammering: and simplicity, (as I have said) is. ac- 
ceptable. to God. Nowthough at'this day; ' the knowledge of God 
' 
-has' 
shined more clearly; ; yet since, God.. '-in the gospel,; takei'upon`: 
"' hint-the character of a nursing father. " let *us learn to'subject our 
16TCom.. Gen., 
168Com.. Gen. 26; 24. 
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mind, to him; only let üsremember that he descends to us 
Yin 
or- 
`-... der to -raise us' up to himself; For he does not speak to us in hi 
earthly manner. to keep us at a distance from heaven, but rather :: - by this vehicle, -- to draw us up thither. 169 
An emphasis on the fact that God has condescended to our sinful state 
is' found in the comments of Calvin on John 3: 12. '" 
It is too common a fault that men desire to be taught in an in- :'. 
genious and witty style. Hence, the greater part of men are äo , --ä delighted with lofty and abstruse speculations Hence, too, many 
hold the Gospel in less `estimation. - because they do not find in it ' -, - high-sounding words to fill their ears, ' and'on this account do not-_ 
deign to-bestow their attention on a doctrine so low and mean. -: -- 
But it shows "an extraordinary degree of wickedness, that we yield 
less reverence to God speaking to us; because he condescends-to' 
our ignorance; and, therefore, when God prattles to us in Scrip- 
ture in a rough and popular style, let us know that this is done on 
account of the love which he bears to us. 170 
In addition to the numerous examples in the Commentaries, 
. =-'there are many statements in the Institutes-which emphasise how im- 
" portant the principle of accommodation was in the thinking of Calvin. 
One example of such an emphasis is found in his discussion of the- uni-' 
ty of the divine essence. - 
The Anthropomorphstes also, who dreamed of a corporeal 
God, because mouth. - ears, eyes, `hands, - and feet are often as -: "' -, cribed to him, In Scripture, - are easily refuted: -For who is so de- 
void of Intellect as not to understand that God, in so speaking, ' " .' 
lisp* with us, as. nurses are, wont to do with little children? Such ., "- 
169Com. Gen. 15,7:.: 
170Com.; Jn.:, 3: 12.. =, 
- 
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modes of expression, :, therefore, do not«ýsomuch express what, --'- 
kind of a being God is. as-accomnnodate the knowledge of him, to. - = our feebleness. In doing 
, so, 
he must of course stoop far below. 
his proper height. 171 
The principle of accommodation was also used by. Calvinº to explaia.,; 
_,. 
some, of the biblical, statements about God's emotions. An example. of 
this is 'found in his ' discussion' of Genesis 
The repentance which is here ascribed. to God'do'es not, prop 
erly, belong; to'him, , but 
has reference to our understanding' of hiin. 
For since. we cannot comprehend him as he is, -it is necessary 
that.. for our sake, he should, In a certain sense, 'transform him'--, '. 
self. That repentance, cannot take place in God. easily appears - 
from this single cönsiderstiön. 'that notlitag'happens-which is by, 
him unexpected or unforeseen. The same reasoning, and re-. _ - 
mark, appliäs'to'-what follows; ` that God was : affected with grief. 
Certainly God is not sorrowful or sad;, but remains for ever-like - 
hIi if in his celestial and happy repose; yet. because it could .; 
not otherwise be known how great is God's hatred and detestation: ' 
of sin', therefore` the Spirit accommodates himself to our capaci- - 
ty 172" _. ,_. 
`AnA explanation of the wrath of 'God is found in Calvin's comments 
Romans `1: 18, ... 
b.. 
-The'word'wrath, 
according-to` the usage of Scripture, speak- 
ing' after the manner of men means the vengeance of God; for , "_ God, in punishing, has, ' according to our notion, the appearance 
of one in wrath. It imports, therefore, no such emotion In God. '_, 
but only has & 'reference to' the perception aid feeling' of the sin=:: 
rt ner 'who is punished. 173 
1 Coiyi. ý Gen:. J, 72 
1T3Cona. 




undoubtedly other reasons which. wore'partially. re-. 
sponsiblo , 
for " Calvin's, emphasis on the historical inerrancy. infallibil- = 
ity, and finality of the contents of the Bible and his resultant emphasis..: " 
on the mistakes of copyists and the principle of accommodation. .S How-; ," 
-ever,; as has been shown, there is -evidencethat those emphases were 
partially caused, or at least heightened, ' by the conflicts with the Ro- 
man Catholics, radical sects, ' and her sties. In`thiöway influence. 
were brought. to bear upon the historical principle of biblical exege- 
sis,, especially upon those aspects, of this principle which are con-,. 
corned with the, relationship between the two testaments and-the histo- 
ricity of the Bible.; nd^" . __ . 
Increased emphasis on the legalistic approach and the 
proof-text method in biblical exegesis caused by disputes with the Ro- 
man Catholics, radical sects' and heretics. ' 
'Y `M4 
-, There is evidence, that Calvin. because of his many andia 
tense controversies, ' departed, from , time to time, , from some of the 
essential. aspects of, the historical principle of biblical exegesis::: This -. 
departure oftentimes took the form of an emphasis on the legalistic 
"approach and the, proof-text method is exegesis. 
Much has been written about Calvin's Legalistic approach and 
his proof text method*'. Two opposing viewppoints as to the extent of his 
M1 , 
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legalism will be considered` 
Some have insisted that-Calvin was preeminently a legalist, -, ' 
In The Nature and - Dem of Man Reinhold Niebuhr makes several 
., statements 
Which appear to support this view of Calvin. In one place 
Niebuhr states that, = 
.. 
while the Lutheran'side of the Reformation always walks on '. 
the edge of the precipice of supramoralisr: i; not to say antinonni- 
anism, the Calvinistic Reformation is innp eriled by the opposite 
114 .:. danger of a new moralism and legalism. 
In the same work Niebuhr has an even stronger statement about Cal-'; 
via's legalism. 
Calvin inclines toward legalism rather than supra-moralism. 
He does 
- 
not. - as 
Luther. believe that grace abrogates the law, - for he does not think of sanctification as an ecstatic experience of 
love which transcends all lawº. He'thinks of it rather as a rigor-' 
ans obedience t16- law. -- But since it' is impossible for the soul in .'.. its sinful state to know the perfect law, it is necessary for, it to be guided by., the "'divine lawn particularly as it is revealed in the ..:. Bible. - (cf. - InstitIli. vi. -1) `, Calvin's "divine law, n in which he'-. '.. 
ý' finds an ans we rr every moral and social problems. is nicely-. d0. 
fined here.. For it is a compendium collected from '"va rious -- :- 
place *_in Scripture. " without reference to the historical relativi--- 
ties which are enshrined in a sacred canon. 'This'is the ethical 
corol}a its Calvin's system of his general Biblicism, not to may 
$ibl otay. ? S.. 
Another statement by Niebuhr furnishes` even stronger evidence that -_- 
174Reinhold Niebuhr, The Nature and Destiny of Man (Lon- 
don: Nisbet and Co. Ltd.. 1943). ü, 198. 
_ .. _, : ... 
-` _. 
_ 175Ibid. . P! 202* 
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" he believes that Calvin utilized a legalistic and proof-text approach. 
Calvin's conception of "divine law! ' has the advantage of con-- 
sistency over Luther's sketchy directives, inýthe field of social 
and political ' life. `-"But it nevertheless combines the errors of 
both obscurantism and pretension. it is, 'obscurantist in that' it 
does not sufficiently engage man's rational capacities . in determin- 
ing what is just and unjust in his relation to his, fellows. It 
peals prematurely to Biblical authority for answers to every con-_::, 
ceivable moral aiad social problem. Catholic social"ethics, `-.: =...:. r.. '- 
though informed by an unjustified confidence in the ability of a '^ :"- 
universal reason to define the norms of justice, -are sometimes = :.: more discriminating than the Calvinistic appeal to" "divine 'law., "-, . 
-Calvin's ethical system. is pretentious as well`as'obscurantist, 
for it gives'the Christian-an unjustifiedconfidence in the tran- 
scendent perfection of the moral' standards which he has 'derived - from Scripture and obscures not only the eindless relativities of 
judgment,. involved in applying a Scriptural standard to a particu-, 
lar situation, but also ' the' historical'relativities which are imbed- ., dad in these Scriptural'standardsthemselves. 176 
In one of his eiarliest books, Does Civilization Need Rs ion?. Rein- 
hold Niebnhr makes an urea more definite affirmation about the legal-' 
isms of Calvin. In this statement Niebuhr does not appear to distin- 
. 
guish between the teachings of Calvin and the teachings of . "Calvinism. 
Its (Calvinism's) moral theories were in fact derived from,, 
the Old rather. than the New Testament;. and'there is hardly 
scintilla of evidence in Calvinistic thought that the Sermon on the 
'amount is_recorded in the scripture which it iccepted'as"revealed 
finality. ''- Its very bibliolatry was partly responsible for its "non- , -: --- Christian type of ethics, for, through it the casual moral theories'-, - 
of-the early Hebrews achieved the dignity of'absolute truth. ° Lack 
"=1 of historical perspective in the 'use of the Old Testament further-- .t aggravated this- error. ` ; for the real worth' of the prophets was nev- 
_ ..:, "ýI76Ibid. 
ýýý2©2.03:. 
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er appreciated and their high type, of moral idealism could not 
serve to qualify the less heroic morality of the law and the, ̀ super-, ' 
ficial moralizing of 
. 
the Wisdom, literature., `: Incidentally it,. may 
- .- .' be 
observed that, bibliolatry is one of the handicaps to moral,, -,,. 
progress in'almost all religions., ', 
Through it. primitive cultures _ 
and moral customs which happen to be enshrined in the canon be= 
come absolutely authoritative, and the weight of their influence ,'= 
is set against new ventures in moral life., 177. 
In his well-known work The Social Teaching of the Christian 
Churches Ernst Troeltsch also appears to hold the view that Calvin 
was to a considerable extent a legalist. - 
not only did Calvinism not shrink from taking part in the in- 
stitutions of relative Natural Lave belonging to fallen human na- 
ture, but it felt no used at all to adjust its ethical ideal to the law, 
of Christ In the New Testament or the Sermon on the Mount. :. " 
Without hesitation he regards everything as commanded and per-, 
nutted which can serve the glory of God. 178 
Another statement by Troeltsch' insists that: 
above all he, (Calvin) bases his argument repeatedly upon the 
Old Testament (which cannot fail to harmonise with the Sermon on, " 
the Mount, since the Bible is a unity), upon the reforms and the, : 
policy of the kings who "feared the Lord, " on the Decalogue, an 
the later ethic of Judaism, on David and the psalm*. 179 
P. Smith in The Aºe of the Reformnation states that ". . -. 
177Niobubr, Does Civilisation Need Religion? (Now York: ' 
Macmillan and Co.. 1928). pp. 100-101. 
178Ernst Troeltsch, The Social Teaching of the Christian 
Churches. - trans., by Olive _Wyoä London: George 
Allen and Unwiä, - 
Ltd. , 
1949), 1111599.1 
`.:, 1? 91bid. -, p. 600. '- 
07. x. 
Calvin- sought to use the Bible as & , rigid moral" law to be fulfilled to ,' -- 
the letter... He preached a'now, legalism. #0180 
In his -book The Problem of Authority in the Continental "Re-- 
formers Rupert- E. '. Davies -tends. to minimize any emphasis on the dif-. 
~' ferences between the two testaments, which _was made 
by Calvin. ': -,, 
We have here material quite adequate for the elucidation of: ;;. 
Calvin's view on the question _whether the Old Testamentorýany=, 
parts of it are inferior in authority to the New Testament.,  Cal-;; - 
- via' states and-stands by the definite view that the truth revealed,, -- 
In both Testaments is precisely the same; it follows that both 
Testaments. -in his view. - have precisely the same authority. 81F`. 
}-On the other hand; some writers"defend Calvin and point out 
- . _. ..,. _=4` .. -,.. {---... -.? -.. -_. 'fa_-, "a: 




" -that those who ssy. that he used the legalistic approach and. the proof---_ . 
- . }ý -' b: -+v'.: 
n" ,, s , 3'4"i. 
i_- - s`-irr... 
,ý wr 
r. 
ýs. ''. ->. - - 
text method in exegesis forget some important aspects of his teaching... 
Men auch as Fuhrmann contend that one- must not forget Calvin's -re= 
', " = peated, affirmations of a progressive revelation fa the : Bible. '' , Fuhr- .. 
mann"makes a statement' which is rather,, representitive'of the pool- 
'Lionwhich minimizes Calvin's legalisms. "Contrary to, common pre ju- 
dices'against him. Calvin teaches that this. Revelation of God has been 
progressive. "18Z' According to: Fuhrmann and others, Calvin affirmed, 
" t` 
` 180H: Pressrved'Smith"'-The Age of the Reformation (New 
York: H. Holt, "'1920)`p`166. ' ... °P- ' -. i;,..,.., ýý. i 
`4, 
.- 
. ". <': lam'- ý"_" /. 
~ý"^ý"_; ".. 
yy 
'i -, i 
,. 
f",. ' 
r. _ : 
181Rupert E: Davies, The Problem of Authority in the Conti-,. 
-. ' :. ___r__ý .. Mental Reformers (London, Epworth press, 1946). p. 113. `- 
182Paü1 T.. Fuhrmann. Go-centered Religion (Grind Rapids, 
Mich.: Zondervan, " 1942). p. 84. 
that God has employed an order' and. economy in dispensing his. cove- 
u*at of mercy, -making additional revelations_from 
day to day. The-''. 
promise to Adam was as a feeble spark; the light was enlarged is the = _ 
coming of Christ, the Sun of righteousness, who illumined the whole', 
world, 183 Attention also is called to Calvin's presentation of the cvi-, 
deuce of the "superior excellence of the New. Testament over. the'Old. ' .' 
Testament, 184 :,... 
Dowey, 1.85 in his provocative book The Knowledge of God in 
Calvin's Theology.. contends that Calvin's alleged legalism is consid- 
erably softened if the distinction between his two conceptions of law 
'_ is 
'maintained. One of Calvin's conceptions of law refers to created --. , 
perfection, the other to the situation caused by the Fall. ', The first. "' 
conception of law is not "legal" in a bad sense; that is, ' it has nothing, - 
to do with the' conviction or restraint of sinfulness, but mesas simply. 
the orderly, harmonious Creator-creature relationship. 186 Dowey., - 
refers to Lobstein who' also holds this softened view of Calvin's legal- 
-ism.. - 
Lobstein maintains that for Luther the law is primarily related 
183uß x, 20; xi, 2_5. 
184D, xi, 12. 
= 1851 owey. 22. cit., p. 223.. --. 
186'-.: ýv 
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to the sinner; while for' Calvin the_ law is related chiefly to the' believ- 
Dowey18ß cites Calvin's er for whom the maledictio is removed. '187 
commentaries to make clear the fact that for Calvin the _law 
for the ".. 
believer is not something that comes in between God and man. but is 
rather the mode of the personal relation between God and man,,, -, 
fact, God's orderly will for his. creatures, is revealed in creation, in 
the moral law given to Moses,, and in the, teachings. of Jesus.. These 
three are equated. 
189 Dowey190, quotes Jacobs as saying that. -for 
Calvin, the life of a Christian mein is an extension , of 
the Decalogue 




' We have said that, the object of regeneration is- to bring ahe 
life of believers ' into. concord and harmony with the' righteousness ": - 
.' of God, and so confirm the- adoption by which they have been re-: 
ceived 'aä' sons . But 
slthough the law comprehends within it that °--r 
new life by which the image of God Is, restored in us, yet, -- as 'our 
sluggishness hinds ggreatly 
. 
in'need both of helps and incentives, 
it will be useful to collect out of Scripture a-true account of this- 
reformat on, lest any who have a heartfelt desire of repentance.., 
-should in their seal 'go astray. 191 
I87P. Lobstein. 
[ 
Di e Ethik Calvin. (S trasbourg: Schmi dt. 
. 
55 
'88DOwey, op. cit., ' p: 2ZS; 
i8? Ibid., p: 230. 
190Ibid. 
-.. p. 235. 
191ult vi,, 1. 
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Another similar, statement in the Institutes reveals Calvin's conviction 
that the law was the basis of the Christian life. 
Although the Law of God contains a perfect rule of conduct 
admirably arranged, it has seemed proper to our divine Master 
to train his people by a more accurate method. to the rule which 
is enjoined in the Law. .. , 
192 
It is Dowey's conviction that Calvin is not as much of a legal- 
ist as is usually believed. Instead, Calvin is one who taught that the 
law is not a restraint of the freedom and spontaneity of love, but is 
rather a mode of its expression. In the Lutheran teaching' love and 
law were in competition. For Calvin$ love and law were by definition 
the same thing in essence. 
193 
Fuhrmann and Dowey have made a good case for their con- 
tention that the emphasis on Calvin's legalistic approach and proof- 
text method in biblical exegesis has undoubtedly been exaggerated by 
many writers. There is evidence, however, that Calvin's controver- 
siel with the Roman Catholics, radical sects, and heretics influenced 
his use of the historical principle of biblical exegesis and caused him 
to be more legalistic than normally would have been the case. This 
influence can be seen in his conflicts with the heretics. In the heat of 
192! vii. I. 
193Dowcyi 
op. cit.. pp. 230-31. 
these controver . - Piet', ' Calvin was incliaed-to: appeal, to both ths"01d. Te1. '; 
tent and the`New Testament In a : rather indiscriminate, mannerfor 
proof-#exts, Controversies with the-Roman Catholics also tem ed' , 
him-to'use the'proof-text method: 
`-, 
For' the, purposes of this: study 
however, it will be ' sufficient to examine the influence of his contro=-. ' :; - 
verlies, with the' radical sects on his exegesis of some texts. dealt n g 
-with" one ' representative' area--the- power of civil rulers. - 
The extreme views of some of the radical sects apparently. ". - 
caused Calvin to emphasise the texts which established the powers of 
" the civil rulers and the magistrates, Furthermore, -there 
is evidence" 
that Calvin had it tendency to qualify or soften the emphasis of they 
texts which would lessen the rights of civil rulers and #nagistrates; ä".:: _, 
It is beyond the scope of this study to enter into the semi=- 
theological field of Calvin's theory, of the state and his theory of law7'_-, =-T 
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have concerned themselves with the details of these problems, 
In this section of this study it will- suffice to show, by-mean 
of some representative examples, - the way in which Calvin's contro- 
versies with thei radical sects over the rights'of civil rulers had ä ten 
dency to influence his use of the historical principle of exegesis. "- .ýw 
Thit Calvin was greatly interested in defending civil govern- 
ment and in refuting the teachings of the radical sects' on the question, 
of civil government is aeen by the fact that chapter 20 of the fourth 
book of the institutes is largely devoted to this problem. There are" 
also many other statements in the Institutes about this question. Por" 
-. 
-" 
tions of Calvin's correspondence; such as his letter to the Paris 
Protestrots on September 16,1557, also reveal this concern. 
199 
, His 
sermons, likewise. display Calvin's desire to magnify the rights of "~. --. 
rulers 200 .:,:. However, is keeping with the emphasis of this , study, 
'the 
influence of Calvin's controversies with the -radical sects-on his exe- - 
gesis will be the chief point of Interest. To achieve this purpose, 
J; 
-".. "" 
some representative-examples from his exegetical works will be ex- 
amined. =",.; . 
`.. r.. _ 
199Co, XVI. 330. 
2000f. 
-Sermons on Deuteronomy. ' CO. , 
XXVII. 409-10, and 
. 
Sermons on First Timothy.. CO. Um, 131. 
213 
Calvin's conviction that obeying civil laws was not contrary.. 
to faithfulness to Gods, is, seen in bis. comet ents, on Matthew Z2: 21. ' 
For Christ intended to , refute the error of those who 
did not 
think that they would be the people of God. , unless they were, free . 
from every yoke of human authority. In like manner.,, Paul. oar-, 
neatly insists on this point, that they, ought not the less to look 
upon themselves as serving God alone, if they obey human laws, . 
if they pay, tribute, and bend the neck to bear other burdens. 
(Rom. xiii. 7. ) in short. - Christ declares that it is no violation, 
of the authority of God., or any injury done to his' service. A f. ` in 
respect of outward government, the, Jews obey the Romans. 
. the power of the sword. the laws, and the decisions of tsi- 
bunals, do not hinder the worship of God frone remaining entire 
amongst us. 
1 .. The amount of it therefore is, that those who destroy politi-- 
cal order are rebellious against Clod, and therefore, that obedi-. 
once to princes and magistrates is always joined to the worship 
and fear of God. 201 
In his exegetical wsitiaso Calvin made much of the fact that 
the office of the magistrate or shier was ordained 
by 
the plan and in., 
_, 
the wisdom of God. - In commenting on Romans 13: 1, Calvin gave at., 
tintim to the fact that the apostle urged obedience to a power that per- 
secuted religion. Calvin used this occasion to'give a strong endorse-, 
meat to the state. He was apparently replying to the teachings of the 
Anabaptists, as can be seen from the following statement: 
There are indeed always some tumultuous spirits who believe 
201Cozn Matt. '22: 21. 
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that the kingdom of Christ cannot be sufficiently elevated, unless 
all earthly powers be abolished, and that they cannot enjoy the 
liberty given by him. except they shake off every yoke of human 
subjection. ZOZ 
Another statement in his exegesis of the same verse points out that 
the ruler has been given his place by the Lord. 
And it seems indeed to me. that the Apostle intended by this 
word to take away the frivolous curiosity of men. who are wont 
often to inquire by what right they who rule have obtained their 
authority; but it ought to be enough for us. that they do rule; for 
they have not ascended by their own power into this high station, 
but have been placed there by the Lord's hand. And by mention- 
ing every soul, he removes every exception, lest any one should 
claim an immunity from the common duty of obedience. 
... The reason why we ought to be subject to magistrates is. 
because they are constituted by God's ordination. 203 
In fact. Calvin maintained that to despise the rulers is to re- 
slat God. 
For since it pleases God thus to govern the worlds he who at- 
tempts to invert the order of God. and thus to resist God himself, 
despises his power; since to despise the providence of him who is 
the founder of civil power, is to carry on war with him. 204 
Luther appeared to be too deeply imbued with the Sermon on the Mount 
to feel altogether happy over a coercive society. It appears that for 






Luther-the state was the result of man's sinful condition. 29 
S For 
Calvin the state was a divine institution. Without discriminating be-: 
tween a Christian and a non-Christian government, Calvin affirmed ä .^ 
that the right of government 1s ordained by God for the well-being of 
mankind. 
206 In his commentary on Romans 13: 3, -Calvin's insistence 
on civil order appeared to be directed toward the radical sects. -, " 
Since then this is the only remedy by which mankind can be 
preserved from destruction, it ought to be carefully observed by, 
us, unless we wish to avow ourselves as the public enemies of -" 
the human race. - ... At the same time, princes-do never so far. 
abuse their power. by harassing the good and innocent that they 
do not retain in their tyranny some kind of just government: there' 
can then be no tyranny which does not in some respects assist in 
consolidating the society of seen. 207. 
The same emphasis is found in Calvin's exegesis of I Peter : 2: 14. t 
He designates. every kind of magistrate., as though he had 
said, that there is no kind of government to which we ought not to -. - 
submit. , He confirms this by saying that they are God's ministers; for they who apply him to the king,, are greatly mistaken. There- .:. is then a common reason. -which extols the authority of all magis - 
trates that they rule by, the command of God, and are sent by 
him.. 
-It 
hence follows (as Paul also teaches us) that they. resist'---- 
God.. who do not obediently submit to a power ordained by him. 208 
205M. -'BZhlav. 1883.7"_-) Luther. Werke (Weimar editioný 
XXVIII. 699' 
a _..... _. 
206Com.. Rom. _13: 1. 
207Comr Rom. 13: 3. 
208Com. I Pet. 2: 14. 
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That Calvin believed that civil power was ordained of God is confirmed 
by his -comments on Romans 13: 5. - 
What he had at first commanded as to the rendering of obedi-; =.,. 
once to magistrates, he now briefly repeats, but with some addi.,. ",, 
tion, "and that is. --that we"ought to obey them, '" not only on the 
ground of necessity arising from man, but that we thereby obey, ., 
' ` 
.. 
God; for by wrath he means* the punishment which the magistrates 
inflict for the contempt of their dignity; as though he had said; , - 
"We must not only obey, " because we 
, 
cannot with impunity resist 
the powerful and those armed with authority; '. -..:,. but we ought to. 
-, _obey willingly,, as conscience 
through God's word thus* binds us. " 
Though then the magistrate were disarmed, so that we 'could with - 
impunity provide and despise him, yet such a thing ought to be no 
moreattempted than. if we were to see 'punishment suspended over- 
for it belongs not to a' private individual to take away. authority from hire whom the Lord has' in power set over us, . ,'X: 
209 , 
A statement about the rights of civil rulers similar to the one found in, 




He (Caesar) held, indeed. '. the supreme power: , 
but that eint- 
nence which Peter, extols. is common to all who `exercise public 
authority. And 'so Paul, . in Rosn. ' züi. 1, . 
extends 
, 
it to all magis = 
-. , trates.. Now the meaning is, that obedience is due to all. who 
__: " rule, " 
because they have been raised to that honour not by, chance, 
but by God's providence. For many are wont to inquire too scru- 
pulously , 
by what right power, has been attained, but we ought to be 
satisfied with this alone, that power, is possessed and exercised. 
.' 
And 
. so Paul cuts off the handle of useless objectioäs when he de-' Glares that there is no power but from God. And "for this reason ýr . it is that Scripture so, often says, that, it is God who 'girds kings "ý.. 
with a sword, . who raises them on high, 
`who transfers kingdoms 
as he pleases. 210 
209Com. Rom. 13: 5. 
... 
210Conn. I Pet. 2: 13. 
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Throughout his exegetical writings.. one notices Calvin's tendency, to.. - 
glorify the place of the civil rulsr: " 'Another excellent example of this 
emphasis is seen in his exegesis of Isaiah 49: 23.: ;='. 
-, Hence it ought to be observed that something remarkable is _ here demanded from princes, besides an ordinary profession of 
faith; for the Lord has bestowed on them authority and power, to =:.. - 
defend the Church and to promote the glory of God. This is in- :' 
deed the duty of all; but kings, In proportion as their power, is :, 
greater, ought to devote themselves to it more earnestly, -and 
to 
labour in it more diligently. And this is the reason why David 
expressly addresses and exhorts them to "be wise, and serve the 
Lord, and kiss his San'! (Ps. 11.10.12. 
- This , 
shows how mad are the dreams of those who assert that 
kings cannot be Christians without laying aside that office; for 
those things were accomplished under Christ. when kings. - who' 
had been converted to God by the preaching of the Gospel, ob-_ 
tined this highest pinnacle of rank, which surpasses dominion - 
And principality of every sort, " to be f"nursing-fathers" and 'guard- , -
ians of the Church. -The Papists have no other idea of kings be-'. Ing "nursing-fathers" of the Church than that they have left to :: their priests and moats very large revenues, - rich possessions, _; 
and prebends, on which they might fatten, like hogs in a sty. - But that "nursing" aims at an object quite different from filling up 
those insatiable gulls. - Nothing is said here about enriching the ,. - houses of those who, -under false pretences,, hold themselves, to ; 
be ministers of the Church.. (which was nothing else than to coy-, 
rapt the Church of God and to destroy it by deadly poison, ) but, 
about removing superstitions and putting an end to all wicked idol 
atry, about advancing the 
kingdom of Christ and maintaining purl 
ty of doctrine, -about purging scandals and cleansing from the filth 
that corrupts piety and impairs the lustre of the Divine majesty. 2111 
It is to be noticed that Calvin -oven called for the kings to help support -_ a 
the church in his discussion of Isaiah 49: 23. 
211COm. lea., 49: 23.. 
they at the same time supply. the pastors and ministers of:: 
the Word with all that is necessary for good and maintenance, 
provide for the poor and guard the Church against the disgrace of 
pauperism; erect schools, and appoint salaries for the teachers. -, 
and board for, the : students; build poorhouses and hospitals; . 
and ;., 
make every other arran ement that belongs to the protection and'-' 
defence of the Church: 22 
Another aspect of the teaching of Calvin on civil government-: 
was his affirmation that civil government was appointed by God for 
both Jews and Christians. 
He-expressly mentions kings and other magistrates, because. 
more than all others, they might be hated by Christians: All the 
magistrates who, existed at that time . were-so many. sworn ens- : 
mies of. Christ; and therefore this thought might occur to_ them, 
that they. ought not to pray for those who devoted all their power 
and all their. wealth to fight against the kingdom of Christ, the ex- 
tension Of . which is above all things, desirable. The-apostle meets this 
- 
difficulty, 
, and expressly 
joins Christians to, pray for. them a1- 
so. -; And,. indeed, the depravity of men is not a reason why God's 
ordinance should not be loved. '. Accordingly, seeing: that. God ap- 
pointed magistrates and priuces.: for, the, preservation of mankind, however much they fall short of the divine appointment, " still we must not on that account cease-to, love what belongs to: God, and-' 
to desire that it may remain in force.:, That is the -reason why-be- Hovers, in whatever country they live. must not only obey the 
laws and the government of magistrates, but . likewise 
in. their ;° 
prayers supplicate God for their. salvation.. 
That this strong emphasis on civil order-was partially caused. by the;: 
extremism of the radical sects is-seen-when consideration is given to '.. 
this additional portion of-Calvin's-exegesis of I Timothy 2: 2.212Loc.. 
cit. 
213Com. I Tim. 2: 2. a 
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- Hence 
we conclude, that fanatics, who, wish to have migis =ä- 
trates taken away, are destitute of all humanity, and breathe 
nothing but cruel barbarism., How different it is to say, that-we- -: 
ought to pray for kings. in order that justice and decency may; 
prevail, : and to say, -that not only the name of kingly, power, but 
all government, is_opposed to religion! -We have. the Spirit of, '. 
God for. the Author of the former sentiment,: and therefore the lat-' 
ter must be from the Devil. 214 
Still another, example of Calvin's emphasis on the fact that civil gov- 
ernment is ordained of God for all men is found in the comment ont 
I Peter 2: 13.. 
- 
Some render the words, "*to every creature, !! and from a 
rendering so obscure and ambiguous, much labour has been taken 
to elicit some meaning. _.. But I have no doubt-but that Peter meant 
to point out the-distinct manner in which God governs mankind-., 
for the verb i i' iv in, Greek.. from which xvi cr comes, - means 
to form and to construct a building. -Suitable, then, 
is the, word.;, 
"ordination"; by which Peter reminds us, -, that God the maker, of., 
the world has not left the human race is a state of confusion, that - 
thöy might live after the manner of beasts, but as it were In' s. :.. ,_ 
:. - . building : regularly formed, and divided into several compast-..:...: e, 
ments 215 
Another strong emphasis in Calvin's writings is his insist- 
ence that there is nothing in the Scriptures to forbid Christians from 
.. 'becoming kings or governors., In his exegesis of the texts dealing 
with this question, his reaction to the teachings of the Anabaptists can 
be seen. =µ Even in discussing'verses such as Matthew 20: 25-26, which 
214Loc., cit. _:.. 
215, Com. I Pat. ä2: 13. _ '_ 
' 
call for the great ones to be servants, -Calvin took special precautions': 
to emphasise , that this saying'does not apply, to all the godly. " . -5 
-t° =- ' 
He shows that the primacy; which , was 
the ' occasion of dis - 
pute among 'them;, =has äo' existence in his kingdom.: Those per- 
sons, therefore, who extend this saying indiscriminately to all 
the 'godly are znistaken; 'for Christ'only takes occasion'from: the "" 
present occurrence to show that it is absurd in the apostles to dis 
puts about the degree of power and honour in their own rank, be- 
cause the office of teaching, - to which they were appointed; has, no 
resemblances to the governments of the world. I do acknowledge 
that this doctrine appliei both to private persons and to kings-and 
magistrates; for no man deserves to be reckoned one of Christ's 
flock, unless he has made such proficiency under the teacher of 
humilityas-to claim nothing for himself, - but condescend to culti- 
vate brotherly love. (', This is, no doubt, true; but the design of ' --- 
Chrlst wa$, -" as I have, said, to distinguish between the spiritual 
government of his Church and the empires of the world, " that the,, ' 
apostles might not look-16r-the favours of a court; for in propor- tion as any of the nobles is'loved by, kings; he rises to wealth and distinction: But Christ'appointspastors of his Church, not to ' 
rule.,: but to eerve. 216 
The next part of the discussion of the same verses clearly reveals, the, 
influence of the extremism of the radical sects: ' 
This'refutes the error of the Anabaptista; " who exclude kings 
and magistrates from the Church of God. -because Christ 
declares 
.., that'they are not like his disciples; though the comparison is here. ' 
made not between Christians and ungodly men, but between the - 
--'natur* of their offices Resides, Christ 'did not look so much at 
the persons of snsn as at the condition of his Church. ' For it was .' 
possible'that one: wbä was governor of a village or a city might. ' 
in a case of urgent necessity, ' discharge also the office of teach- 
ing; but Christ satisfied himself with explaining what belongs to 
the apostolic office, and what is at variance with it. 
2l6Com. Matt.. 20.25-26. 
..:: 
`. . ,, . '- Christ distinguishes between the i apostles , and the rank-of kings, not because kings have, a: riight to act. haughtily.,., butbe- -. 
cause the station of royalty is different from the apostolic office., 
While; therefore, both ought to be humble, it is the duty of the, - '$- 
apostles. always to: consider what form of government the Lord, 
" has appointed for his. Church. 21? 
In his ,, exegesis of these. same verses from Matthew, Calvin gave an 
apology for the wealth of rulers.: = 
As to the. wards which Mattheu, employs, -. theme, rp , 
inces of the, 
Gentiles rule over them,, Luke conveys the same import by say- 
. ing, . they called benefactors; -which 
means., that kings possess 
great wealth and abundance. in order that they maybe generous 
and bountiful. i., For though, kings have greater delight in their. pow- 
er, i and a, stronger, desire that it. should be formidable, than that 
it should be founded in the consent of, the people,, still. they desire 
, 
the, prass e, of munificence.. Hence,, -, too. they take the name in the 
Hebrew language, 
-n "I ýi 3; - tnedibim. '). They. are, so called from beste nj gifts; for taxes, and tý sib es. are paid to them for no oth- 
er. "purpose than to furnish the-expense. necessary to the magnifi-:, cence of their-, rank. 218 , .. ___:. . 
j L: 1 It is noteworthy that Calvin, gave considerable attention to 
those portions of Scripture which permit nnea to be the ministers of 
God in inflicting punishment. An example ofthis emphasiais found in 
his comments . on 
Romans 13: 4..:.. .-3". 
And then be. says, An aver. to execute wrath, etc.: This 
is the same as. if it had been said, that he is an executioner ot, 





passage. the purpose, of proving the right of the 'sword; . for: ifs= =' the Lord. by arming the magistrates- has, also committed to him =,.. 
the use. of the sword;, whenever he. visits the guilty with deith, by 
executing God's vengeance, he obeys his commands.. Contend 
then do they with God who think it unlawful to shed the blood of; 
wicked n: en.. Z19.. -, 
The parable of the tares would appear to be opposed to Calvin's view- 
point on the. power, of magistrates to inflict punishment. His exegesis, 
handled this problem.. He was able to solve the difficulties brought. up 
by the interpretation which the baptists give to this verse.:. This', 
can be seen by a study of his exegesis of Matthew 13: 39., 
This passage has been most improperly abused by the-Ana- 
baptists; and by others like them, to take from the Church the 
power of the sword. But it is easy to. refute them; for since they 
approve of excommunication,. which cuts off, at least for s; time., 
the bad and reprobate, why may not godly magistrates, - when nec- 
essity calls for it, use the sword against wicked men? -, They re- 
ply that, when the punishment is not capital, -there is room al-: 
lowed for repentance; as if the thief on the cross (Luke xxiii:. '4a. ) 
did not find the. means of salvation. -, I shall satisfy myself with, 
replying that Christ does not now speak of the office of pastors or, -, 
of magistrates, but removes the offence which is apt to-disturb = 
weak minds,: when they perceive that the Church is composed not'. 
only of the elect, but o' the polluted dregs of society. 220 
In opposition to the teachings of many radical sects, ' Calvin 
maintained that the Scriptures allow judicial proceedings and lawsuits. 
In Interpreting Matthew 5: 34, much of his discussion is devoted to a`- : ̀w 
219Com: Rom, 13: 4.. - 
220Com. 
-Matt* 13: 39. 
. 
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refutation of the Anabaptist teaching which'was opposed to oaths': "- Cali" 
vin defended the use of oaths in judicial proceedings.. 
The Anabaptists, too, have blustered a great deal, on the 
ground,: that Christ appears to give no liberty to swear on any, oc- 
casion,, because he commands, Swear not at all. ', But we need not 
go beyond the immediate context to obtain the exposition: for he 
imniedistely 'addä, neither by heaven' nor by the earth: Who does 
not see that those kinds of swearing were added by y of exposi- " 
tion, to' explain' the ' former clause more fully by specifying a num- 
ber of cases? . The Jews had circuitous or indirect ways of swear- 
ing: ` and' when they'siwöre by heaven. or by earth, ` or by the altar, 
(Mat. xxiii. ; 18, ̀ they reckoned it tobe next to nothing; and. - as , one Vice Springs from another, '. they defended, under this pretence, 
any, profanation of the name of God that was not openly avowed. 
Tomeet thiss crime,, our Lord declares that they must not swear at all either in this or that waay. " "^ '. _, sither. 
ýy heaven, or by 
t1i rtth.: Hence we conclude, that the particle. atý all. _ relates 
not to the e ace; but to the form, and'means, neither direct- °. 
"_ .,, 
jy nor indirectly: '! It would othsrwüs have been superfluous to. _ enumerate those kinds: `and therefor, the Anabaptists betray not only a. rage for Controversy, but gross ignorance, when they ob- : stinately, press upon us a single word, ' and pass over, with closed eyes, the 
}whole scope of the' passage, ., 'Is It objected, that 
Christ- 
permits no swearinn ?". I ireplys'. What the expounder of the law 
says., must be viewed in connection with its design. His Statement-, 
amounts ltö this, ' ihafthere "ari other whys 'oft "taking the name of 
God in vain, " besides perjury; and, therefore, that we ought to re-. "" 
frain'irom allowinj öürsslves the liberty of unnecessary swear-'... - 
ing; for, 
_when thore are 
just reasons to demand it, the law not on- 
ly permits. but expressly commands us to swear.;; Christ, there- 
fore, - meant nothing more than this, that all oaths are unlawful,. 
which in any. way abi e and protane "ths' sacred nuno of God, " for 
which they ought to have had the effect of producing a deeper rev= 
_ ,... , erence. 
In' attempting to maintain the right of Christians to engage in lawsuits, 
221Corn: Matt. 5: 340-:, 
224 
Calvin proposed a rather unusual interpretation of Matthew 5: 40. 
Christ now glances at another kind of annoyance, and that is, 
when wicked men torment us with law-suits. He commands us, 
even on such an occasion, to be so patient and submissive that, 
when our coat has been taken away, we shall be prepared to give 
up our cloak also. None bu a ool will stand upon the words, so 
as to maintain, that we must yield to our opponents what they de- 
mand, before coming into a court of law-. for such compliance 
would more strongly inflame the minds of wicked men to robbery 
and extortion; and we know, that nothing was farther from the de- 
sign of Christ. What then is meant by giving the cloak to him 
who endeavors, on the ground of a legal claim to take away our 
coat? If a man, oppressed by an unjust decision, loses what is 
his own, and yet is prepared, when it shall be found necessary, 
to part with the remainder, he deserves not less to be com- 
mended for patience, than the man who allows himself to be 
twice robbed before coming into court. In short, when Chris- 
tians meet with one who endeavors to wrench from them a part of 
their property, they ought to be prepared to lose the whole. 
Hence we conclude, that Christians are not entirely prohib- 
ited from engaging in law-suits, provided they have a just defence 
to offer. Though they do not surrender their goods as a prey, yet 
they do not depart from this doctrine of Christ, which exhorts us 
to bear patiently ""the spoiling of our goods. it (Heb. x. 34. ) It is, 
no doubt, rare to find a man who proceeds, with mild and proper 
feelings, to plead in a court: but, as it is possible for a man to 
defend a just cause with a view to the public advantage, we have 
no right to condemn the thing in itself, because it appears to be di- 
rected by improper feelings. 222 
Much additional evidence can be cited for the assertion that Calvin's 
exegesis was influenced by the extremism of some of the radical sects. 
In his exegesis of passage after passage he referred to the sects and 
sought to refute their views and vindicate orderly government and ju- 
Z2ZCom. Matt. 5: 40. 
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dicial proceedings. Another example of this emphasis is found in his 
comments on James 5: 12. 
The Anabaptists, building on this passage, condemn all 
oaths, but they only show their ignorance. For James does not 
speak of oaths in general, nor does Christ in the passage to 
which I have referred; but both condemn that evasion which had 
been devised, when men took the liberty to swear without ex- 
pressing the name of God, which was a liberty repugnant to the 
prohibition of the law. 
And this is what the words clearly mean. Neither by heaven. 
neither the earth. For. if the question had been as to oaths 
in meth selves, to what purpose were these forms mentioned? 7-23 
A further apologetic for civil government, laws, magistrates. and 
edicts is found in Calvin's discussion of Titus 3: 1. 
Thus, after having spoken of particular duties, Paul now 
wishes to give a general admonition to all, to observe peaceably 
the order of civil government. to submit to the laws, to obey 
magistrates. That subjection to princes, and that obedience to 
magistrates. which he demands, is extended to edicts, and laws, 
and other parts of civil government. 224 
That this strong apologetic was called for by the teachings of the radical 
sects can be seen by noting Calvin's additional comment on Titus 3: 1. 
For. since they have been appointed for the preservation of 
mankind, he who desires to have them removed. or shakes off their 
yoke, is an enemy of equity and justice. and is therefore devoid of 
all humanity. 225 
223Com. James 5: 12. 
224Com. Titus 3: 1. 
225Loc. cit. 
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In interpreting I Corinthians 6: 1-8, 
,a passage 
which deals with Chris=- ::. 
tia" taking lawsuits before heathen judges., Calvin revealed in a 
striking way his Interest in maintaining the dignity,, status,. and power::.:. 
of lie civil rulers and civil courts. On seven occasions, in his. exe-: 
gesis of this one passage, he makes, certain that the. reader realised 
that Paul is 
_not 
condemning law-courts and magistrates., Some of . 
these occasions will be listed: 
Paul does not here condemn those who frone necessity have a 
cause before unbelieving judges. as when a person is summoned 
to a court; but those who, of their own accord., bring their broth- 
ren into this situation, and harass them. - as it were, -through 
means 
_öf unbelievers, 
while it is in their power to employ anoth- 
or: remedy., It is. wrong, therefore, . to institute of one's own ac- 
cord a law-suit against brethren before unbelieving judges.: 
_- 
If,, 
on the other hand, you are summoned to a court,, there is n 
harm in appearing there and maintaining your cause. 226 
Another opportunity for Calvin to emphasise that Paul did not deplore. ' 
law -courts was found in his exegesis of I Corinthians 6: 4. 
We must always keep in view what causes he is treating of. '.. - for-public trials are beyond our province, and ought not to be 
transferred to our disposal; but as to private matters it is allow- - 
able to determine without the cognisance 'of the magistrate. -; As; 
then, we do not detract in any degree from the authority of the, -' 
magistrate, by having recourse to arbitration . "... 
227 
Still another' opportunity, came in his discussion of the same verse, 
226Conn.. I Cor. 6: 1. 
22TCom. ' I Car. .. 6: 4. 
Calvin affirmed that "there is, therefore, ' no detracting here from'---'*-'-' 
the dignity of the office of magistrates 228 As if he; had not 'em- 
phasized his point strongly enough, Calvin continued to point out that 
this passage does 'not condemn law-courts or magistrates: 
For my own part, *, my answer is simply this--having.. a little 
before given permission to have recourse to arbiters, he has in 
this shown, with. sufficient clearness, --that Christian$ . are not pro- hibited from prosecuting their. rights moderately, I and without any breach of love: Z29. ̀ .... ;- _= :... 
There is still another example of Calvin's emphasis 'iä this same pas- 
sage: ° ... s 
Let us therefore bear in mind, that Paul does not condemn' 
t law-suits on the ground of its being. a wrong thing in itself to. - maintain a good cause by having recourse to a magistrate. ' but be- 
cause it is almost invariably accompanied with corrupt: disposi- tioas - 
', , 230 
Two. paragraphs later Calvin"g gain returned to-the, same emphasis. 
If, therefore, a, Christian man wishes to prosecute. his rights 
at law, so, as not to offend God, he-must, above all things, take" , 
heed that he does not bring Into court any, desire "of of. revenge.. any 
corrupt affection of the -mind, or anger, ' or , '. in fine, ' any other'; poison. 231 v. _. _ 
At the close of his exegesis 
. 
of I Corinthians 6:?. ' Calvin summarized 
228Loc. cit. 
229Com. I Cor. 6: 7. = 
230i: oa 'cit. 
Loc. cit. 
228:.:: 
by, saying, that "it was useful for many reasons to-show that the thing 
(use of courts of law) is, not evil in itself,,, but: is, rendoiedcorrupt by 
abuse. ýý23t 
Still another aspect of the question of the, rights of the civil .-, _, . ice `rr..,. <. . t. -. t. ., "4 u «.. ... 
rulers is emphasised by Calvin ' when he gave considerable attention, 
to the Scripture, which supposedly teach that God uses tyrants and 
sometimes even requires submission to ty; sats" , 
Evea`tyr ny is bet- 
ter than anarchy. affirmed Calvin.: It appears that auch strong em-. 
phases wers partially, caused by the extremism 
-of 
the radical sects 
A representative example of Calvin's emphasis is, found in hiselabo- 
ration, of the meaning of, l Peter 2: 14. ' 
Werelany one again to object and say'that-'we ought not to obey. prince. twho, as sir as they, ecan, pervert the holy ordinance of 
'God, " and thus become savage wild beast:... . '. my 
reply is this, that govsrnnnent established by God ought to be" so highly Valued by us. as to honour even tyrants when in power. ? here is yet anoth- 
er reply still more evident--that there has never been a tyranny. '{ 
(nor can one- be imagined. ) however cruel and unbridled. 'in which 
some portion of equity_bas not appeared; and further.. some. kind 
of government, however deformed and corrupt it may be. , 
is still 
rt s better `and more beneficial than -anarchy. 233 
Tha tendencyof, Calvin to magnify the necessity of civil order, even if 
13 it involved submission` to a tyrant, is further demonstrated by the fact 
ý233Com. 
Y Pet. '_2: 14. " 
- -.. == 2x9 .: - 
that Calvin was careful to point out that even a pagan ruler like' Nebu- 
chadnezzar was raised up by God, for his purposes. . 
But Daniel shows that he did not flatter the king. since he. as 
signs this reason for Nebuchadnezzar being the golden head--God 
had set him up above all the earth. But this seems to be common 
to all kings. since none of them reign without God's permission 
a sentiment which is partially true, but the Prophet implies , 
that 
Nebuchadnezzar, was raised up in especial manner, because he', 
excelled all other sovereigns. 234 
Another statement which I. representative of the emphasis of Calvin 
on the place of tyrants is found in his discussion of Daniel 5: 18-20. - 
We have stated elsewhere. and'Daniel repeats -it often. that. 
empires are bestowed on men by divine power and not by chance. 
as Paul announces, There is no power but of God. (Rom. xiii. -, 1. ) 
God wishes his power to be specially visible in kingdoms. Al-. 
though. therefore, he takes care of the whole world. -and, 
in the 
governmeit'of the human family even the most miserable things 
are regulated by his hind. , pet his''singular providence-shines 
forth in the'ernpire of the" world. -*_But since we 
have often dia- 
cussed"thiipoint at length. -- and' shall have many opportunities of 
recurring to it, it In now, sufficient just briefly to notice the ' prin- 
ciple of the exaltation of earthly kings by the hand of God, and not -' by the chances 'öf fortune. 
_.,. 
Whence happens it. ` since ambition is natural to all men$ 
= that, many thousands are subject to one. and suffer themselves to' 
be ruled over and endure many oppressions? How could this be. 
unless God entrusted the sword of power to those whom he wishes 
to excel? This reason, then, '- must be diligently noticed, when 
the Prophet says; 'All men tremble at the sight of King Nebuchad- 
nessar, because God conferred upon h r1 that majesty. and 
wished him to excel all the monarchs of the world. God has many 
reasons. and often hidden ones, why he raises one man and hum-_ 
bles another;, yet this ' point ought to be uncontroverted by us. No 
234Coaa. Dan. 2: 38. 
230 J, `- 
-any kings can possess authority unless God extends his hand to 
them and props them up. When he wishes to remove them from 
power. they' fall of their own accord; ' not because there is any: `.. 
chance in the changes of the world, but because God, as it is said .: in the Book of Job, - (xii: '-"18, )'deprives those of the sword whom : ,, he, had formerly- entrusted with ' it. 
Daniel here shows how King Nebuchadnezzar was not car. 
ried-away by his own plans, ' orpurposes$ or good fortune, but -" -. 
was entrusted with supreme power and rendered formidable to all 
man., because God had designed him for his own glory. 235, 
One of the strongest statements that Calvin made in regard to' the fact 
that rulers 'can', be tyrants - and still God's 'servants tobe obeyed. ' is 
:: found in his exegesis of Jeremiah 27: 6-7 
Nebuchadnessar Is ' afterwards' called- the servant 'of God,, 'not 
that he'. was worthy'of such'an honour, as it had never been his 
-purpose to'labour. for God; ''but he was called a servant . because : "- God designed to employ him in his service, as'those are called is-. = 
the Psalms the sons of God., to whom the, word of 'God was ad- . dressed; that is, to whom he gave authority to rule. - (Psailus'. lxxxii. 6;, j ohn x, 35. )' So also Nebiichadne: Ear was God's serv- 
ant. ' because hewas divinely endued with sovereign power: This 
;... ;- he did 
not. know, nor was this said for his'sake; ` nor was hs hon 
oured with such a name, " as though God regarded him as one of ..... his own people; but this had a reference to the Jews and to aU the' 
other nations. ' in' ordor'that they might be fully pissuaded that 
they were obeying God in humbling themselves and in undertaking 
the -yoke of the king of Babylon, - for this pleased God. ' There is 
no power, says Paul. 'büt'from God. (Rom. xiii. ' 1, ) and that sea= 
tence is 'derived from ; this' principle, that all power is from God; 
'- M 
for. he gives the power to rule * and to-govern to whomI he piease's. "" 
Whosoever; 'then, ' are endued with the power `of the sword'and -- - public authority, ' are God's servants, - though-they exercise'tyran. 
ny and be robbers. They are servants, not with"'respict "to them= 
235Coni. Dan. 5: 18-20. 
selves, but because God would have them to be acknowledged as ý. _ 
`. 
his ministers until their time shall come; according to what fo1= ,' lows 
.: . 
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Calvin's exegesis of Romans 
-13: 
3 was an occasion for, him to point 
out that 
princes do never so far abuse their power, -by harassing 
the good and innocent, -that they do not retain in their tyranny' 
some kind of just. government; there can then be no tyranny which 
does not in some respects assist in consolidating the society of 
men, 237. 
One more illustration of Calvin's strong-emphasis on the necessity-of- 
-order will be given. 'In exegeting Genesis 14: 1-9" Calvin pointed out, - 
that Chedorlaomer had the right to punish his subjects because of 
their rebellion, Calvin's further comment reflected his emphasis 'on-, 
opposed to anarchy. 
For although liberty_is. by no means to be despised. - yet the ,-' 
subjection which is once imposed upon us cannot, without implied "" . 
-' --rebellion 
'against God, be shaken off; " because' !! every power is. -, 
ordained by: God, It -notwithstanding. - in its commencement. it may 
'' 
. 
'"-have`flovved from the" list of döminioa,: (Roin: xüi. I. ) . -There- fore some of the rebels are 'slaughtered like, cattle; and others. 
though. they have clothed themselves-in armour; -and are prepared 
to resist, are yet driven to flight; thus; unhappily to all con- :.. ;. 
carved, terminates the, contimacious refusal to *pay , 
tribute... And ; 
such narratives"are tobe noticed, ` that we may learn-from'. the me - 
that all wnho' strive to produce anarchy, fight`agaiast God. 
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. 
In all fairness however. ', it must be pointed out that'Calvin = 
did make, exc{eptions to his demand that all men give heed to civil rut- 
ers. ' One of these, exceptions is given4n his comments on Acts : 5; 29z " 
God doth set men over us in such sort with power #, - that he 
keepeth still his own authority safe and sound.. Therefore; we 
must obey rulers so far, that the commandment of God. be`not 
broken, man. is nothing else but an instrument of God. '-: . If a magistrate. do his duty as he ought., a man shall in vain say w: 
that he, Is-contrary to God, --seeing that he dissenteth in nothing; 
yea, - rather the contrary rule is than In force, -- We must obey _ý 
God's ministers and officers if we will obey 
him. ':. But so soon as, 
rulers do lead us away'from the obedience of God; because they"_'. 
strive against God with sacrilegious boldness; their pride must 
be abated.. that God may be, above all in'authority. '= Than all _- 
' fl s 
smokes of honour vanish away. For God doth not vouchsafe to be- 
stow honourable titles upon men, - to'the end they-may darken his 
glory. Therefore. if a father being not content with his own es- 
tate, do essay to take from God the chief honour'of a' father. he is. 
nothing else but a man. ` If a king., or-ruler, or magistrate, do be- 
- so lofty. that he diminisheth the honour and authority of God, 
he is but a man. 239 
In his exegesis of Psalm 82: I-6. Calvin' asserted that aithough"the. rul- `., 
ers have been elevated to a high office., this elevation} should not be an 
"ýr' : ý" "-..: -_-.. . -fix t_:. 
. ', '...: t; _ý - 




occasion for them to turn to Wickedness, but rather 1t- should be an oc 
ýr4 
casion for fear and trembling and obedience to God. 240- Even though 
Calvin devoted & 'considerable amount of space in his commentary on 
Daniel to the establishment of the fact that rulers are `ordained of God, 
: _. Z39Corn. Acts 5: 29. 
240Com. 
_Ps. - ß2a t' 
6. , 
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-he did make some qualifying statements in this commentary. One of 
these is found in his exegesis of Daniel 6: 22. ": --. 
Since,. therefore, Daniel could not obey the king's edict with, -. 
out denying God, as we have previously seen. be did not trans-'..: 
greys against the king by'constantly persevering in that exercise 
of piety to which he had been accustomed, and by calling on, his 
God three times a-day. ` To make this the more- evident, we-must 
remember that passage of Peter, "Fear God., honour the"king.. ". -: (1 Pet.; ii.. 17., ) The two'commandnnents are connected together,. -... " 
and cannot be separated from one another:.. The fear of God ought-,: 
to precede, that kings may-obtain their authority., " For if any one ` 
begins his reverence of an earthly prince by rejecting that-of God, " - 
he will act preposterously, since this is a complete perversion of 
the order of nature. Then let God be feared in the-first place, 
and earthly princes will obtain their authority. , 
if only God shines 
forth. as I have already said. -Daniel. 
therefore, . 
here defends 
himself with justice, since he had not committed any crime 
against the king; for he was compelled to obey thcommand of. 
God, and he neglected what the king had ordered in opposition to., . it. For earthly princes lay aside all their power when they rise. - 
against God, and are unworthy of being reckoned in the num- up 
her of mankind.. L WO ought rather utterly to defy that to obey them 
whenever they are so restive and wish to- spoil God of his rights, , _- 
and, as it were, to seise upon bis throne and draw him down from -' 
heaven. 241 ._" 
Another example of Calvin's qualification of his emphasis on the 
rights of rulers is found in his commentary on Hosea 5: 12. 
--We now see how vain is the excuse of those who say that they 
ought to 'obey kings, and at the same" time forsake the word of : :.. 
God: for what does the Prophet reprove here. but that the Israel- 
it.. had been too submissive to their king? ! 'But this in itself 
was worthy of praise. " True. when the king commanded nothing,. 
contrary to God's word; but when he perverted God's worship, 
when he set up corrupt superstitions, then the people ought to . =- . 
241 Co=n. - Dan. 
6: 22. = 
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have firmly resisted htin; but as'they were too pliant; `nay, will= 
ingly' allowed themselves to be drawn away frone the true worship 
of God, the prophet says here, '- that they had no reason to com --- 
plain, that they were too sharply and too severely chastised by' 
the Lord. 24Z 
IU the institutes , Calvin further qualified the rights "of civil; rulers, 
Among other things, he insisted that no church or state can bind the = =", 
conscience, 243 the magistrates of the people can oppose the ruler, Z44", 
and no human institutions can impose themselves between most and :... -w` 
God. 245 
:..: _ -, :... 
Despite the fact that Calvin left room for both the conserva- 
tive and revolutionary approaches to the problem of the rights of civil 
rulers, there is evidence which leads to the conclusion that his exe- 
gesis was characterized by a tendency to magnify the power and placer 
of civil rulers and magistrates. `There is ' also evidence that this em 
- phasis was caused to some extent by the influence of the extreme 
views-"of some of the radical sects. ' Furthermore, as has been shown, 
there is evidence that his controversies with the radical sects influ- 
enced his use-of the historical principle of biblical exegesis, causing = 
242Com. Hoses 5: 12. 
243IY« x. 5" 
244IY 3Z: 
245XV : XI 8'ý =-: 
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him to be more legalistic and arbitrary than he would have been un-; ^_ 
der different circumstances. 
The study undertaken in this section confirmi, to some~ ex- : 
-. . 
tent; at least, the statement of John Knox which is described by' 
George Adam Smith as follows: 
Knox, in bis arrsignm. nt of Queen Miry, ` had argued on the-- 
ground that the Law of Moses was binding on Christians. ..: 
To statements by Calvin and others, that the Old Testament con-, 
tained proofs' of the lawfulness of even tyrannical governments' . 
and of the' people's duty of obedience to them, Knox answered that 
Calvin had been arguing against the anarchical Anabaptists .. . 
246 
A concluding statement which will summarise the evidence of 
this section of the study--the section on Calvin's legalistic approach 
and proof-text method--is now in order. Despite the fact that Calvin's 
legalistic approach and proof-text method in biblical exegesis were not 
as extravagant or, extensive as many writers would indicate, there is 
. some evidence that he was drawn away fron, his customary and oft- 
avowed historical 
principle of biblical exegesis by his controversies 
with the Roman Catholics, radical. sects, and heretics. These contro- 
versies did have some influence on his use of the historical principle . 
of exegesis. 
246George Adam Smith, Modern Criticism and the Preaching 
of the Old Testament' (second edition; we , York 
A -, C. Armstrong 
and Son, 1901), pp. 260-61. 
.. 5. :' CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION., 
Although it is not always easy to sum -up in a few brief pars- ., 
` 
grsphs' the results of a adetailed `study and analysis, - such a sunnmary 1" 
i's helpful. An attempt will be' made` in this last section of this study. 
to present a summary and a: few relevant conclusions6 
Despite' the fact that Calvin's position as an important ex*`- ý. 
gate in the history of interpretation has been established; - it is doubt- 
ful whether enotaigh attention has been devoted to his exegetical, - 
writ-ings. In fact Calvin has been studied to a large extent in ternns of 
the systematic structure of the' Institute, of 1559 without correspond- 
ing attention Vbeinggi'ven' to bis biblical commentaries. However; the' 
"Neo-reformation" or "Neo-orthodox" movement of the last two dec-} 
ades combined with a general resurgenc0, of interest in biblical exä- 
goals has helped . 
to revive interest in Calvin*s exegetical writings and 
exegetical methods 
Basic to a proper understanding of any exegete is'a recogni- ;_ 
tion of the fact that all exegetes are historically conditioned in 
use of exegeticalprinciples. Calvin is not an exception to this"rule, - 
Therefore; ' to understand properly and evaluate correctly Calvin6s ex- -: ' 
:..,. - 237 
egetical contribution, ' it is necessary to examine the factors which iý4- 
fluenced his use of basic exegetical principles,, 
It is difficult for a person removed by four centuries from 
another to appraise adequately the factors which influenced the*lette; ' s, 
exegetical methods. It is also true that judgments about exegetical 
methods are often Influenced by temperamental bias and personal 
background as much as they are by "objective" analysis. Another, 
consideration is the fact that abstract intellectual dissection of a man's 
exegetical methods does not always mean that the true significance of 
an exegete's work is really grasped. Sometimes a detailed analysis 
becomes so engrossed in the details that the broader meanings are 
missed. In the- realm of religious writings it is especially difficult to ._: 
sift out the full meaning by means of detailed, rational analysis.. In 
conducting this investigation of the factors influencing Calvin's use of 
= the linguistic and historical principles of biblical 'exegesis, these con--_- 
siderations have been kept, in mixad: -, An attempt has been made to ua= 
derstand Calvin in terms, of his own time-and frame of reference. . -. 
' The . 
- 
study has also sought to avoid the loss of his major emphases in theA 
process of noting his historical limitations., - 
Calvin, recognised. at least in a modified and limited way, 
basic principles of biblical exegesis which are accepted today. The 
. -: 238 
arrangement of these for the purpose. of this study includes the linguis-. 
tic, '. historical,, theological, and homiletical principles. 
Among other things, the theological principle includes. the,. i=m 
portance of Christian experience for the proper understanding of the 
Bible, the interpretation of ambiguous passages in the light of the con-' 
trat emphases. Of the' Bible, , 
and the certifying and-illurninating -power 
of the inner witnsss of the Holy Spirit. 
The apparent recognition by Calvin of the fact that the Refor- 
motion movement was in dire need of efficient organisation and an ex- 
ample of the practical application of biblical principles undoubtedly 




In meeting this need, Calvin's exegesis, although not alle- 
gorical, ° tended to be very. practical. ;. _ 
_The two primary principles of exegesis which are basic"for ; 
any_ exegetieal'work are the linguistic and the historical. -These two--:. _ 
principles probably were influenced the most by Calvin's particular 
historical background, training, and controversies. In this study.. - 
therefore, especial attention has been given to the factors which Influ- 
enced Calvin's use of these two basic principles of. biblical exegesis- 
.. 
One of Calvin's. most significant contributions was his. strong . 
emphasis on. the linguistic principle of exegesis--s principle which, 
to a large extent, , had been neglected. The linguistic principle in- -_'"``_ 
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chides a consideration of the text. grammars literal meaning, and the 
context, 
Among factors influencing Calvin's use of the linguistic prim- 
ciple was the development of textual criticism during the first half of 
the sixteenth century, Although Calvin did not accept all of the-: Fe- 
sults of the textual critics, he did utilize their methods and many of 
their conclusions, 
Another factor influencing Calvin's use of the linguistic prin- 
ciple was his Humanist training. This training included a thorough 
linguistic background. His Commentaries furnish ample evidence of 
his intimate knowledge of the original biblical languages and his con- 
start utilisation of this linguistic knowledge. His Humanist training 
also included a critical and logical emphasis. Calvin's Commentary 
on the two books of Seneca's D. Cleunentia reveals his extensive and 
thorough Humanist training. From this Humanist training he inherited 
a "mental set" which included a reaction against scholastic tradition, 
a seal for the true text, a sophisticated and , esthetic style, a concern 
for words and their meaning. and a logical and objective outlook. -It_ 
has been shown that his Humanist and classical studies helped to make 
him an instrument for the restoration of the linguistic principle to-its 
proper place in biblical hermeneutics., 
Z40 
Still another factor which influenced Calvin$s use of the lin- 
guistic principle was the excessive use of allegory by some Patristic 
and medieval exegetes. Allegory was carried to" such an extreme by 
some of these exegetes that Calvin became rather, drastic in his reac- 
tion. Calvin was one of the first exegetes in many centuries to avoid 
allegory consistently and devote himself to the one literal-meaning of 
the text. Many examples of Calvin's reaction have been given. In - 
fact, some maintain that Calvin reacted so far that he tended to make 
biblical poetry into prose. In any case, it is evident that Calvin-be- 
came more conscious of the "one-meaning" aspect of the linguistic - 
Principle as a reaction to the excessive use of allegory by some of the 
Patristic and medieval exegetes: 
There is -evidence that' Calvin's use of the historical princi- 
ple, of biblical exegesis was also influenced by various factors .° 'The 
historical principle of exegesis includes consideration of the historical 
setting and background of the biblical books. ' the chronology 'of the 'Bi- 
ble, the canoe, and the problem 'of the relationship between the Old 
.- Testament and the New Testament 
-_The three -factors which-influenced 
Calvin's use of the histori= 
cal principle which have been suggested in this study have been consid- 
ered under the general heading of religious authority. ' Calvin was "' 
p 
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faced with the problem of dealing with the-Roman Catholic emphasis , on 
the importance of tradition and the Old Testament Apocrypha, the a m- 
phasis of the radical sects on private revelations. and the Humanism 
and rationalism of the heretics. Calvin apparently realized that if the 
protestant Reformation were to succeed. the question of that which. 
was to be the final authority in religion had to be faced and solved. 
The Roman Catholic emphasis on tradition and the Old Testa- 
meat Apocrypha, as enunciated in official statements such as those is- 
sued by the Council of Trent, greatly alarmed Calvin, as has been 
noted in the-study of his writings. The emphasis of the radical sects 
on private revelations and the inner light also caused Calvin much con- 
cern, as has been pointed out. Controversies with the heretics over 
their humanistic and rationalistic, emphases likewise aroused Calvin 
and brought forth many strong statements. Each of these controver- 
sies had some influence on his -utilisation of the historical principle of 
biblical exegesis. There is evidence in Calvin's exegetical writings 
that the necessity of combating the Roman Catholic utilisation of the. 
Old Testament Apocrypha and tradition.. and. the emphasis of the radi- 
cal sects on private . revelations increased 
his interest in the problem 
of the canon,, - the historical background of the , 
Bible and the biblical-: 
books, and. the chronology of the books of the Bible. Further consid- 
242 
Bration revealed that Calvin was led to put an increased emphasis ©n: ' 
the historical inerrancy. infallibility. and finality of the Bible be- 
cause of his conflicts with the Roman Catholics. ` radical, sects. and 
heretics, in fact, there is evidence that Calvin developed and einpha- 
sized the 'principle of accommodation in order to help defend the iner- 
rancy of the Bible. In this way influences were brought . to 
bear upon 
the historical principle of biblical exegesis. especially upon those as- 
pects of this principle which are concerned with the relation of the 
two. testaments and the historicity of the Bible. 
The controversies of Calvin also resulted in a negative influ- 
once on his use of the historical principle of, exegesis. This investi- 
gation has revealed that at least, in part, Calvin's controversies caused 
hier to have a tendency to emphasize e legalistic approach and the 
proof-text method in his exegesis. Although many have overempha- 
sized the legalism of Calvin. evidei ce has, been given in this study to 
substantiate the affirmation that he was drawn away from his custom- 
ary and oft-avowed historical principle of exegesis from time . to time. 
An examination of his "exegesis of some texts dealing with one repre- 
sentative. area--the question of the power of civil rulers--revealed the 
influence of his controversies with the radical sects on his use of the 
historical principle of biblical exegesis. 
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Although the primary purpose of this study is fulfilled in the 
presentation of some of the factors which influenced Calvin's use of 
the linguistic and historical principles of biblical exegesis, it will not 
be inappropriate to suggest some significant aspects of his contribu- 
tion to the field of hermeneutics which have been suggested by this 
study, Some of Calvin's limitations as an exegete which have been 
suggested by this, study will also be noted. 
Calvin : jade a significant contribution in helping to restore 
the linguistic principle of exegesis to its position as the basic and 
foundational principle of biblical exegesis. He did this by his empha- 
sis on the importance of words and the original languages of the Bi- 
ble, his consideration of the text. his rejection of allegory.., and his 
insistence on the literal meaning of the scriptures. -. This contribution 
is especially noteworthy when one'considers the limitations of. the 
critical apparatus and linguistic equipment of his day, and the. fact 
that many. exegetes still accepted some aspects of the allegorical 
method of interpretation. 
Although some would disagree, on the basis of this study it 
can be suggested that Calvin made a definite contribution in the field 
of religious authority. His emphasis on the inner witness of the Holy 
Spirit should be mentioned, although a consideration of the impUca- 
tions of this idea was not within the scope of this study. In addition 
to this obvious contribution, the importance 'Of Calvin's emphasis on-- 
the historicity of the Bible should be mentioned,: His ylews antici- 
pated in some ways the modern emphasis on the fact that God has 
Chosen to reveal himself in the "concrete stuffs$ of history and in'"par- 
titular historical events. " Calvin also anticipated in some ways the' 
emphasis which is being made in some scholarly circles on the fact 
that Christianity is closely bound to its documents. Another signifi- 
cant contribution is Calvin's principle of accommodation. The prob- 
lem of religious authority continues to be a basic problem and "con- 
servatives" have found Calvin's principle of accommodation a helpful 
instrument in their effort to combine a high view of inspiration and in- 
tsllectual respectability. By using the principle of accommodations 
many irregularities can be explained which otherwise would have to be 
accepted as inaccuracies. 
Calvin's historical conditioning can beat be seen in his ten- 
dency to use the proof-text method and the legalistic, approach in bib- 
lical exegesis. In addition to the fact that the proof-text method was 
the- generally accepted , method 
In the sixteenth century. Calvin's con- 
troversies with the Roman Catholics& radical sects. heretics. and 
other groups undoubtedly caused him to, be more legalistic than would 
have been the case under different historical conditions. 
-245 
If Calvin is, seen in the light of his historical background, = 
which included the unusual religious and humanistic ferment of the six- 
teenth century, that part of his exegesis which ie historically condi- 
tioned can be recognised and minimized, and that part which is of uni- 
versal and permanent value can be utilized and magnified. 
Despite its 
historical conditioning and consequent limitations, John Calvin's 
bibli- 
cal exegesis contains much of value which should commend 
it to the 
twentieth century--or to any century. 
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